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I NTRODLCT ION
This Council adopted Report and Recanrnendation is the product of two years of
research, scenario development, public involvement, and public hearings. In
the course of the study, three other reports were also prepared: the
Northwest Hills Study Background Report, the Northwest Hil)s Study Scenarios
Report and the staff report to the Planning Commission. These three reports
and the public response received during the study provide the foundation for
this Report and the Ordinance that implements it.
The Study Area
The Northwest Hills are a part of the Tualatin mountain range. The range
extends norttwest fran the center of Portland to the coast range. Within and
adjacent to the City of Portland, the Hills rise froo elevations of 200 feet
on the west and near sea level on the east to about 1,000 feet along a
ridgeline that approximates NW Skyline Blvd. The Hills are generally formed
of ba sal t ove rlayed by mode rate to deep layers of s i1 ty soi 1. Slope
conditions vary froo 10 percent to over 80 percent. The study area contains
seve n sign i fi ca nt stream dr a i nages and nume rau s ad di t i anal dra i nageways •
Except for the area south of Burnside Street, much of the study area is
covered by natural vegetation: second growth forest, understory, or pasture
1a nds. A 1a rge port i on of the western slope was burned off by fi re in the
early 1950· s.
The study area can be viewed as two distinct neighborhoods. South of West
Burnside Road and north along Skyline Blvd. to Cornell Road, it is generally
developed with lrM density residential uses on lots in the 10~OOO-20,OOO
square foot range. The Sylvan area adjacent to the Sunset Highway also
contains a significant amount of canmercial activity. North of Cornell Road,
and along Cornell east of Skyline, the study area is only lightly developed.
With the exception of the Panavista and Skyline Heights SUbdivisions, most
development is on one ac re or 1a rge r lot s scattered along Skyl i ne Bl vd. Mos t
of the area north of Cornell can~ ; n fact ~ be considered undeveloped in terms
of urban uses. The entire eastern edge of the study area is bounded by a
cOOlplex of natural and regional parks made up of Forest, Holman, Macleay,
Pi t tock a nd Was h i ngton Pa rks • The wes tern ed ge is bou nded by un incorporated
Washington County territory that is rapidly developing as suburban residential
nei ghb 0 rho ods wi th 5,000-1 0 ~000 squa re foot lot s and some mu 1t i - fam; 1y and
c oome rei a1 uses inters pe rsed •
The Problem.
The No rt hwes t Hi 11 s area is ch ang i ng • Deve1opme nt pres sures a re beg inn; ng to
be felt throughout the area. In the lightly developed area north of Cornell
Road, these pres sures are es peci ally not iceab le becau se of the area· s ex i st i ng
rural character. The demand for new development has becOOle more obvious with
the approval of a planned unit development project north of Cornell and west
of Skyline that will add 2,100 housing units to the area. Other development
proj ect s are a1 so bei ng p1a nned.
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At the same time, questions have been asked about the ability of the Northwest
Hills to absorb dense levels of new development. Questions were raised about
the City1s and other service provider1s abilities to provide the public
facilities and services that are necessary to support new development.
Spe ci fi ca11Yt que s t ions have been ra i sed conce rn i ng the impact of new
development on existing neighborhoods and the natural environment, its impact
on an a1 ready congested transportation system, adequacy of fi re protect ion to
the area, and lack of sewer service. An increasing amount of COOlmuter traffic
on Cornell and Burnside originating in Washington County has also been
identified as a major concern.
The Ci ty Coun ci 1 wa s faced wi t h these que st ions duri ng rezon i ng hear; ng s fo r
portions of the study area in 1982. Feeling that there was an inadequate base
of information upon which to make their decisions, the Council directed the
Planning Bureau to undertake a comprehensive study of the Northwest Hills area
and rec anme nct to the Pl an ni ng Commi ss i on and Coun ci 1 an ap pr opr i ate 1and use
pl an.
The intent of thi s repo rt is to es tab 1i sh a la nd use pa ttern fo r the
Northwest Hills area that meets the development goals of the Comprehensive
Plan, while protecting existing neighborhoods and the natural envirorment.
More speci fically it:
a) provides land use designations and zoning for the Northwest Hills;
b) balances the benefits of new development against the cost of providing
necessary public facilities and services; and the impact of that
deve 1opme nt on ex i s t i ng neig hb orho ods, res ide nt sand the natu ra1
env i r 0 rme nt; anct
c) locates land use densities with a sensitivity toward the natural
environment and the development constraints presented by it.
Report Organization
The Report and RecCJTlmendations of the Planning Commission on the Northwest
Hills Study contains five sections and supplemental appendices. Part I,
printed on the blue pages, lists the Planning Commission1s recanmendations as
amended and adopted by the City Council. Part I I provides a summary of the
Study findings. Part III discusses the recanmendations. Part IV describes the
Study planning process and public involvement. Part V evaluates the
recanmendations frOOl the standpoint of Comprehensive Plan policy. Additional
Study documentation is found in the Appendices. Of particular interest may be
Appendix F, which shows where and how the newly adopted Comprehensive Plan and
Zon; ng Map s di ffe r fr()TI the previ ou s Comprehens ive Pl an and Zon; ng Maps.
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PART I
RECOMMENDATIONS
A. Overv; ew of the Rec01lmendations
The following blue pages contain the recanmendations of the Planning
Commission as amended and adopted by the City Council. The
recommendations are of four types:
o land use and administrative policies for the study area;
o a Comprehensive Plan Map to implement the land use policies (maps
1 through 5);
o detail ed qua rter-sect i on map s show; ng bot h the Comprehens i ve Pl an
designations and initial zoning that were adopted by the City Council.
B. La nd Use Po 1i ci es
Policy #1. Maintain the present regional Urban Growth Boundary within the
Northwest Hills Study Area except where boundary adjustments
will result in a more efficient land use pattern or urban
service efficiencies.
Policy #2. In areas north of Skyline Memorial Gardens, residential zoning
shall be limited to FF Fann and Forest or more restrictive
zones. No properties in this area zoned RIO as of June 11,
1985, shall be downzoned as a result of this recommendation.
Policy #3. Expand lOW-density single-family land use designations east
and southeast of the Forest Park Estates Planned Unit
Development to allow maximum use of public and private
investments in public facilities and services.
Policy #4. Restrict development of the environmentally sensitive Balch
Creek drainage by maintaining the current Urban Growth
Bounda ry a nd des; gn at i ng ot her areas fo r rural 1eve1 use.
Policy #5. Increase residential densities adjacent to significant
concentrations of canmercial activity and future transit
stat ;ons.
Policy #6. In areas suitable for urban development, but where landslide
hazards are predominant or natural conditions are unique and
sensitive, restrict potential development densities to below
wh at wou 1d ot herwi se be wa rranted.
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Policy #7. Recognize existing local service canmercial land uses, and
sites committed to such uses~ by applying appropriate
commercial land use designations.
c. Administrative Policies
Policy #8. Require the following conditions of all future subdivisions,
planned unit developments and quasi-judicial upzonings within
the Northwest Hills Study Area, in addition to those
conditions found in Comprehensive Plan Policy 10.8,
subsection C:
a) submission of a PUD or subdivision plan by the applicant;
b) availability of public sewer and water service;
c) if existing public transportation is not deemed adequate,
participation in and/or subsidy of a private transportation
s e rv ice; a nd
d) participation in an llimpact fee ll system, should such a
sys tern be adopt ed by the C; ty Counc; 1 , a nd/ or measures to
otherwise mitigate any adverse impact of automobile traffic
ge ne rated by the pr opos ed deve1opment.
For parcels of between five and twenty acres, and for all
upzoni ngs to a ccmmerc; al zone, the above condi t ions pl us a
transportation analysis includi n9 documentation of the
following will be required:
e) the potential daily and peak hour traffic volumes generated
by the site;
f) distribution on the street system of the traffic yenerated
by the site;
g) the extent to which ridesharing and transit incentive
programs might reduce the vehicle trips generated by the
site; and
h) current traffic volumes on the principal roadways relative
to the site.
For parcels of twenty acres or more, the above conditions will
be requi red. plus the transportation analysis must be expanded
to document:
i) projected traffic volumes on the principal roadways
relative to the site should the proposed development and
other approved, but undeveloped proposals, be fully ---
deve loped.
Entire lots, regardless of size. must be upzoned at once;
except where the Comprehensive Plan Map applies more than one
designation on a single lot. The upzoning may not be approved
unless the accompanying PUD or subdivision is also approved.
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Policy #9.
Policy #10.
(adopted by
Resolution)
Policy #11.
Comprehensive Plan Maps 1 through 5 shall be used as a guide
for future annexation rezoning cases within the study area.
The Planning Commission finds that there is a need for direct
westbound access to the Sunset Highway from the south
entrance road of Washington Park. The Oregon Department of
Transportation is encouraged to study the feasibility of such
access and assign a high priority to funding for construction
of an access route. This proposal should be examined in
detail as part of the development of the City's Public
Facilities Master Plan.
The NR Natural Resources Overlay Zone shall be removed from
any land included within the Urban Growth Boundary through an
amendment to the Boundary granted by the Metropoli tan Service
Di stri ct •
D. Comprehens lve Plan Maps
Maps 1 through 5 show a single Comprehensive Plan for the entire study
area. These maps will initially be appli ed by the City only within its
corporate limits. They are intended, however, to be used as a guide for
applying City zoning to other areas as they annex to Portland in the
future.
E. Qua rt er-Sect ion Map s
Following the Comprehensive Plan Maps are detailed Quarter-Section maps
showing the Comprehensive Plan designations and zoning that was adopted by
the City Council. Where both zoning and Comprehensive Plan designations
are the same, a single symbol is shown; e.g. FF. Areas where the
Comprehensive Plan Map allows zoning that is more intensive than the
initial zoning are outli ned with dots. In these areas the initial zoning
is shown in large type; and the maximum zoning is shown in parenthesis and
smaller type. For example, an area where the current zoning is FF but the
Comprehensive Plan would allow up to RIO zoning would be indicated by a
'FF' followed by a somewhat smaller I(R10)'.
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PAR T I I
SUMMARY OF FI NO I f(iS
Land Use
o There is insufficient demand for urban land in the vicinity of the Northwest
Hills to justify significant expansion of the Urban Growth Boundary within
t he Study Area.
o The portion of the Study Area that is outside the Urban Growth Boundary
would be di fficult and expensive to provide with urban services, at least
for the foreseeable future.
o Sanitary sewer service will not be available to the portions of the Study
Area nort h of Skyl i ne Memo ri a1 Ga rde ns wi thi n the fo reseeab 1e future. Fi re
response times are likely to remain relatively slow to these areas.
o Traffic congestion is likely to increase in the Northwest Hills due to both
conmitted development and a growth in canmuter traffic. However, even a
severe restriction of further development within the Study Area would only
marginally reduce future transportation congestion problems on the east-west
transportation routes through the Study Area.
o A precedent for the development of the Cedar Mill Creek drainage basin as a
low density single-family and plann~ unit development neighborhood has
been es tab 1i shed by the ex i st i ng Pa navi sta Pa rk and Skyl i ne He; ghts
subdivisions, and through City Council approval of the Forest Park Estates
Planned Unit Development.-
o Public and private investments have been made, and will be made, in public
facilities and services to serve the Cedar Mill Creek drainage basin that
could support further development of the basin at relatively low mar~inal
costs.
o The Balch Creek Drainage basin is an environmentally sensitive area with
outstanding visual appeal, substantial wildlife habitat and the only
significant year-round stream located in the Northwest Hills.
o Sanitary sewer service will not be available within the Balch Creek Bas;n
within the foreseeable future.
o No water mains currently serve the Balch Creek Basin.
o Urban level development of the Balch Creek Basin would have extremely
detrimental ef fect s on the Ci ty IS abi 1i ty to manage stormwater drai nage ; n
a net frOOl the ba sin. It wou 1d a1so have sign i fi cant negat i ve impact s on the
water qua 1i ty of Sal ch Creek, wi 1dl i fe in and along the creek t a nd the
recreational enjoyment of Macleay Park.
o The Comprehens i ve Pl an ca 11 s fo r res ide nt ; a1 de ns i ties to be inc reased
around significant concentrations of employment opportunity, commercial
activity, transit corridors, and regional transit facilities and stations.
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o The Arterial Streets Classification Policy designates Burnside Road as a
Major City Transit Street and the Sunset Highway as a Regional Transitway.
o The Regional Transportation Plan includes several alternatives for expanded
transit service in the Westside Corridor. The Preferred A1ternative,
adopted by affected local and regional jurisidictions, is a light rail
transit system aligned with the Sunset Highway.
oAt ra ns it stat ion and/or reg; ana1 pa rk-a nd- ri de lot s wi 1 1 be cons truct ed
near the Syl van interchange as pa rt of the Sunset LRT or other trans it
improvement projects.
o Tri-Met proposes to develop a transitway along the Sunset Highway and
construct a transit station and park-and-ride lots near the intersection of
Skyline Boulevard and the Sunset Highway.
o The Comprehens i ve PI a n pronot es ; nf ill deve"1 opment of pa rt i a1ly deve 1ojJert
areas and where pUblic facilities and services are available.
o Sites that have severe slope-hazard conditions or unique natural conditions
s hou 1d be developed at lowe r de ns i ties than s; tes wi t hout such cond; t ions.
o Several sites within the Study Area have historically been used for local
ccmmerci al land uses. Other sites, because of alterations to the land and
their location, have been canmitted to non-residential use. A number of
these sites are at natural locations for local ccmmercial services.
Administration
o There are certain portions of the Study Area that are suitable for urban
development, where the pUblic facilities and services necessary to
adequately support that development will be temporarily unavailable for some
unk nown pe riod of time. Such areas s hou 1d be res tri ct ed to ru ra1-1 eve1
development until it can be demonstrated that the appropriate facilities and
services are at hand.
o The Northwest Hills Study Area will cont inue to suffer transportation-
related problems until a regional solution to the capacity needs of the
Sunset Corridor is found and impl emented.
a Future urban development in the Study Area wil} have transportation impacts
that may require mitigation unless significant public transportation
improvements are implemented.
o The nature of the transportation situation in the Northwest Hills warrants
the development and application of an Uimpact fee" systen or other measures
whereby funds co llect ed fran new development woul d be dedi cated to
transportation improvements that benefit the development.
a Urban devel apment in the Nort~est Hills where pUblic transit services are
clearly inadequate should t if practical, contribute toward the support of a
private transit system to serve residents of the development.
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PART III
DISCUSSION OF RECOMMENDATIONS
The principal purpose of the Northwest Hills Study was to determine the
potential for and appropriateness of various levels of future development in
t he No rt hwes t Hil 1s • Pl a 11 n; ng Bureau staf f def i ned three a1t ernat; ve
development scenarios for the study area and subjected them to both policy and
service delivery analysis.* That analysis, plus input from the studyls public
involvement process, provided the basis for the Planning Commission1s
r ec omme ndat ions.
The service analysis revealed that public facilities and services can
reasonably be provided in areas south of Skyline Memorial Gardens that are
out side of the Bal ch Creek drai nage. Trans port at ion is, a nd will cont i nue to
be, a problem throughout the study area, but even severe restrictions on new
development are unlikely to significantly slow the increase in traffic
volumes on the arterials contributing the most to the problem (Cornell Road,
Burnside Road and Sunset Highway).
The policy analysis revealed that different classes of Comprehensive Plan
policies would be best served by different levels of development. All
policies being equal, however, it also indicated that a development pattern
similar in nature to the Medium Scenario would be most consistent overall with
the goals and policies of the Comprehensive Plan.
The public involvement process revealed two divergent points of view:
Current residents of the study area are very pleased with the area as it is,
and do not wish to see it change. The owners of undeveloped property in the
study area, many of whom do not reside in the area, wish to be allowed
reasonable use of their property and would like improved public facilities and
services to allow for more development.
Overall, the challenge is to develop a plan that allows for reasonable future
development of private property consistent with Comprehensive Plan policies
and service considerations while protecting the values held most important to
area residents.
The Planning Commission RecOO1mendation as adopted by the City Council responds
to thi s ch allenge by provi di ng the oppo rtun ity fo r a medi urn to low dens i ty
res ident i a1 neighborhood wi th 1oca1 C(]Tlme rci al se rvi ces. Deve1opment
densities are distributed with a sensitivity to the natural environment and
the availability of urban services. The new Comprehensive Plan Map results in
a very slight increase in the gross residential potential of the Northwest
Hill s when cOOlpa red to the prev i ou s Comprehens i ve PI an (see Append; x R). It
also locates most new development where services are most easily provided and
where environnental constraints are less significant. The net result is that
development potential is somewhat increased while the most environmentally
sensitive areas and the general character of the area are protected.
*The scenari os and thei r analys is are desc ribed in the Northwest Hi 11 s Study
Development Scenarios Report.
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Po 1icy #1
MA1NTA1N THE PRESENT URBAN GROWTH BOUNDARY.
During the course of this study, much discussion was made of the seeming
II ill 09 i c II of the prese nt Urba n Growt h Bounda ry (UGB) in the vi c i n; ty of the
Northwest Hi1ls (see Appendix B). While the UGB is administered by Metro,
and not the City, this policy was adopted for the following reasons:
1. There is insufficient demand for urban development in this area to justify
an expansion of the UGB. Metro projects a demand for approximately 1,540
new hou sing un its wi th in the study area ave r the next twenty yea rs • Unde r
the adopted Comprehensive Plan Maps development potential inside the UGB
exceeds two and one-half times that amount. Forest Park Estates by itself
would provide 2,100 housing units (see Appendix R).
2. While the UGB itself looks illogical on a two-dimensional map, it serves a
number of important objectives. These include the limiting of development
wh ere the deli 'Ie ry of urba n serv ices is di fficu 1t and ex pens i 'Ie, a nd the
protection of natural resources and sensitive areas associated with ~alch
Creek and Forest Park.
No ch a nges to the Urba n Growt h Bounda ry are recanmended by th is repo rt •
Howeve r, it is recanmended that the City not oppose requests for mi nor
Boundary adjustments where it is demonstrated that the adjustment would result
in a more efficient land use pattern or urban services efficiencies.
Policy #2
LIMIT LAND USE DENSITIES TO RURAL LEVELS NORTH OF SKYLINE MEMORIAL GARDENS,
BUT DO NOT DOWNZONE EXIST1NG RIO ZONED AREAS.
This area consists of a narrow strip of land along Skyline Boulevard. It is
bounded to the east and the west by either Forest Park or natural resource
areas outside the UGB. For the most part, it is undeveloped, with the
exception of scattered homes and a few businesses fronting on Skyline
Boulevard. The del ivery of necessary urban services ;s generally constrained
i n the area.
No sewer service is available to the area, nor ;s any anticipated in the
foreseeable future. Sewer service is constrained by two principal factors.
First, sewer trunks would have to be extended through either Forest Park or
areas outside the UGB~ Second, the cost of these trunks would be ~rohibitive
given the limited amount of development that would be served (see Development
Scenari os Repo rt, pp. 42-45). Rural leve1 development of thi s area is
therefore dictated by Comprehensive Plan Policies 11.2 Orderly Land
Development and 11.22 Sub-surface Disposal which limit the creation of lots
smaller than two acres in size where sewers are not available. The
transportation analysis indicates that the negative impacts of urban level
development are lessened when it is concentrated in the southern and western
portions of the study area. Limiting development of this northern portion to
rural level s supports the object ive of reduci ng the impact of future traffic
growth. Finally, most of this area will continue to receive generally slow
fire response times for the foreseeable future.
4H
While the Planning Commission agreed that urban development should remain
generally limited in this area, they did not agree with the reccmmendation of
staff to downzone the existing pockets of RIO zoning to FF. The Commission
believes that, in this area, owners of RIO property should be given the option
of overcOOling the lack of sewer service and developing at RIO density if
possible.
Po 1; cy *3
EXPAND SINGLE-FAMILY LAND USE EAST AND SOUTHEAST OF FOREST PARK ESTATES TO
ALLOW MAXIMUM USE OF INVESTMENTS IN PUBLIC FACILITIES AND SERVICES.
Several majo r capi tal i nves tments in pub 1i c fac; 1it i es and servi ces have been
made or will be made in this vicinity that could support additional
development at a low marginal cost. Some of these improvements are being made
; 11 conj un ct ion wi t h the F0 res t Pa rk Esta tes P1 anned Un i t Development, ot hers
will be necessary to solve existing problems with or without Forest Park
Estates. These investments include new collector streets; sewer and water
improvements and a new fire station (see Development Scenarios Report).
Two existing subdivisions (Panavista Park and Skyline Heights) already exist
to the east of Forest Park Estates. They are platted at RIO densities, but
have County RR zoning (five acre minimum lot size). The precedent for a low
density residential neighborhood in this vicinity has been established by the
existence of those two subdivisions, and by City Council approval of the
Forest Park Estates project and RIO zoning of the SunVista property (see
Append; x S).
Forest Park Estates will be required to provide a private transportation
system. The success of such a systMl is 1ikely to be enhanced by a certain
concentration of nearby development that cool d help support it. Properties
affected by this policy will be requi red to provide support for a private
transportation systen through the application of Policy #8.
Policy #4
RESTRICT OC VELOPMENT OF THE BALCH CREEK ffiAI ~GE.
The Balch Creek Drainage Basin is generally bounded by Thompson Road on the
north, Burnside and Hilltop Drive on the south, Forest Park on the east, and
Skyline Crest (ridgeline) on the west. It is an essentially undeveloped and
e nv i ronmentally se ns it i ve area. It has out stand; ng vi sua1 appeal, as
evidenced by Multnanah County·s designation of Cornell Road as a IIScen ic
Route. 1I These routes are designated through areas "of spec; a1 scenic
significance and are reserved primarily for recreational traffic". Some of
the greatest concentrations of wildlife in the study area are located along
Balch Creek, as are the Pittock Bird Sanctuary and the Audubon Society. Balch
Creek is the only significant year-round stream in the Northwest Hills. Over
two-thirds of the Ra1ch Creek basin is either outside the UGB or inside Forest
Pa rk.
Pe rl1 ap s the mas t pe rs ua s ive argument fo r 1; mi t i ng development of thi s area,
however, is the lack of service availability. As outlined in the Development
Scenarios Report, sewer service would be extremely difficult and expensive to
prov i de. It wou 1d be neces sa ry to cons truct sewe r trunk s through pa rks and
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areas outside the regional UGB to serve a limited amount of urban-designated
land in the upper reaches of the basin.. No water mains presently serve the
area. Stonn drainage would be difficult to provide. with any significant
increase in impervious surface contributing to an already difficult problem
(see Development Scenarios Report, p .. 46; see also Comprehensive Plan Policies
11.2 and 11.22).
Po 1; cy #5
INCREASE RESIDENTIAL DENSITIES ADJACENT TO SIGNIFICANT CONCENTRATIONS OF
COMMERCIAL ACTIVITY AND FUTURE TRANSIT STATIONS.
This recanmendation is supported by several Comprehensive Plan Policies: 2.11
Commerci al Centers, 2 .. 12 Trans; t Corridors, 2 .. 15 Li vi ng Closer to Work, 2.17
Transit Stations, 6.5 Transit-Related Density, 7.3 Land Use, 11 .. 2 Orderly Land
Development, and 11.4 Capital Efficiency. The first six policies above
support the development of moderately dense residential patterns around
transit stations and c01lmercia1 activity; particularly where opportunities for
i nfill development occur. The last two po1i ci es say that urban infill
development should be encouraged where public facilities and services are
readily available. Both of these situations describe the Sylvan and Upper
Highlands neighborhoods; particularly around the Sylvan coomercial district
and the Sylvan/Sunset Highway interchange.
If urban level development is appropriate anywhere in the StUdy Area, it is
appropriate along Burnside Road and south to the Sunset Highway. Sewer trunks
extend throughout the area. Water service, while presently needing basic
supply improvements, is also adequate. The neighborhood is located between a
Majo r Ci ty Traffi c Street and a Regi onal Trafficway. The same routes are
designated as a Major City Transit Street and a Regional Transitway.. The
Westside Corridor Project calls for establishment of a transit station and
park-and-ride lot at the Sylvan/Sunset interchange. Park-and-ride lots and
transit shelters will be constructed near this interchange even if light rail
; s not developed in the Sunset Corridor.
The adopted Comprehensive Plan Map provides for moderate increases in
development density in the parts of the area south of Burnside Road/Hilltop
Drive that are nearest transit and c011mercial services, while reducing
potential densities in certain parts that have slope hazards and sensitive
natural features. The overall potential net increase in density south of
Burnside Road and Hilltop Drive is about 165 housing units; that is, about 165
more housing units are possible under the adopted Comprehensive Plan Map
than unde r the pr ev; ou s Comprehens ive Pl an. Ab out 28 pe rcent of that increase
wou 1d be 1oca ted on the two schoo1 prape rt i es t hat may 0 r may not be ava i 1ab 1e
for housing development in the future.
The adopted Comprehensive Plan Map proposes an expansion of low density
multi-family residential (R2) development around the Sylvan conmercial
district. One of the principal justifications for R2 development, accordiny
to the Comprehensive Plan, is availability of transit service. However, at
the Planning Commission hearing, testimony was received indicating that the
timing of additional transit facility development in the Sunset Corridor was
uncerta in. The Pl anni n9 Commi 55 ion therefore reccmmended that the R2
Comprehensive Plan designations be appl; ed, but that areas not a1 ready zoned
R2 reta in the; r cu r rent zan; ng. Th is will req u; re any future expa ns i on of R2
zoning in Sylvan be SUbject to the conditions contained in Policy #8.
Po 1i cy #6
IN AREAS SUITABLE FOR URBAN DEVELOPMENT, BUT WHERE LANDSLIOE HAZARDS ARE
PREDOMINANT OR NATURAL CONDITIONS ARE UNIQUE AND SENSITIVE t RESTRICT POTENTIAL
DEVELOPMENT DENSITIES TO BELOW WHAT WOULD OTHERWISE BE WARRANTED.
The purpose of this recommendation is to recognize that while certain areas
are generally appropriate for urban-level development because of their
location and service availabilitYt they also may contain pockets of land that
would be more severely impacted by development than the area as a whole.
Parts of the Upper Highland neighborhood provide a good example. While urban
level development is appropriate for most of the neighborhood, (see discussion
of Policy #5) certain portions contain severe slope hazards and
sign i ficant natural areas. The adopted Comprehens i ve Pl an Map recoomends R20
development of these areas rather than the RIO development that would
othe~ise he appropriate. Lower single-family residential densities should
provide greater opportunities for siting structures and roads so that they
minimize landslide hazards and other adverse impacts on the natural
envi roment.
Po 1icy #7
RECOGN IZE EXIS TI NG LOCAL SERVICE COMtJERCIAL LAND USES, AND 51 TES COMMITTED TO
SUCH USES, BY APPLYING APPROPRIATE COMflfRCIAL LAND USE DESIGNATIONS.
A number of sites scattered throughout the study area have historically been
used for canmercial purposes. but have not been zoned as such. A limited
amount of local canmercial activity is warranted in the study area to reduce
the need of area residents to travel lo~ di stances for basic convenience
items. These sites should receive a canmercial land use designation when
either:
a) a commercial use already exists on the site and the site is at the
intersect ion of two neighborhood collector streets, or
b) the site is committed to commercial use because it has existing
commercial structures, or is currently paved or cleared of vegetation and
graded; and is 1oca ted at the inters ect ion of two nei ghborhood co 11 ecto r
streets.
Application of this criteria to the Comprehensive Plan Map results in two
small canmerc; a1 nodes. One is at the intersect ion of Cornell Road and
Sky1 i ne Bouleva rd; t he other is at the intersect ion of Germantown RQad and
Skyl; ne Boulevard. These two sites are the most logical locations for
neighborhood commercial development as indicated by field surveys of the study
area and by the historic cOO1mercial use of the sites.
Appl ; cation of ava il ab le standa rds i ndi cates that future neighborhood rna rket
demand should be suffic; ent to support the amount of coomerc; al land proposed.
Maintaining the current ratio of retail commercial area per thousand
population in the Study Area would require an additional 18 acres of retail
activity by the time the area is fully developed. Assuming that Planned Unit
Developments will provide some of this retail activity, there will still be
more than enough demand to justify the adopted cO'mnercial zoning and plan
designations.
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Policy #8
CERTAIN CONDITIONS SHALL BE REQUIRED OF ALL FUTURE SUBDIVISIONS, PLANNED UNIT
DEVELOPMENTS AND QUASI-JUDICIAL UPZONINGS WITHIN THE NORTHWEST HILLS STUOY
AREA.
The purpose of this policy is to promote orderly development of the Study
Area, at the densities shown on the Comprehensive Plan Map, while assuring
that adequate services are available to support the development.
Comprehensive Plan Policy 10.8 contains conditions that must be met before
u pzon; ngs can be approved. Howeve r, those condi t ions are not adequate to
address the service problems of the Norttrwest Hills, particularly with regard
to transportation. The conditions listed under this policy are in addition to
those found in Comprehensive Plan Policy 10.8 and applied only within the
Northwest Hills Study Area.
The re a re three ca tego ri es of cond; t ions: t hos e that are app1i ed to all
parcels; those that are applied to parcels of between five and twenty acres;
and those that are only applied to parcels of twenty acres or more. Parcels
of up to five acres are required to meet conditions a) through d). Parcels of
between five and twenty acres are required to meet conditions a) through h).
Parcels of twenty acres or more must meet conditions a) through i). The
purpose of the three categories of conditions is to place a greater burden of
proof regarding the adequacy of the transportation system on those development
proposals that would place a greater burden on the system.
Condition a) requires the submission of a PUD or subdivision plan with zone
change requests. This is to encourage a planned development pattern for
pa reel s that are upzoned, and is neces sa ry to as ses s the (Jd rcel' s impact on
the transportation system should it be developed. This should add little
cost to the development process since the zone change and PUO/subdivision
applications can be processed at the same time.
Condition b) requi res a sewer and water plan, both of which are nonnally
requi red as part of a PUD or subdivision application. It also speci fies that
the sewer and water service be pUblic; in order to avoid situations like the
Panavista and Royal Highlands private sewage Iltreatment plants" where private
sewage sys terns have neve r wo rked prope r ly a nd have cau sed po 11 ut i on and heal t h
h aza rd prob lems.
COnditions c) through i) relate to transportation and were proposed by the
Bureau of Transportation Planning and Finance. Conditions c) and d) are
essentially those that were placed on the Forest Park Estates PUD, and would
be placed by the Hearings Officer on all parcels requesting a subdivision, PUO
or quasi-judicial upzoning. The conditions allow for a good deal of latitude
in their application, depending on the size and potential impact of the
proposed development.
Upzonings of more than five acres are additionally required to submit a
transportation analysis indicating how the proposed development would impact
the street system and what might be done to reduce the project1s impact
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through ridesharing and transit incentive programs. If the proposal ;s large
(twenty ac res or more) the transportat ion anal ys is is expected to be
f ai rly detail ed and to factor in the impact of prey; ously approved, but
undeveloped proposals.
This policy also requires that where upzonings are requested, entire lots be
upzoned at once. This will discourage avoidance of the transportation
analysis by larger properties that may otherwise seek to upzone five acres at
a time. It also specifies that a parcel cannot be upzoned unless the PUD or
subdivision plan is also approved. This will ensure that a workable
development plan exists before the increase in zoning density is allowed.
Finally, the development of single lots under existing zoning and partitions
of two or three lots are not affected by this policy. Only requests for
upzonings and subdivisions of four or more lots during a given year are
r eq ui red to meet these cond; t ions.
Policy #9
THE ADOPTED COMPREHENSIVE PLAN MAP SHOULD BE USED AS A GUIDE FOR FUTURE
ANNEXATION REZONING CASES WITHIN THE STUDY AREA.
The No rt hwes t Hill s Study Area inc 1ude s bot h i ncorpo rated and un i ncorpo rated
territory. The city boundary through the study area is convoluted and tends
to ch ange ove r time. Is sues of 1and use a nd the need fo r urba n serv; ces
t ra nscend po 1i t i Cd 1 bounda ri es • The refo re. t h; s study has eva1ua ted 1and use
and service delivery throughout the study area without regard to whether a
particular parcel is inside the City of Portland or not; and adopts a
Comprehensive Plan Map for the entire study area.
The City of Portland, however, has responsibility for land use regulation only
within its limits. The adopted Comprehensive Plan Map will initially be
applied by Portland only inside the city limits. Areas outside Portland will
continue to be subject to the Multnanah County Comprehensive Plan and
Multnanah County zoning. This policy proposes that the recoomended
Comprehensive Plan Map be applied by the City as areas annex to Portland in
t he future.
RecO'nrrE nda t ion *10
THE OREGON DEPARTMENT OF TRANSPORTATION SHOULD STUDY THE FEASIBILITY OF DIRECT
WESTBOUND ACCESS TO THE SUNSET HIGHWAY FROM THE SOUTH ENTRANCE TO WASHINGTON
PA~K. THIS PROJECT SHOULD ALSO BE STUDIED DURING DEVELOPMENT OF THE CITY'S
PUBLIC FACI LIlIES PLAN.
During the Planning Commission hearing, testimony was given regarding the lack
of direct westbound access to the Sunset Highway from the Zoo/OMSI/Forestry
Center complex. It was stated that this lack of access was causing severe
congestion problems on Canyon Court and at the Sylvan Interchange. An
increasing number of major events at the complex were said to be making the
problem worse. The Planning Commission found that a significant problem
exists and that a project or projects to relieve the situation should be
seriously studied.
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Policy #11
REMOVE THE NR NATURAL RESOURCES OVERLAY ZONE FROM LAND THAT IS BROUGHT INSIDE
THE URBAN GROWTH BOUNDARY.
This Council adopted amendment to the Planning Commission RecOOlmendation
c 1a ri fi es and ins t i tut ; anal i zes wh at wa sal ready C; ty po 1i cy ~ i.e. t hat the nr
Natural Resources Overlay is intended to be used only on land outside the
Regional Urban Growth Boundary. The purpose of the nr Natural Resources
Overlay Zone is to preserve a nOflJrban character in areas of the City that are
out s ide the Metropo 1i tan Se rv i ce Di stri ct I s ad opted Urba n Growt h Bounda ry.
The requirements of the nr Natural Resources Overlay Zone are incompatible
with lands inside the Urban Growth Boundary and designated for urban
development in the Metro Regional Plan.
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PART IV
Pll\N NI NG PROCE SS
The planning process for the Northwest Hills Study involved seven major phases
over more than two years. It included two separate series of neighborhood
meetings, three Planning Commission briefings and a Planning Commission
hearing, four City Council hearings, staff work in seven City bureaus, and the
cooperation of Metro, Tri-Met and the Portland School District. The principal
elements of the planning process are outlined below.
1.. Initial Public Meetings
During SeptE!Tlber and October of 1983, City staff held a series of meetings
to explain the Northwest Hills planning process and to discuss concerns
and issues relating to the Northwest Hills. Six neighborhood meetings
were held with neighborhood organizations in and around the study area.
On October 10, 1983, an area-wide meeting was held at the Northwest
Service Center. In addition, several ireetings were held with interested
individuals and with staff fran other pUblic agencies.
2.. NorttMest Hi 11 s Background Report
In Ja nua ry of 1984, the Pl a nni ny Bur eau issued the Nort hwes t Hi 11 s Study
Background Report. This report included a brief land regulation and
development history for the study area; a collection of relevant goals,
policies and plans; an analysis of current public facilities and services;
a s so rt eel map s and ap pp-ndi ces; a nd ali st i ng of the pri nci pa 1 issues that
we re ra i sed duri ng the fi rs t round of pub 1i c meet i ng s. Th is repo rt was
made available to the publiC, and the Portland Planning Commission was
briefed on its contents on March 13, 1984.
3. Development Scenarios
This study has employed a llsc~narios analysis U process. Three alternative
deve 1opment sc ena ri os fo r t he No rt t'wes t Hi 11s we re prepa red in the fo nn of
three separate land use maps. Each map was constructed using a separate
development philosophy: low density, medium density, high density. Each
map wa s desc ri bed in tenns of cur rent and pr oj ect ed popu 1at i on, hou si ng
units and enployment. The land use maps and their numerical descriptions
were then subjected to both policy and service analysis. The policy
analysis was perfonned by Bureau of Planning staff.. The transportation
anal ys is was pe rfonned by the Bureau of Transportation Pl anni ng and
Deve 1opment us i ng Met ro I s reg i 0 nal trans po rt at i on mode l. Ot her
participating agencies were: the Bureaus of Fire, Police. Water,
Envi ronmental Services and Parks; Tri-Met and the Portland School
District. The scenarios and the results of their analysis are contained
; n t he No rt hwes t Hill s Study Development Scena ri os Repo rt, issued in
November 1984.
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4. Public Review of the Development Scenarios
Ouri ng December 1984 and January 1985~ a second set of neighborhood
meetings were held to discuss the Development Scenarios Report. Copies of
the report were distributed by mail and at these meetings. All
neighborhood groups in and around the study area were contacted and
offered a staff presentation. All property owners within the study area
and study area fringe were mailed notification of an area-wide meetiny
h~d at the Northwest Service Center on December 19, 1984. Over 100
people attended that meeting. A questionnaire regarding the Development
Scenarios and other Northwest Hills issues was distributed at each meeting
and through the mail upon request. The results of this questionnaire are
summarized in Appendix A. An infonnal briefing was provided to the
Washington County Planning Commission on April 10, 1985.
5. Staff Recoollllendation
The findings documented in the Development Scenarios Report, the comments
and correspondence received during the public review of the report, and
the results of the Northwest Hills Study questionnaire provide the basis
for this recCJTlmendation. A summary of the rec(JTlmendations~ including the
Proposed Comprehensive Plan Map, was mailed in April 1985, to all property
owners in the study area and the study area fringe. Summaries were also
mailed to those individuals who either attended a meeting during the study
process or othel"'Ni se contacted the Pl anning Bureau for i nfonnation about
the study. The Portland Planning Commission was briefed on the staff
rec anrne oda t ions on May 14, 1985.
6. Pl anni n9 Coromi ss ion Heari n9
A Planning Commission hearing on the Northwest Hil Is StUdy staff
recanme nda t ions wa s be held on May 28, 1985 at 7: 30 p.m. The heari ng was
held in Meeting Roan C, on the second floor of the Portland Building; 1120
SW Fifth Avenue. No action was taken at the May 28 hearing. The
Commission received testimony and asked that staff return with additional
information and responses to the pUblic testimony. Notification of this
hearing was mailed in April 1985 to all property owners within the study
a rea and study a rea fr; nge, a nd to i nd i vi dua 1s who ei ther at tended d
public meeting during the StUdy process or otherwise contacted the
Planning Bureau for information about the study. The notice was mailed
wi th the Summary of Recoomendations.
7. Planning Commission Adoption
After listening to additional infonnation and staff responses to public
t es t imo ny, the Pl ann; ng Commi ss i on ad opt ed its recomme nda t ; on at the; r
regular meeting on June 11, 1985. The recommendation incorporated
several amendments to the staff recommendation as a result of the public
hear; ng on May 28, 1985.
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8. City Council Adoption
The City Council held four public hearings on the NW Hills Study on
September 18, October 16, November 7 and November 21, 1985. B~fore the
second hear; ng, all property owners who waul d be affected by the ordi nance
were individually notified by mail of the October 16 hearing and infonned
of the ch ange in zani ng a nd/ 0 r p1a n des ign at ion on thei r prope rty. The
City Council amended the recommendation on November 21 and adopted it on
November 27, 1985. The amendments adopted by the Counci 1 are out1i ned ; n
Appendix U, amendments 1 through 6 (amendment 17 was not adopted by the
Counci 1 ) •
55.1
PART V
PO LICY EVALUAT ION
The adopted Comprehensive Plan Map represents a land use plan that recognizes
the desires of area residents to maintain the general character of the
Northwest Hills (see Appendix A), while renaining consistent with the Goals
and Policies of the Comprehensive Plan. The plan map slightly increases
overall potential densities fran those allowed under previous regulations;
while locating the majority of potential new growth where services can most
readily be provided.
The Northwest Hills Development Scenarios Report included a numerical policy
evaluation of each of the three Development Scenarios. That evaluation has
been expanded to include a rating for the plan contained in this report. The
ratings are on a scale frOOl one to five. A rating of five indicates that the
scenario (or plan) provides substantial support for the goal or policy
statement. A rating of one indicates that it presents substantial conflicts
with the goal or policy statement. A rating of three indicates the scenario
(or plan) is either neutral with regard to the goal or policy, or that its
pluses balance out its minuses. For more infonnation about this rating
system, see Part III of the Development Scenarios Report. Note that the goal
and policy statements are summarized.
The adopted Comprehensive Plan Map land use pattern is very similar to that
pr oposed unde r the Med i urn Scenari o. Not supri sing ly ~ t hei r rat i ngs are ve ry
similar. However, the adopted Comprehensive Plan Map contains several
lIimprovements li over the Medium Scenario map, most of which make it more
consistent with a number of goals and policies. Table 1 summarizes the
average ratings on all goals and policies used in the policy evaluation.
Assuming that each goal area is equally im~ortant, our analysis indicates that
the adopted Comprehensive Plan Map and the land use and administrative
policies are very much consistent with the goals and policies of the
Ccmprehensive Plan. Tables 2 through 5 detail the ratings by individual goal
and policy statements for each of the four general policy areas used in the
policy evaluation: Housing and Urban Development, Neighborhoods and
Environnent. Development Pattern, and Public Facilities and Services.
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Tab 1~ 1
Summary of Policy Ratings
(Scal~ of 1 to 5)
Low Med; urn High Adopted
Policy Area Scenari 0 Scenari 0 Scenario Camp. Plan
Housing and Urban 1.9 3.8 4.5 4.1
Deve1opment
Ne ig hb a rho ods and 3.6 3.4 2.5 3.6
Envi rorment
Development Pattern 2.5 3.1 3.6 3.9
Public Facilities 2.7 3.6 3.0 3.7
a nd Se rv ices
AVERAGE RATI NG 2.7 3.5 3.4 3.8
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Table 2
HOUSING AND URBAN DEVELOPMENT POLICY AREA RATINGS
Goal ~ Policy
Goal 2: Maintain Portland's role as
the r€9ionls employment, population
and cultural center.
Policy 2.1: Provide land use
opportunities that will accoolllX)date
t he projected increase in Portl and
hou seho 1ds •
Policy 2.2: PrOO1ote a range of
1i vi n9 env i ronnent sand employment
op po rtunit i es •
Policy 2.9: Allow a range of
hou si n9 ty pe s to ae eanmoda te
increased population growth.
Po 1; cy 2 .18 : Pr ov ide fo r f u11
utl1ization of vacant land.
Policy 2.20: Enhance areas of
mixed use character where
opportunities ex; st for centers of
canmerci al, ; ndustri al and apartment
development.
Goal 3: Allow for increased
nei ghb0 rh 0 od de ns i ty (wh i 1e
reinforcing neighborhood stability
and d; ve rs i ty ) •
Low
Scenari 0
2
2
2
2
1
3
2
Medium
Scenario
4
4
4
4
4
3
4
High Adopted
Scenario Camp. Plan
5 j
5 3
4 5
5 4
5 4
4
4
Goal 4: Provide adequate supply
and diversity in the type, density,
1 0 Cd t ion and cos t of ho us i n9 •
Policy 4.1: Cooperate with the Metro
Areawide Housing Opportunity Plan
(increased single-family densities and
opportunities for multi-family housing).
Policy 4.3: Maintain an adequate
supply of new housing units by relying
primarily on private sector solutions.
Policy 5.3: Encourage in-city
businesses to ranain and recruit
new business and industry.
AVERAGE RATING
2
1
2
2
L9
5.8
4
4
4
3
3
5
5
4
4.5
4
4
4
4
4.1
Tablt 3
NEIGHBORHOODS/ENVIRONMENT POLICY A~EA RATINGS
Low
Goa1 ~ Po1; cy Scenari 0
Goal 2: Retain the character of 4
estabTished neighborhoods (while
encouragi ng growth).
Po 1; cy 2.9: Improve and prot ect 4
res ;dent; a1 nei ghborhoods (whi 1e
accommodating population growth).
Goa 1 3: Preserve and rei nfo rce 4
the stability and diversity of
the ci ty I S neighborhoods.
Policy 3.3: Encourage a diversity 2
in age,-rncome. race and ethnic
background within neighborhoods.
Goal 6: Reduce air pollution and 3
lessen the impact of vehicular
t raf fi c on res ide nt i a1 neig hbo rhoods.
Policy 6.2: Maintain traffic patterns 2
that protect the livability of
e stab 1i shed res ident i a1 neighborhoods.
Goal 8: Improve the quality of air, 5
wa te r-and 1and rtsou rces; a nd prot ect
neighborhoods fran noise pollution.
PolicX 8.4: Pronate the use of 2
ride sharing and public transit
throughout the metropolitan area.
Policy 8.9: Restrict development 4
wi thin natural drainageways.
Policy 8.12: Control the density 5
of development in areas of
natural hazards.
Policy 8.13: Protect sensitive 5
natural areas and fish and
wildlife habitats.
AVERAGE RATING 3.6
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Medi urn
Sctnario
4
4
4
4
2
2
3
3
3
4
4
3.4
High Adopted
Scenario Comp. Plan
2 4
2 4
2 4
4 4
2 2
1 2
2 3
5 4
2 3
2 5
3 5
2.5 3.6
Table 4
DEVELOPMENT PATTERN FOLley AREA RATINGS
Low
Goa1 or Po 1; cy Scenari 0
Policy 2.8: Limit Density in 5
areas with forested lands.
Po 1; cy 2.11: Strengthen coomerci a1 2
c enters well served by trans it wi th
retail, 0 f f ; ce, s e rv ice and mu1t ; -
f am i 1y housing u se s •
Policy 2.12: Encourage increased 1
density, commercial uses and medium
density apartments along major transit
routes.
Policy 2.13: Allow auto-oriented 2
c cmmerci a1 act ivi ties to locate along
major traffic streets.
Policy 2.1~: Locate greater residential 1
densities near major employment centers.
Policy 2.17: Around new/future transit 2
stat i ons-:-Tncrease op po rtun; ties for
eanmerci a1 , apa rtment and ; ncreased
sing le-fami 1y hou sing development.
Policy 6.3: Plannit'Xj should be guided 2
by the policies contained in the
Art e ri a1 St r ee t s C1ass i fie a t ion Pol icy.
Policy 6.5: Increase residential 1
densities along major transit streets
a nd near conme rei a1 centers.
Po 1; cy 7 .. 3: Use 1a nd use de ns i ty , 2
location and access to trans it to
reduce the need to travel and
c. oose rve energy.
Med; urn
Scenari 0
3
2
3
2
3
4
3
3
3
High Adopted
Seenari 0 Comp. Pl a n
1 4
4 4
5 3
3 2
5 4
5 ~
4 3
5 4
4 4
Policy 8.12: Control the density
of deve'opment in areas of natural
hazards.
5 4 2
Policy 11.2: Allow urban development 4
on1y wh ere pub1; c fa c; 1 i ties and s e rv ; c es
can be reasonably made available.
AVERAGE RATING 2.5
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4
3.1
2
3.6 3.. 9
Table 5
PUBLIC FACILITIES AND SERVICES POLICY AREA RATINGS
Low
G0 ~.£.!:. Po 1~ Sce na rio
Policy 2.5: Limit extension of 4
deve 1oprnent rel a ted f de; 1; ties in
areas designated Natural Resource.
Policy 6.4: Provide more direct 2
eros s-town trans it servi ce to
r es ide nt i a1 ne; 9hb0 rh 0 ods •
Poliex 8.7: Coordinate land use 2
plannlng to ensure the most efficient
use of sanitary and storTllwater
run-off facilities.
GoalllA: Provide a timely, orderly 3
and efficient arrangement of public.
f aciii ties a nd s e rv ices •
Policy 11.4: Maximum use of public 2
faeilit~should be supported through
development of vacant land within
presently developed areas.
Po 1icy 11.5: The cos t s of pub1i c 2
facilities should be borne by those
whose development actions make the
f dC i 1it; es neces sa ry •
Policy 11.9: High priority will be 2
given to improvements that promote
transit use on major transit streets.
Po 1i c i es 11. 22 and 11. 23: 2
Development on lots-smafler than
two ac res shou 1d be connect ed to
a pub 1; c sewer system.
Policy 11..27: Limit the increase 4
in impervious surface result i ng
f r 001 deve1opme nt.
Po 1icy 11.53: Pr ov i de d un i fo nn 4
level of fire protection through
both prevent ion and suppression
act i vi ties.
AVERAGE RATl NG 2.7
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Medium
Scenari 0
4
3
4
4
4
4
3
4
3
3
3.6
High Adopted
Scenario Camp. Plan
1 4
4 3
3 4
4 4
4 4
4 3
3 4
2 3
2 3
3.0 3.7
APPENDICES
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APPENDIX A
NORTHWEST HILLS STUDY QUESTIONNAIRE RESULTS
The Opl "10nS of res idents and prope rty owners in the Northwest Hill s were
so 1i c; ted t hrou gh a que s t i onna ire di s t ri buted duri ng t he second round of
public meetins. The questionnaire asked respondents to rate existing
conditions in the study area, goals for the study area and the scenarios
outlined in the Northwest Hills Development Scenarios Report. Approximately
300 questionnaires were distributed and 85 responses were received. A copy of
the questionnaire appears at the end of this section. On it have been entered
the mean (average) ratings of the 85 returnM questionnaires.
Two purposes of the ques t ionnai re we re to fi nd out how sati sfi ed peop 1e were
wi th ex; sting condi tions in the Norttlllest Hills and what things wre most
i 111 po rt dnt to t hrnl. The res po nde nt s we re mas t sat is fi ed wi t h the aes thet ic
qualities of the area, park and recreational opportunities, and schools. They
were least sat; sfi ed wi th cur rent transJX>rtat ion condi t ions and land use
regulations. As goals for the study area, respondents rated maintaining
neighborhood character, limiting traffic and development densities, and
improving police protection as being JOOst important. Rated as least important
were allowing for additional development opportunities and improving public
services. Table Al below lists the COnditions that respondents were most
satisfied and least satisfied with; and the goals they found most important
and least important. Each condition and goal is rated on a scale of one to
five; with a five being very satisfied or very important, and a one being very
di ssatisfied or very unimportant.
Table Al
CURRENT CONDITIONS:
Most Satisfied
Sc en ic Qu ali t ; es
Ne i ghb orhood Cha ract er
Parks and Recreation
Schools
Current Level of Development
GOALS:
Ra t i ng
4.6
4.3
4.0
3.. 9
3.9
Least Satisfied Ratiny
Traffic Volumes 2.5
Current Camp Plan 2.9
Transit Opportunities 3.0
Transportation Access 3.3
Po li ce Prot ect ion 3.4
Mas t Impo rt ant
Ma i nta in Neighborhood
Character
Reduce Traffic
Volumes
Maintain Current Level
of Deve1opment
Decrease Development Levels
Improve Police Protection
Rat; ng Least Important Rating
In crease Leve1 of
4.4 Deve 1opment 2.0
Increase Housing
4.1 Oppo rtun it i es 2.4
Improve Pa rks and
4.0 Recreation 2.8
3.6 Improve Schools 2.9
3.3 Improve Sewer, Water and
Stonn Drainage Service 3.0
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The questionnaire also asked respondents to rate the Development Scenarios
outlined in the report of the same name on a scale of one to five. Not
surprisingly, given the factors that were most important to them, they rated
the Low Scenario as the most acceptable. What is surprising~ however, is that
even the Low Scenario is not seen as a positive goal for the future of the
Northwest Hills. This situation possibly reflects two things:
d) People are very concerned about ~rowi ny traffic vo IUl1les. The
transportation analysis indicates that even under a low devel o~Jllent
scenario, where very restrictive land use controls are placed
throughout the area, traffic volumes will continue to grow on Cornell ~
Burnside and the Sunset Highway to levels at or above the structural
capacities of those roads. In short, even a very restrictive plan
would not do much to solve a worsening transportation picture.
b) The individuals responding to the questionnaire are extremely
conservative with regard to their neighborhoods and resistive of
change. Even a very low level of additional development is
unacceptable to some.
The lnterest that a respondent had in the the study area affected to some
degree how they answered the questionnaire. Table A2 lists the mean ratinys
of the three development scenarios and selected goals by the type of interest
that the respondent holds in the study area. Two or more yoal statements fron
the questionnaire may be cCJTlbined into a single goal statement in the table.
The ratings are on a scale of one to five with a one being the most negative
rating and a five being the most positive rating ..
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Table A2
----
MEAN QUESTIONNAIRE RATINGS
BY TY PE Of INTEREST
SeE NARI a/GOAL RESPONDENT INTEREST IN THE STUDY AREA
Live and
Own Unde-
ve loped Own Busi- Own Prop-
Live in Property Live ness or erty in
All Study Area in Study Near Work in Study
Res po ndent s ~ Area Study Area Study Area Area Only
Low Deve 1opment
Scenario 3 .. 0 3.5 3.7 2.1 1.3 2.2
Medium Development
Scpnario 1.q 1• f) 2.8 1.5 2.8 2.8
Hi (j h Ih~ve10pllle nt
Scenario 1.9 1.4 2.3 1.3 3.8 s.o
Inc rea se Tr ans i t
Oppo rtun i ties 3.3 3.0 3.7 3.4 3.8 4.0
Improve Trans-
po rt at ion Access 3.1 2.9 3.7 2.8 3.b 3.9
Decrease Traffic
Volume 4.1 4.2 4.3 4.3 3 .. 0 3.1
Improve Po 1ice
Protect ion 3.3 3.2 4.3 3.1 2.8 3.3
I InPr ove Fir e
Prot ect ion 3.2 3.1 4.1 2.9 3.3 3.3
I rnpr Dve Wa t er
Serv; ce 3.0 2.7 3.7 3.0 3.0 3.7
Improve Sewer
Serv ice 3.0 2.8 3.0 2.9 3.5 4.U
Improve Recreation
Opportunities 2.8 2.6 3.0 3.1 2.8 3.0
Improve Sto nn
Ora i nage 3.0 3.. 0 3.2 2.6 3.0 3.7
Improve Public Fa-
c i1 it; es & Se rv ices 3.1 2.9 3.5 3.0 3.2 3.S
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Table A2 (Continued)
seE NARI O/GOAL RESPONDENT INTEREST IN THE STUDY AREA
Live and
Own Unde-
vel oped Own Busi- Own Prop-
Live in Prope rty Live ness or erty in
All Study Area in Study Near Work in Study
Respo nde nt s Only Area Study Area Study Area Area Unly
Improve Housing &
Commerci al Oppo r-
tun i ties 2.2 1.8 2.1 2.0 3.4 4.U
Maintain Current
level of Deve1opment 4.0 4.6 4.0 4.1 2.0 2.0
Preserve Neighbor-
hood Character 4.4 4.6 4.8 4.8 3.3 2.H
Maintain Status Quo 3.8 4.1 3.9 3.9 2.1 2.5
NUMBER OF
RESPONDENTS: 85 43 13
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NOR nWE 51 HI LLS STU DY Qll: SII ONNAIRE
l. PIt' d st' j nd i Cil te your le 'Ie 1 of sa t1 s fact i on wi th each of the fo 11 ow; ng cond it ions and se rv i c P.s
in thp Northwest Hills by placing an "x" in th~ ippropriate space.
Housing Opportunities
Shoppi ng Opportun;ti~s
Transit Opportunities
Transportation Access
Traf fl c VO 1ume
Police Protection
Fire Pr at ect ion
Water Supply
Schools
Sanitary Sewer Service
Parks and Recreational
Opportunities
Sto nn Drai nage
F)(isting Level of Devplop~nt
F)(i~ting Comprehensivp Plan
IIp'iignatians
Scenlc Qualities
Neighborhood Character
ot he rs (s pe ci fy)
2. Rate each development sc@nario on a scale of 1 to ~, according to how you think each would
affect the corditions and s@rvices that you identified as being rrost satisfied with in
question 1. (1:= Adversely Affects; 3 = Oo~s not Affect.; 5 = Positively Affects Condi tions
and Services).
Low Oevelopment Scenario ~., Medium D~velopment Sc~nario 1.8 High Development Scenario I·a
3. Rate the importance of each of the fo llowi 09 qaal s for th~ Northw~st Hills by plac;"9 an "XiI
in the appropri at~ space.
Very
Un important Un important N~ut rill
Very
Important Important
Inc rease Hou sing Oppo rtun i ties
Increase Comme rei al Oppo rtun it i es
Increase Transit Opportunities
Improve Trans po rt at ion Access
Decrease Traffic Volume
Improve Polic~ Protection
[,"prove Fi re Prot ect ion
Improve Water Servic@
Improve Schools
Improve Sanitary S~wer Facilities
Improve Parks and Recr~ational
Oppo rtun it i es
Improve Storm Drainage Facilities
Maintain Existing Level of Development
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Very Very
Unfmportant Unimportant Neutral Important Important
Maintdln EXlsting r.omprphl"n~jve
Plan Designations X
Increase Existing Development ~
Decrease Existing Development )(
Preserve Neighborhood Character ~
Others (speci fy) _
4. Rate each development scenario on a scale of 1 to 5, according to how you feel each would
affect the achievement of the goals you rated as important in question 3. (l:: Adversely
Affects; 3 = Does Not Affect; 5 = Positively Affects the AChievement of the Goals).
Low Development Scenario ~.C> Medium Development Scenario I.' High Development Scenario~
5. In wh ich neighborhood do you 1; ve?
6. Do you live in the City of Portland? (Circle One)
(See attached map).
7. Which of the folloWing best characterizes your interest in the stUdy area?
[Check appropriate answer(s)]
'*57 l i lie wi thin the study area
~ Own business/work within the study area
~ Own undeveloped property withln the study area
lIP Li ve in a neighborhood wi thi n close proximity to the study area
Other (sped fy) ........... _
8. How do you feel you will be most affected by development in the Northwest Hills Study Area?
9. Com~nts?
THANK YOU!
Please return Wl thi n seven days to:
Ci ty of PortT and
Bureau of Planning. Land Use Section
1120 SW Fifth Avenue, Room 1002
Port1and, OR 9 7204-19 66
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CfTY OF
PORTlAND. OREGON
BUREAU OF PLANNING
Code Administration 796-7700
MEMORANDUM
Land Use 796-7700
Francis J.~Mayor
Teny D. S8ndb1ast, Director
Room 1002. 1120 S.W. Fifth Avenue
Portland, Oregon 97204-1966
(503) '796-7701
Urban Design 796-7702
September 5, 1984
TO:
FROM:
SUBJECT:
Nortt"f.tlest Hills File ..eo
Rob; n McArthur-Phillips·, JC'rty Planner I
Establishment of the Urban Growth Boundary
Purpose
In March 1984. the Planning Commission requested documentation on how the
urban ~rowth boundary (UGB) was established in the Northwest Hills. This
memo l'i in r-esponse to that request.
Background
Urban growth boundaries are tools used to encourage the efficient util ;zation
of 1and and other natural resources by pranot i ng clevelopment ; n and around
urban areas. Concentrated devel q>ment pa tterns mi nimi ze the cos ts associ a ted
wi th pravi di ng pub 1i c facil i ti es and serv ; c es and, a t the same time, hel p to
protect agricultural and forest lands fran urban encroachment. Goal 14,
Urbanization, of Oregonl·s Comprehensive Land Use Planning Program, requires
jurisdictions to establish UGBls to separate urbanizable land fran rural land.
The es tab 1i shment and ch ange of UGB J,s are gave rned by the fo 11 ow; ng :
1) Demons trated need to accmumda te long-range ur-ban pop ul a tion growth
requi renents cons i stent wi th LCDC goal s;
2) Need fo r housi n9. employment q>po rtun i ti es, and 1i vabi 1i ty;
3) Orderly and econanic pro"ision for pUblic facilities and services;
4) Maximum efficiency of land uses within and on the fringe of the
existing urban area;
5) [nvi rormental, energy, econanic and soc; a1 consequences;
6) Retention of agricultural land as defined, with Class I being the
hi ghes t pr i 0 ri ty fo r retenti 0 nand C1 as s VI the lowes t prfor; ty; and,
7) Compa tibil i ty of the proposed urban uses w; th nearby agricul tural
activities.!
lOregon Land Conservation and Oevel~ment Commission, Statewide Planning Goals
and Guidelines, 1975.
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Northwest Hills Fil e
September 5, 1984
Page 2 of 6
All land within an ad~ted UGB ;s considered urbanizable, and thus must be
available over time for urban uses. The criteria used to convert land frCl11
" urbanizahle ll to lI ur ban uses ll include:
1) Orderly, econanic provision for public facilities and services;
2) Availability of sufficient land for the various uses to ensure choices
in the market place;
3) LC DC go a1s; and t
4) Encouragement of development within urban areas before conversion of
urbanizable areas. 2
The Metropolitan Service District (Metro) was given the authority to maintain
the UGB for the Portland Metropolitan area to ensure consistent growth and
adequate service provision. Every four years, Metro reviews the UGB for
consistency with state land use goals.
The No rthwes t Hi 11 s
In 1976, Metro's predecessor, the Columbia Region Association of Governments
(CRAG), adopted a UGB for the metropoli tan region, but designated several
areas fo r furt her study, 0 ne of \tA1 ichi nc 1uded a po rt ion of the No rthwes t
Hills. (See Map I, Northwest Hills Urban Growth Boundary Study Area). Much
deba te aros eave r wh ether or not to inc1ude the No rthwes t Hi 11 s wi th in the
UGB.
Multnanah County lobbied for its exclusion on the grounds that increased
development would contribute to existing slope stability problems and would
further aggravate traffic congestion. Others favored a cOO1promise in which
the area would be separated into two drainage basins; one flowing northeast
into undevel q>ed Fores t Pa ric and the other f1 owi n9 southwes tonto 1ands
contiguous to planned urban areas. Proponents of this position felt that the
northeast basin should be designated for natural resource related uses, thus
excluding it fran devel~ment, while the souttlwest basin should be classified
as urbanizable and included within the UGB. The ridgeline dividing these two
basins approximates Skyline Boulevard.
After several public hearings, CRAG adopted a UGB for the Northwest Hills in
1977. The bounda ry extends along Skyl i ne Boulevard between Spri ngville and
Thompso n Roads then veers ina southeas ter1y di rect i on fo 11 owi ng prope rty
lines south of Thompson Road. (See Map II, Location of the Urban Growth
Boundary in the Nortt'west Hills.) At the time that CRAG established the UGB,
several lots 1Dca ted south of Thompson Road had al ready been ei ther p1 a tted or
developed which explains why they were included within the UGB. Table I is an
outline of the rationale used by CRAG to decide where to locate the boundary
i n the No rthwes t Hi 11 s .
2Ibid.
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MAP II
LOCATION OF THE URBAN GROWTH
BOUNDARY IN THE NORTHWEST HILLS
Urban Uses: U
Rura 1 Uses: R
Natural Resource: NR
Urban Growth Boundary:
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TABLE I
CHARACTERISTICS USED TO DETER,nNE THE LOCATION CF THE
URBAN GROWTH BOUNDARY IN THE NORTHWEST HILLS
Character; stic
Ori entation of
Basin
Predomi nant La nd
Use
Zoni ng
Owners hip Sta tu s
Public Facilities
and Existing
Services
Public Faciliites
and potential fo r
Service Prov; s ion
Northeast Drainage Basin
Flows toward natural areas
~orth of Thompson Road--
Mas t 1y Open Space/Pa rk 1and .
South of Thompson Road--
Mix of Open Space,
undeveloped and developed
lots.
PredOOli nantl y Fann and
Forest
Mos tl Y pub 1i c owners hip
Rel a tivel y few se rv ices
Very cos tl y due to fact
that sewer and water
services have to be pumped
over ridge
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Southwest Drainge Basin
Flows towa rd p1anned urba n
and developing areas
Mix of fanns, low density
single family homes and
undeveloped parcels
Mix of RIO, R20, and Farm
and Forest. The Sylvan
area also has R7, R5, R2
and C2 zoning
Mas t 1Y Pr i va te owners hip
Some areas fully served
such as Sylvan. Other
areas currently receive
partial or no services
Services planned as part
of the Forest Park Estates
deve1opment
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Nort~est Hills Fil e
August 21, 1984
Page 6 of 6
Except for a small parcel of land within the City's jurisdiction roughly
1oca ted northeas t of Skyl i ne Boul eva rd be tween Spri ng vi 11 e and Thomp so n Roads
(See Map II), all land within the study area located northeast of the UGB is
unincorporated. CRAG established either a Natural Resource (NR) or a Rural
(R) designation on all properties excluded frOOl the UGB. Those designations
are placed on land considered valuable for fann, forest, natural resource or
rural-rel a ted uses. Indi vi dua1 juri sdi ct ions are encouraged to zone such
lands in ways that are consistent with the NR and R designations.
The City of Portland zoned the land within its jurisdiction located outside
the UGB for Fann and Forest uses with a Natural Resources overlay (FFnr).
This zone prOOlotes fam, forest, and agricultural uses and allows one home on
lots of 20 acres or larger. Generally, it is applied in areas that are
di fficult and inefficient to seNe.
The excl us ion of 1and 1oea ted wi thi n the City's borde rs fr CI11 the UGB and its
subsequent Natural Resources designation raises an interesting policy
question. Section 660-01-300 of Oregon's Administrative Rules states that
lithe Land Conservation and Development Commission considers land al ready
within city boundaries to be urban or urbanizable land. 1I State land use Goal
14, Urbanization, states that "urban growth boundaries shall be established to
identify and separate urbanizable land frCJll rural land. It is implied by
these statements that all land within city boundaries should be included
wi thin the UGB, and thus be avail able for devel C4lrnent.
Regardless of whether this land is included within the UGB, its development is
somewhat limited due to the problems involved in the provision of pUblic
facilities and services. However, its exclusion frem the UGB appears to be in
conflict with Goal 14 and Oregon's Administrative Rules. It should be noted
that thi s 1and was annexed to the City of Portl a nd over 15 yea rs ago ~ pr i or to
the adoption of an urban growth boundary.
Summary
North of Cornell Road ~ the UGB approximates the ridgel i ne dividi og the
northeas t fran the southwes t dra i nage ba sins in the Northwes t liil1 s. The
major reasons for this division include the orientation of the basins toward
namral resource versus urban uses and the di fficul ty of providi n9 servi ces to
properties located in the northeast drainage basin. South of Cornell Road,
the UGB follows property lines roughly paralleling Skyline Boulevard. While
the majority of land in the Northwest Hills excluded fran the UGB is
unincorporated, one stretch of land located south of Springville Road is
within Portland's city limits. This stretch is zoned for Fann and Forest uses
wi th a natural resources overl ay. Al though there is some i ndi ca ti on thatit
is i n~propri ate to exclude incorporated properti es frOOl the UGB, it is 1ikely
that the devel~ment potential of this land woul d remain somewhat limited even
if it were included within the UGB due to the problems involved with providing
public facilities and services.
RMcP: sw
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RECOMMENDATIONS FOR THE TRANSPORTATION ELEMENT
OF THE NORTHWEST HILLS STUDY
Review of Existing Transportation System Conditions and Policies
The primary objective of the city's transportation policy in the Northwest
Hills Study area is to route non-local traffic around the Northwest
neighborhoods on regional highways (Sunset and 1-405). local traffic should
be accommodated on neighborhood collector streets like NW Cornell Road. and
Major City Traffic Streets like W. Burnside Rd. The east-west transportation
network is operating at design capacity at peak periods today. There is
little flexibility in the transportation system to accommodat~ additional
traffic growth without major improvements to the transportation system and/or
the implementation of transportation systems management programs.
The north-south streets in the study area are operating today at well
below their design capacity for two reasons. One, it is physically difficult
to reach the freeway system without using east-west streets. In short there
is no direct access from the Northw~st Hills to the Sunset Highway. Second,
traffic volumes on the north-south streets are low because of the small number
of persons liVing in the study area.
Decisions hav~ already been made at the regional and local l~vel that no new
transportation corridors will be developed in addition to those identified in
the Regional Transportation Plan. All new regional and local transportation
growth will have to be accommodated in the existing transportation corridors.
Growth in population.and employment regionally and in Washington County have
increased beyond the projections made in the late 1970·s and early 198O's when
the developers of Forest Park Estates made estimates of future traffic
growth. Hence, the projected traffic impact of greater development in the
Northwest Hills area will contribute to the number of trips in the corridor.
The rise in traffic growth today is attributable to the more rapid rise in
population and employment numbers than earlier anticipated.
Recommended Land Use Strategy
To maximize the existing or planned infrastructure (of all types including
transportation) in the Northwest Hills. increases in density should only be
allowed in those areas adjacent to Forest Park Estates (FPE). All other areas
with non-transportation infrastructure constraints should be designated Farm
and Forest. New development adjacent to FPE could then tie into existing
infrastructure facilities already provided by FPE. To encourage the timely
development of this property over a longer timeframe, these parcels adjacent
to FPE should be downzoned to the lowest density practical, preferably Farm
dnd Forest, and receive a more intense Comprehensive Plan designation of RIO,
the same as FPE. As each individual property owner decides to develop, he
would be required to meet the FPE transportation conditions at a minimum. In
dddltion, to receive approval of a zone change in compliance with the
Comprehensive Plan. applicants of proposed development generatlng more than
100 trips per day would be required to show that the transportation
lmpacts from his development can be mltiqated before approval is granted.
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Until some regional concensus is developed on a specific strategy for
transportation improvements in the Sunset Corridor. which can absorb more
trips, the Northwest Hills area will be required to develop within stringent
guidelines. These guidelines could be terminated if regional or local
transportation improvements are implemented.
The implication of the above strategy is that no increase in development
density should be recommended for the Sylvan area in anticipation of light
rail. Making light rail or some similar mode, a condition of approval of zone
change in compliance with the Comprehensive Plan may be the same as freezing
future development at existing designations since LRT has not been funded in
this Corridor.
Trans ortation Conditions of A roval for Zone Chan es
Comprehensive Pan.
At a minimum the FPE conditions would apply to all parcels requesting uploning
in compliance with the Comprehensive Plan. Those conditions are as follows:
1. Foster the use of mass transportation facilities by residents on the
applicantls property to the fullest extent reasonably possible and to
otherwise minimize any adverse impact of automobile traffic in the
area.
2. If transportation service is not provided by a public agency on a
basis deemed adequate by the Planning Commission, the latter may
require the applicant to provide and subsidize a transportation
service between the applicantls parcel and downtown.
3. Require that.developers participate in an lIimpact fee ll as a means to
provide a fund for the construction of improvements when they become
necessary. A fee-system based on trips generated from the proposed
development, is the most equitable. Washington County has recently
drafted this type of fee system.
4. Participation in an areawide public transportation service.
For those developments between five and twenty acres, and for all upzonings to
a commercial zone. the above conditions plus a transportation analysis
including documentation of the fo110wing will be required:
e) the potential daily and peak hour traffic volumes generated by the site;
f) distribution on the street system of the traffic generated by the site;
g) the extent to which ridesharing and transit incentive programs might reduce
the vehicle trips generated by the site; and
h) current traffic volumes on the principal roadways relative to the site.
For upzonings of more than twenty acres, the above conditions will be applied,
plus the transportation analysis will be expanded to document:
i) projected traffic volumes on the principal roadways relative to the site
should the proposed development and other previously approved, but
undeveloped proposa1s, be fully developed.
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CHANGE IN HOUS I NG UN IT POTENTIAL
CURRENT VS. PROPOSED
COMPREHENSIVE PLANS
Change in
Undeveloped Ho using Un i t
Change in Comp Pl an Tot a1 Ac res Acres Potent i a1
-------
Red uct ions :
R20 TO FF 74 43 - 58
RIO to FF 326 277 -8~4
R.I0 to R20 199 14b -2~3
R7 to R20 2 2 - 8
R7 to RIO 13 2 - 2
Subtotal: 614 469 -1,175
Increases:
MUF19 to FF 93 93 + 33
RR to FF 21 21 + 6
RR to R20 20 20 + 32
MUF19 to RIO 104 lUI +347
RR to RIO 69 21 + 72
R20 to RIO 83 7 + 11
R20 to R7 28 18 + 59
RLO to R7 31 31 + 46
R20 to R2 30 10 +155
R5 to R2 14 11 +113
Subtot al : 493 333 +874
TOTAL NET 121* 136* -301
*Down-designations of gross land area exceed up-designations by 121 acres.
Down-designations of undeveloped land exceed up-designations by 136 acres.
The undeveloped net exceeds gross area net because, as a whole, the
down-designated areas are 76 percent undeveloped while the up-designated
areas are 68 percent undeveloped.
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KOSIN & MEYER, RC.
ATTORNEYS AT LAW
SUITE 800
NOI:IMA'" B KOBIN
PAUL ~ MEYER
CHAl:IlES L I'.OBI'"
O"'''''£L,J SEIFE~
.... 0 ... '" SPENCER ST£:WART
£Ll2AB£.TH YE:ATS
DAVID R TRACHTENBEriG
"1ICHAEL J CARD
JAN 0 SOl<.OL
SUSAN G WHITNCY
ROONEY ri "1ILLS
ROG£"R .... L.£NN£:BERG
610 S_ IN ALDER 5TRE:t:T
PORTLAND, OREGON 97205-3688
May 3, 1985
TELE"PHONE ~23-1107
AREA CODE 503
LE 0 LEV[ "ISO,..
OF COUNSf.:L
(1903-19811
Mr. James Throckmorton
Bureau of Planning
1120 SW Fifth Avenue, Room 1002
Portland, Oregon 97204-1966
Re: Northwest Hills Study
Dear Mr. Throckmorton:
L I I Y ,I
idtJRc.J.:.-G
I own some property on Skyline Blvd. which is outside
the urban growth boundary, outside the City of Portland and
northeast of the proposed Forest Park Estates. The north boun-
dary of my property is the boundary for the City of Portland. I
note from the summary of your recommendation that you seek to
expand single-family land use designations east of the Forest
Park Estates. What is your timetable, if any, of extending water
and sewer service on Skyline Blvd. ~ Germantown Road to Thomp-
son Road? ~(~
I would appreciate your providing me with a copy of the
Planning Bureau's staff report and recommendations and would also
appreciate a copy of the Northwest Hills Study Report.
Thank you very much for your assistance.
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May 4, 1985
Bureau of Planning
c/o James Throckmorton
1120 SW 5th Ave, Room 1002
Portland OR 97204-1966
Subject: Response to the NORTHWEST HILLS STUDY
-~ . - "r' I
MAY07 m5
(: I 1 y U ~ ,'" '-, :~ ~ " ;. !\I ()
auREAU OF ~LANN'NG
In reference to #3 ~n the Land Use section of the Northwest
Hills St.udy:
Cornell Road is an Historical Landmark; therefore
cannot be widened, etc.
Cornell Road is already beyond its traffic capabilities.
Its traffic is fast and dangerous.
Adding to Cornell Road traffic would be inappropriate.
Thank you.
~~ (J1iiMv
Mary CyetLa PeLers
2711 NW Savier
Portland OR 97210
503/248-9402
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Donald E. Pollock
INVESTMENTS
10211 S.W. Bc?lrbur Blvd. Suite 202A
Ponlc?lnd. Ore30n 9] 219
(503) 245-2481
•• ~ ....;I ( .....,. '
May 7, 1985
Bureau of Planning
James Throckmorton
1120 SW Fifth Avenue. Rm 1002
Portland, OR 97204-1966
Re: Section 25 IN lW
TL D's -,10, II, 13
Dear Mr. Throckmorton:
I have received the Presentation of the Northwest Hills
Study and Recommendations to the Planning Commission.
The study recommended that the above mentioned tax
lots have FF zoning. In the future, we would like to
build one house per acre. However, since this type
of zoning is not available at this time, we would pre-
fer to have R-20 zoning instead of the 'recommended FF
zoning.
If you have any questions regarding this matter, please
do not hesitate to contact me at the above number~
Sincerely,
Donald E. Pollock
DEP:plh
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,r<I·COUNtY
Mf 1r~()POLnAN
1[l ANSPO,<lAII0N
[)IS1R1CT
OF OREGON
8}
TRI-MET
l. i 1 Y U I :
BlJR.iJMa ui -
... '''. L.
.~, '_ '\~' t ilk
401251. 17Tt-l AVENUE
PORTLAND. OREGON 97202
~lcphone 238-4900
Portl~nd Bureau of Planning
c/o Jarres Throckrrorton
1120 S.W. Fifth Avenue, Room 1002
Portland, OR 97204-1966
He: f\brth.....est Hi 11 s St.udy Rcccrr1nenontions
rx'Cl r Mr. Throckrrorton:
May 7, 1985
~ feel the reccmrendations as surrrnarized in the Planning camussion
hearing notice (1) respond to the need for trans~t access where urban intenslty
developnent is encouraged, while (2) reflecting the physical difficulty of
provid1.ng regular transit service in the study area. we \I.Ould add that in the
Sylvan camercial/residential area, ~estrian ways to the transit station
should be required 1.0 the developrent program. ~ifically, rrOOify tlLand Use"
recamendation is to read, "Increas~ residential densities adjacent to significant
concentrations of camercial services and future transit stations (Sylvan), and
provide for pedestrian circulation and access."
Respectfully,
Alonzo W. Wertz, Manager
Project [)evelopnent
AYM:Pe
cc: Tan Matoff, Tri-~t
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em OF
PORTlAND, OREGON
BUREAU OF PLANNING
Margaret D. Strachan, Commissioner
Michael Harrison. AJCP. Acting Director
Room 100~ 1120 S.W. Fifth Avenue
Portland, Oregon 97204·1966
(503) 796-7700
Annexation
May 10, 1985
Land Development Land Use (Jrnan Design
Multnanah County Planning Commission
2115 S.E. Morrison Street
Portland , OR 97214
The City of Portland Planning Bureau requests that the county Planning
Coomission adopt a negative recanmendation on the proposed expansion of the
Urban Growth Boundary east of Mt. Calvary Cemetery (PR 4-81, #134). Failing
that, we would request that you postpone a decision until the city Planning
Commission has acted on the NW Hills Study. We take this position for the
fo 11 owi ng reaso ns :
1. The proposal is in conflict with the staff recOOlmendation to the Portland
Planning Commission concerning the NW Hills Study (see Attachment A).
This recanmendation will be acted upon by the cClllmission on May 28th.
2. The proposal is inconsistent with adopted Metro and EPA sewage treatment
area designations (see Attachment B). It proposes an inter-basin transfer
of sewage that would require amendments to Metro ordinances and the
federal 208 Walter Quality Plan. In our view, such amendments would be
; nappropri ate.
3. The site in question is within Portland·s tentative Urban Services
Boundary. As such, annexation of the urban portions is expected. The
development proposal would require construction of sewage pump stations
and pressure lines to accanplish the inter-basin transfer of sewage. It
is the policy of the Bureau of Environmental Services to avoid the
cons truct ion or acceptance of pump/pressure fae; 1it i es that are not pa rt
of the principal trunk/interceptor system.
4. A need fa r add; t ional urba n-des ignated 1a nd in the NW Hill s ca nnot be
demonstrated. Metro projects a demand for approximately 2,200 new housing
units in the NW Hills Study area over the neKt twenty years. Development
potent ial a1 ready ins ide the UGB exceeds twice that amount. Forest Pa rk
Estates by itself will provide 2,100 housing units.
In summary, the proposal before you violates the intent of the NW Hills Study
staff recanmendations. It would not result in a more efficient arrangement of
land use and public facilities but a less efficient one.
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Multnomah County Planning Commission
May 10, 1985
Page 2
If you or your staff have add; tionil questions t pl~as~ contict James
Throckmorton of this bureau at 796-7700.
MSH:JT:rs
Attc.
cc: Ji 11 Hi nk ley, Metro
ROl
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Date: 5/13/85 Tf.: 5:00PM Place: Room 602, Multnomah County Courthouse
O~par~nt of [nvfro~tnt~l Services 211§ S~E. Morrison St~et
Division of Planning and Ofvelo~nt Portland, Oregon 97214
You are 1nv1t~d to att~nd or send written c~nt regarding a public ~earing to be held on the following
ftem on the date ,nd jt the tiMe and plact fndicated below. The exact tf.e MAy be liter dependfng on
the agenda schedule. The huring wfll be CGnducted fursulnt to the Pllnning COIIIIissfon's Rules of Pro-
cudure. which will be ,v,flable .t the hearing. All nterested partfes may ~ppelr and testify.
A Staff Report wfll be IYlfhble fhe days prfor to the diu of the hearing. Written c~nts rec~1ved
.,i 11 br reviewed by the "1annf ng COIIIlhs ion. ".ubHe test1..-ony II,Y be 11_' ted to ten ..1nuus for all
proponents together, oind an opponents tog~ther. Add1tf onal time uy be requested 1fl- writi"9 prf or to
t~e hearing ind _ay be griftted by the Chairperson if found tD be materi.l, relevant and non-repetttive.
/.. rec~ndlt1on on the tt~ ~111 be announced it the c1o~e of the hearing, or upon continuance to a
time certain. A wrftt~n rec~ndat1on wil' be filed with th~ Cl~rk of the BOird of County Commission-
ers witnin ttn dlys of the innouncement. Rec~ndit1ons ~y be appealed to the Board of County Commis-
sfoners by either the ippl1cant or those oppesed. Appeals must be ffled wfth the Division of Plannfng
and oeY~1opIDent within ~n days after the decision is filed with the Cleft of the Bond. Appeal fonas
are available at 2115 S.£. Morrfson. If you d@sfr@ further 1nfoMmation, pleoise call 248-3047.
Hearing
Commission
Notice of Public
PlanningmuLTnDm:.-:tI •CCU'TI"Y
Applicant requests a recommendation from Multnomah County to ~fETRO regarding
a proposed change 1n the Urban Growth 80undary to includ@ this property with-
in the Urban Area. Final approval of this request would be made by the METRO
Council.
If approved. th~ site could be dev~lop~d in conjunction with contiguous R-IO
property which is currently within the UGB and owned by th~ applicant. Any
development would require approval of an appropriate zone change by the Hult-
nomah County Planning Cornm!s~lon.
Line 2.Chana~ in Urban Growth ~oundary
OLD BUSINESS
PR 4-81, 1134
l.OC3t ion: 5300° West 8urnside Street
Tax Lot '70', Section 31, TIN, RIB
1984 Assessor'. Hap
12.28 acres
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MUF-19, Multiple Us~ Forestry
19-Acr@ minimum lot size for single family r~sidence8
Same
Multiple Use Forestry
Sam~
Foster Con8olidat~d. Inc •
8280 SW Stark Street, Portland
Applicant:
Pre8~nt Zon! ng:
Comprehensive Plan:
Size Requested:
Site Size:
. Property Owner:
Sponsor's Proposal: R-IO. Slngl~ Family Residential
Minimum lot size of 10,000 square feet p~r e1nale fam-
ily residence
RH0295P
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STATEME~r OF SEWER SERVICE AVAILABILITY
Eldon FosterThis atatement 1s 8uppli~d at the requeat of ~, __
dated 10/4/84 A copy of the request is attached. The property here-
inafter referred t~ ia tbe property deacribed 1n the request.
1. The Unified Severase Agency haa authority to and will supply sanitary .ewer
aervice to the property aubject to compliance by the prop.rty owner. hi. asenta and
employeeA with .11 applicable rules. regulations and laws related to s.nitary .ewer
Nervlce. If conatruction of aever linea other than thoac designated for public con-
struction on the Washington County Haa~er Plan for Sewerase Works ta nece.sary, such
construction will be the responsibility of the property owner except to tbe extent
that the Agency may agree to participate in the co.t.
Treatment plant capacity adequate for the proposed use of the property (is)
presently available and (will)~~ be available durins a period of
followtng the date of thi. atatement. If adequate capacity i. DOt and/or
during the ensuing year be available, future capacity ia projected .a
2.
(lXXKX~)
one year
will not
followa:
These lots are outsfde the Agency boun~ar1es; therefore••11 permits will be
purchased from Hultnomah County.
3. A ••nttary sewer l1ne(a) adequate for the proposed uae ~~ (18 not) avail-
able to the property. If the property 1. 1n a city that haa 1mm8dfate control of
local collection sewer lines, no line information i. available from the Agency. If
an adequate sanitary sewer l1ne(a) i. not available, the nearest adequate line ia
from the property. The property can be aerved in the following
manner:
By construct1on of publfc sewer line from th@ existing Dublic line in Wfndemere
..
Subdivision to the Washington County boundary. (Construction of lines in Multnomah
County requ1res'.llpproval from that County. )~ _
4. 'the property ~ (1s not) presently connected to a public lever.
5. Additional remark8. The Agency will approve only gravity lines and will
not approve I public pump station. Cost of construction of lines lies with
property owner or developer.
The foregoing atatement 1s furnished to the person requesting it with the under-
standing of the said perAon that it 1s based in part on ESTIMATES AND PROJECTIONS and
DOES NOT CONSTITUTE A GUARANTEE OR COHHITHENT that adequate sewer service viii be
available to the property at any specific time.
"(
TAX HAP NO. lN1 E 31 58,gO. &307
7S-52A
UNIFIED SEWERAGE AGENCY OF WASHINGTON
~ COUNTY
By: lhyk~
Dick Whitman
Date: 10/4/81
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CHANGES IN COMPREHENSIVE PLAN DESIGNATIONS AND ZONING
The following maps show the changes in Comprehensive Plan
zoning that would occur if this recommendation is adopted
The base maps show current plan designations and zoning.
sc reens wi 11 expe ri ence ch ange.. The sc reens are keyed at
page as to the type of change that will occur.
des i yn at ions and
by the Ci ty (ounci I.
Areas with overlay
t he bot tom of each
For example. map 2720 shows that only part of the area on the map would
expe ri ence any 1and use ch ange. The sc reened area is presentl y zoned R20 and
has an RIO plan designation. The key at the bottom of the page indicates that
the zoning would be changed to FF, but the Comprehensive Plan designation
would remain RIO.
NOTE: Several maps are included where no change would occur as a result of
t hi s reccmmenda t; 0 n. The Pl ann; ny Bureau staf f had 01'1 gi nal1 y
recommended changes in these areas but the Planning Commission has
declined to include them in its recommendation.
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PROPOSED CHANGE
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CITY OF
PORTlAND, OREGON
BCJREALI OF PLANNING
Code Administration 79&7700
Augus t 13. 1984
MEMORANDUM
LandUse 796-7700
Francis J. Ivande. Mayor
Teny D. Sandblast. Director
Room 1002,1120 S.W. Fifth Avenue
Portland, Oregon 97204·1966
(503) 796-7701
Urban Design 19&7702
TO: Northwest Hills Files
FROM: Robi n McArthur-Phillips
SUBJECT: Northwest Hills Study--Pub11c Review Document
FIRE
Overview
Fire protection in the Northwest Hills is provided by the Ci~ of Portland.
Washington County Rural Fire Protection District (RFPD) #1. and Multnomah
County RFPD1,s #4 and #20. The City of Portland protects all areas wi thin the
City as ~11 as the unincorporated Sylvan area under contract with Multnanah
County RFPD #4. Other unincorporated portions of the study area are protected
by the RFPD j,s.
The Ci 'W of Port1 and has es tab1i shed the goal of a four mi nu te response time
for first due fire engines responding to life-threatening emergencies. For
comparison purposes. this translates roughly into a distance of about two
miles. but varies depending upon road and traffic conditions.
Currently. response times in the Northwest Hills are in excess of this four
mf nute goal. Respo nse times along Sky1 f ne Boul eva rd between Gennantown and
Cornell Roads have been estimated to be bebieen six and nine minutes. A
further hindrance to adequate fire protection in the area is the lack of
sufficient water flow and storage capacity along Skyline Boulevard. Although
a number of f1 re ttYdrants exf st along Skyl i ne Boul eva rd. they a re served by
rel a tivel y small ma ins south of Cornell Road. These defic i enci es are expected
to be remedf ed by improvements scheduled to be undertaken by the Water Bureau
over the next several years. The cos ts of providf ng addi tiona1 ff re hydrants
to meet Fire Bureau placement standards will be borne either by individual
devel ~ers or the Water Bureau under its Fire Hydrant Program.
Scenario Analysis
Because the Fire Bureau response time goal is not dependent upon the density
of devel qlment~ f1 re service needs do not change among the scenarios.
Although more Northwest Hills residents will need fire protection under the
High Dens1~ Scenario than under the Low Densi~ Scenario. the Fire Bureau
strives to achf eve f ts goal s ; n all service areas rega rd1 ess of the nUnDer of
people requi ring protection.
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Northwest Hills File
Augus t 13, 1984
Page 2 of 2
The proposed construction of a two-bay fire station at the intersection of
Thompson Road and Skyline Boulevard in conjunction with the Forest Park
Estates devel q>ment is expected to alleviate many of the fire protection
inadequacies in the Northwest Hills. In addition to serving future residents
of the Forest Park Estates and SunVista developments, the construction and
utilization of this station will place residents living in the area generally
bounded by Saltzman and Random Roads within two miles of a fire engine. The
station, which ;s scheduled for construction during fiscal year 1988-89, is
p~ojected to cost $920,000 in capital outlay and $413,000 annually.
Construction of the fire station at Skyline Boulevard and Thompson Road will
not affect significantly the Fire Bureau response times to areas located north
of Saltzman Road and south of Random Road. Both the northern and southern
portions of the study area will remain farther than two miles from the nearest
fire engine. Although these areas will not be located within four minutes of
a fir~ engine t this is not necessarily an indication that they will receive an
unacceptable level of fire protection. The Fire Bureau considers protection
in these areas to be adequate. and thus does not have plans to construct
addi tional faeil i ties.
RMcP:sw
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CfTYOF
PORTlAND, OREGON
BUREAU OF PlANNING
Fnands J. Jvande, Mayor
Teny D. Sandblast, Director
Room 1002. 1120 S.W. Afth Avenue
Portland. Oregon 97204-1966
(503) 79&7701
CodeAdministnltion 79&7700
Augus t 2, 1984
MEMORANDUM
Land Use 796-7700 (JJban Design 796-7702
TO: Northwest Hills File
FROM: Robin McArthur-Phillips
SUBJ: Northwest Hills Study - Public Review Document
PARKS
Overview
Numerous recreational q>portun ftfes ext st for res idents of the Northwes t
Hills. Extending along the eastern border of the study area is a system of
regional parks including Forest, Washington, and Macleay. Park facilities
- include hiking trails, tennis courts, picnic areas, playgrounds, flower
gardens, an amphitheater and a soccer field. (See attached map).
The study area 1s deficient, however, 1n smaller scale parks that provide a
soci al and recreational focus for individual neighborhoods. Whil e the
existing level of development 1n the Northwest Hills does not warrant the
prov1 s ion of neighborhood pa rks at present, such pa rks wi 11 be needed as the
population increases and becomes more concentrated.
Other than the Sylvan School playground, no neighborhood recreational
facil f tf es currentl y ex; stin the study area. Al though three net ghborhood
parks are located west of the study area 1n Washington Coun~, they are
relatively inaccessible to Northwest Hills residents.
A neighborhood park is planned as part of the Forest Park Estates and SunVista
PUDs. Al though thi s pa rk will serve the 4,500 new res 1dents Fores t Pa rk
Estates is projected to bring to the study area by the year 2000, for the most
part, Skyline Boulevard, Thompson Road and Cornell Road will serve as barriers
to users 1i vf ng outside of the devel q>ment.
Scenario Analysis
To evaluate the neighborhood park needs of Northwest Hills residents under the
various devel q>ment scenarios, the pa rk standa rds recanmended by the National
Recreation and Park Associ ation and ad~ ted by the Park Bureau were used.
These standards include the ft>llowfng:
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1. At 1east two and one-hal f acres of neighborhood park shoul d be provided
for every 1,000 residents;
2. Neighborhood parks should be at least five acres in size;
3. Nei ghborhood pa rks shoul d serve users wi thi n a one-hal f mil e radi us;
4. Neighborhood park users should not have to cross major barriers ..
Under all three sc enarios, the proj ected pop ul a ti on increases associ ated wi th
the Forest Park Estates and SunVista developments will be served by the
neighborhood park proposed as part of the PUDs. A1 though the land for thf s
park will be donated by Forest Park Estates and SunVi sta. the Park Bureau will
be responsible for park development and maintenance. Using 1984 dollar
figures, development costs are estimated to be $384,000 while maintenance
*costs will range between $8,000 and $10,000 annually.
Outside of the Forest Park Estates and SunVfsta PUDs, a relatively low level
of development is projected for the area north of Cornell Road. The proposed
Comprehensive Plan designations under all the development scenarios serve to
concentrate future population increases in the PUD area and between Cornell
Road and the Sunset Highway.
Under the Low Density, Existing Comprehensive Plan and Medium Density
Development Scenarios, less than 1,000 additional people over the 1980
population are projected to live in the stUdy area outside of Forest Park
Estates. Much of this population increase will be concentrated in the Sylvan
area resulting in a total projected population for the area of between 1,382
and 1,543 people by the year 2000. As a result of this increase, the Sylvan
area would need a neighborhood park of about five acres. Land acqu1 sitfon
costs for a park this size ar-e estimated to be about $138,500 and devel~ment
costs would be approximately $384,000. Yearly maintenance costs would range
between $8,000 and $10,000.
To accanmodate the population increase projected under the High Density and
High Density with Urban Growth Boundary Change Scenarios, a slightly larger
park than the one desc r1bed above will be needed. By the year 2000, between
2,436 and 3,330 people are projected to reside in the area located between the
Sunset Hi ghway and Cornell Road. Thi s pop u1 a tion waul d generate the need fo r
a park of between six and eight acres in size. Land acquisition costs would
be higher fo r thi s pa rk than fo r the one desc rfbed above, rang1 ng between
$166,200 and $221,600. Development and yearly maintenance costs, however,
would be similar; approximately $384,000 for park development and between
$8,000 and $10,000 annually for park maintenance.
*All costs are based on the assumptions that street, access, water, sewer, and
util i ti es are ava i1 ab le and that no unusual development cos ts exi st.
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Regardless of the scenario, the park included in the Forest Park Estates
development plans will accommodate a large proportion of the residents
expected to live in the study area by the year 2000. Because this park will
be rel a t1vel y i naccessib le to users 1oca ted outside of the Forest Park Estates
and SunVista developments, any increase in the density of development in the
Sylvan area will foster the need for a neighborhood park.
Rel atfvel y 1 f ttl e di ffe renee 1n pa ric. space needs is genera ted among the Low
Densi~, Existing Comprehensive Plan, and Medium Density Scenarios. Even
under the Medium Density Scenario, only 237 additional people over the 1980
population are expected to live in the Sylvan area. This increase will result
ina total population of about 1,500 people between the Sunset Highway and
Barnes Road, thus generati ng the need fo r a small nei ghbomood pa rk f n tni s
vicinity.
Any~ere fran $27,700 to $83,100 more in capital costs would be required to
accanmodate the park needs of the population expected under the High Dens ity
Scenario than would be reqUired under the Low or Medium Density Scenarios.
Th1 s represents a cos t increase of between 20 and 60 percent. Annual
operating and maintenance costs would be about the same under all scenarios.
The difference in costs, therefore, of providing adequate park space for the
various population densities projected under the devel~ment scenarios is
moderate.
RMP:mh
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PARKS AND RECREATION
I r Natural Parks
IIIIIIII Regional Parks/Facilities
IIIIIIII Neighborhood Parks
IIIIIIII Other Open Space
--- Trails
~ Planned Neighborhood Parks
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CodeAdministration 79&7700
August 13. 1984
MEMORANDUM
TO: Northwest Hills File
Land Use 79&nco
Francis J. Ivande. Mayor
Terry D. Sandblast. Director
Room 1002, 1120 S.W. Fifth Avenue
Portland. Oregon 97204-1966
(503) 79&7701
Urban Design 796-7702
FROM: Robin McArthur-Phillips
SUBJECT: Northwest Hills Study--Pub11c Review Document
POLICE
Overview
At present. police protection in the Northwest Hills is provided by the
Portland Police Bureau~ t'ultnanah County Sheriff&s Office and Washington
Coun ty She rf ff"s Off1ce. Wh i1 e the City of Po rtl and has pr imary
.- respo ns i b11 ; ty fo r protect1ng areas wi thi n the City 1i mi ts. Mu 1tnana hand
Washington Counties patrol the unincorporated portions of the study area.
(See attached map.)
Due to the i rregul a r Ci ty bounda ry in thf s area. much of un i nc0rtl0 rated wes t
Multnomah County is isolated into pockets that are difficult and inefficient
to pa trol. To serve these areas more effectively. rtal tnomah County has
negotiated a contract that will authorize the City of Portland to police the
unincorporated portions of the County located south of Newberry Road. The
contract, which will begin January 1. 1985. will 1nYolve an expansion of
exi st1 ng Portl and Pa trol Oi strfcts and the addf tion of mo re pol ice officers
and equipment.
Low Densf~ Scenario
Under the Low Density Development Scenario. the population of the Northwest
Hills Study Area is projected to increase by approximately 4.611 people, or-
about 135 percent, wi thi n the nex t 20 years. About 97 pe rcent of thi s
population increase is attributable to the proposed development of Forest Park
Estates.
A minimum of six additional police officers together with supervisory and
support staff will be needed to serve this increased population adequately.
Roughly $304.534. or an increase of 132 percent over 1980 costs, will be
reqUired to pay for officer salary and patrol veh1cles.* Costs associated
wi th maintaining supervi sory and support personnel are not avail able.
*Po11ce Bureau statistics are based on FY 1983-1984 staffing requirements and
dollar figures ..
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EXisting Comprehensive Plan Scenario
The population in the Nortt"Mest Hills Study Area is projected to increase one
and one-half times by the year 2000 under the Existing Comprehensive Plan.
This increase of over 5~OOO people will warrant the addition of about seven
police officers at an estimated cost of $333.398. Compared to what will be
needed under the Low Development Scenario. this represents the addition of one
police officer at about a 10 percent increase in costs.
Medium Development Scenario
By the year 2000. the population of the Northwest Hills is projected to reach
8.626 under the Medium Development Scenario. Although this is 99 more people
than is expected under the Existing Comprehensive Plan. no additional police
officers are expected to be needed to pa trol the area. The cos ts of prov idi n9
adequate police protection under the Medium Development Scenario. therefore.
will be the same as those prodected under the EXisting Comprehensive Plan.
Medium Development Scenario/Urban Growth Boundary Change
If the Medium Development Scenario is altered by an urban growth boundary
change. an add1 tiona' 146 people are projected to reside in the Northwest
Hills Study Area by the year 2000. Such a change would result in a total
population of about 8t 772 people t or a 158 percent increase over the 1980
population.
As with the Existing Comprehensive Plan and the Medium Development Scenario.
an estimated seven addi tional police officers will be needed to protect the
proj ected pop ul ati on ; ncrease. The cos ts of provi di n9 po 11 ce protect io n under
this development scenario. therefore t would not differ from those of the
Existing Comprehensive Plan or Medium Development Scenarios.
High Densit¥ Scenario
Over 9.500 people are expected to live in the Northwest Hills Study Area under
the High Densf~ Development Scenario by the year 2000. This represents a
population increase of 181 percent. An estimated eight additional police
officers over what was needed in 1980 will be requi red to protect this
population increase. The costs of providing these services is estimated at
$362 t 262 t or double the amount needed to protect the 1980 population.
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High Densit¥/Urban Growth Boundary Change Scenario
Under this scenario. 10.501 people are projected to live in the Northwest
Hills Study Area by the year 2000. This represents a population increase of
209 percent between 1980 and 2000. Approximately 13 police officers will be
needed to protect this area; nine more officers than were needed in 1980. The
estimated cost of providing this protection is $391.126 or about 225 percent
more than what was needed to serve the 1980 population.
Concl us; ons
Forest Park Estates is expected to be developed by the year 2000 bringi ng CNer
4,400 new residents to the Northwest Hills Study Area. Regardless of the
scenario, this represents a sizable proportion of the projected growth.
Whereas Forest Park Estates represents about 73 percent of the projected
population increase under the High Density Scenario, it represents 97 percent
under the Low Density Scenario.
By the year 2000, approximatel y six addi tio nal po1; ce off; cers wi 11 be
required to protect the Forest Park Estates area alone. The same number of
officers woul d be requi red under the Low Dens i ty Devel ~ment Scenario. Thi s
represents a cos t increase of 150 percent over wha t was spent in 1980.
r
Compared to the Low Density Scenario. one additional police officer would be
needed to protect the population increase expected under the Existing
Cooprehens ive Pl an~ Medi um Dens i 'W. and Medi urn Dens; ty wi th Growth Bounda ry
Change Scenarios. This is approximately $28,864 or a nine percent increase in
police protection costs over the Low Densi~ Scenario.
Two more police officers would be needed under the High Density Scenario than
under the Low Dens 1ty Scenario at a cos t 1ncrease of close to 19 percent. If
the population of the Northwest Hills Study Area under the High Development
Scenario is further increased by an urban growth boundary change. one more
officer would be needed. Police Bureau staffing requirements. therefore, only
differ by three patrol officers between the Low Density and High Density W'ith
Urban Growth Boundary Change Scenarios. The cost differential is about 28
percent.
In summary, it is apparent that regardless of the development scenario, much
devel ",ment is expected in the Northwest Hills due to Forest Park Estates.
Even if no other land in the study area is developed, six additional police
of fi cers wi 11 be needed to protect the pop ul ation inc rease associ ated wi th the
Forest Park Estates development. Given this development. there is relatively
11 ttl e di fference 1n po1f ce protection cos ts amo ng the sc enarios.
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SEWE R AND STORM OR AI NAGE SERVICE
NW HILLS SruDY
Introduct ion
S; nce san; tary sewe rand sto nn dra; nage sys terns are usua 11y gr av; ty flow,
t opogr ap hy pl ays an impo rt ant role ; n detenni ni ng servi ce ava i1 ab; 1 i ty. The
NW Hills study area contains approximately 4,500 acres of land with slopes of
10% to over 801.. Skyline Boulevard can be used to divide the area into east
and west draining basins. Westside basins generally flow in a south westerly
direction, discharging into the Tualatin River basin and ultimately into the
Willamette River. Eastside basins di scharge di rectly into the Willamette
River. Excessive slopes coupled with a lack of existing facilities will
require major facilities improvements to service portions of the study area.
SANITARY SEWER SERVICE
Current Service
Currently sanitary sewer service within the study area is provided by the City
of Portland, the Unified Sewerage Agency (USA) and two private sewage systems.
Map A shows, by purveyor, the areas currently sewered or have sewer service
available~ Except for two private systems, only those areas south of Barnes
Road presently have sewer service. USA (Durham system) serves the west Sylvan
neighborhood south of Barnes Road. The City provides sewer service to the
Upper Highlands and east Sylvan neighborhoods. The private sewage treatment
p1ant s se rye approxi matel y 50 res ide nces of Pa na Vi sta and Royal Hi gh1and
subdivisions. All other developed areas within the study area utilize on-site
sewage di spas a1•
Future Se rv ice
In the future, within the study area the City of Portland will provide all
local sewage collection and treatment services, either directly or indirectly
through a service contract with USA (except those areas which will utilize
on-sit~ disposal). Service basins are shown in Map B, sewage treatment for
the western basins woulrl he by USA~ either ttw /{ock Creek or Durham treatment
p1ant sys terns. Treatment fo r eas tern ba sins wou 1d be hand led by the City' s
Columbia treatment plant.
The Bureau of Envi rormental Servi ces has ident i fi ed a numbe r of capi tal
projects and costs which will be necessary to service proposed areas of
development within the stUdy area.
The development scenarios prepared for the study area have minimal impact on
the manner that sewer service will be provided, although the timing of service
may be affected.
All areas north of Barnes Road were identified as needing major capital
i mp.rovement sin orde r to recei ve sewe r se rv ice. Tab 1e 1 prov ides a general
description of necessary capital projects and costs identified as a means of
servici ng these areas~
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A. The area west of Skyline Boulevard between Skyline Memorial
Ga rdens on the nart h and Cornell Road on the south.
An existing planned sewer trunk line extension will serve Forest Park Estates
and Sun Vista PUDs. Extensions from the trunk line could eventually serve the
entire natural basin in which the PUDs are located. These improvements will
be phased over an 8-10 year period as the PUOls are developed. The area is
tributary to USAls Rock Creek treatment system, therefore, USA would be
providi n9 treatment service. Current USA/City service agreement requi res USA
to accept and treat sewage originating from city properties tributary to their
drainage basin. The agreement does not stipulate scheduling of trunk line
extensions to serve these areas.
The costs of extending the trunk line to serve the PUDs will be borne by the
developers. Collection system construction costs will also be borne by the
deve lope r. USA will ch arge the Ci ty fo r treat i ng sewage ori gi nat i ng wi thi n
the City. This USA charge is discussed later in this report.
Providing service to this area will result in the closure of the Pana Vista
t reatment plant whose customers will hook up to the new system.
B. West of Skyli ne Boulevard between Cornell on the north and
Ba rnes Road on the sout h.
Cur rentl y a trunk 1 i ne ex i s ts at the sout tINes t ed ge of t he a rea. There are no
CI P p1a ns fo r the City to cons truct ext ens ions fran t he trunk 1i nee Thi s a rea
is also tributary to USA's Rock Creek treatment plant and therefore if
provided service, the City would be assessed service charges by USA.
No costs are available at this time. Since extensions to the existing trunk
are not currently planned, costs associated with constructing a collection
system for this area could he covered either through the formation of a Local
Improvement District (LID) or by the permit process.
C. West of Skyline Boulevard, north of Skyline Memorial Garden to
the northern study area boundary.
Although this area is tributary to the USA Rock Creek system no trunk: line
facilities exist that could easily be extended to serve the area. The only
other service alternative, given foreseeable future conditions. would be
on-site disposal. The use of on-site disposal methods are subject to Oregon
Department of Environmental Quality (0£0) approval.
o. East of Skyline Boulevard~ between Barnes Road on the south to
Thompson Road on the north.
[n orde r to pr ov i de sewe r se rvi ce to thi s area 8,000 feet of grav; ty 1 i ne
sewer woul d have to he constructed through Bal ch Creek Canyon and MacLeay
Park. There are currently no planned capital improvement projects which would
provide sewer service to this area. The area is tributary to the Cityls
treatment system.
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TABLE 1
OVERVIEW OF FUTURE SEWER SERVICE EXPANSIONS
NW HILLS
AREA*
CAPI TAL
NEEDS
CAPI TAL
COSTS
SERVICE
CONS I DE RAT ION
A) Existing planned sewer
trunk line extensions
to serve Forest Park
and Sun Vi sta PUDs
Unknown - extension
of USA line paid by
PUD deyelopers
Although the line is intended to serve Forest Park
Estates and Sun Vista, USA's service contract with
the City requires that USA provide treatment
service to all areas tributary to USAls service
basins. The Pana Vista sewer treatment plant will
eventually be phased out.
B) USA trunk 1i ne presently
exists at the southwest
boundary of this area
Costs to develop the
co11 ect ion sy stem for
this area would be
assessed through a
LID fonnation
Treatment service would be contracted from USA
x
c.....
~
~
~
Proposed sewer line route would be through areas ro
outside the current UGB, some lands of which are W
currently public parks. Pumping costs are
significantly more expensive than gravity flow.
The capacity of the system which receives pumped
sewage may be exceeded.
>
Presently, extension of a trunk does not seem ~
feasible or economical. On-site sewage disposal R
is likely to remain the only service option
available in the forseeable future. Use of
on-site disposal methods is subject to DEQ
approval.
None
Est irna t ed at 1. 5 mill; 0 n
dollars for the gravity
1i ne, n0 cos t s avail ab1e
for pumping alternative.
None
Engi neer and construct
8,000 feet of gravity
line sewer. Alternative
would be to pump the
sewage to the existing
Portland system for the
portion of the service
a rea ins ide the UGB.
D)
C)
.....
N
~
E) Engineer and construct
a minimum of 7,000' of
gravity line sewer.
Alternative would be
pumping sewage to the
USA Rock Creek System.
Gravity line construction
est irna t ed at 1. 4 mill ion
dollars. No costs avail-
able for pumping alternative.
Proposed sewer line route would be through areas
outside the UGB and through Forest Park.
Topography may warrant additional lines. Pumping
alternative is more costly than gravity line and
pumped flows may exceed receiving system capacity.
*Those portions of the study area south of BarrJes Road are not considered for future provision of sewer service since
service is currently ex; sting.
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The cost of constructing the line has been estimated at $1.5 million. The
proj ect may not be fe as ib 1e even unde r the Hi gh Development Scenari o. due to
the high cost relative to customers served. If constructed as a LID, the
trunk alone would add over $7,000 to the cost of a new home. Total sewer
costs (including MFEC and local collection system costs) would be at least
$12~OOO. These costs may be prohibitive and are not consistent with the
City's goals for affordable housing. The MFEC revenues, which are intended to
cOO1pensate for new development's use of the sewer system, would equal less
than 10 percent of the cost of the new trunk. It;s therefore unreasonable to
suggest that the trunk could be financed by the City as part of its Capital
Improvement Program.
The future gravity line would be through areas outside the current UGB, some
1ands of \tttlich are currently public parks. Locating sewer trunks in Rural and
designated Natural Resource areas (outside the UGB) is contrary to regional
and state land use policy.
Other service alternatives are on-site disposal or pumping sewage to existing
City collection systems south of Barnes Road. Again, use of on-site disposal
would require DEQ approval. Pumping would only serve areas within the UGB, is
rlependent upon receiving system capacity and is significantly more expensive
thiifi utilizing gravity flow to thp City system.
"r he ~OYd1 Hi gh1and s treatment pl ant 1oca ted wi t hi nth is area di sch arges into
the Balch Creek drainage system. OEQ has expressed the desire to close this
plant as soon as possible.
E. East of Skyline Boulevard, north of Thompson Road to the
northern boundary of the study area.
In o~er to provide service to this area. a minimum of 7,000 feet of gravity
line sewer would have to be constructed frOOl St. Helens Road, through Forest
Park and areas outside the current UGB, at an estimated cost of $1.4 milli on.
Topography of the area may warrant additional lines through the park. The
City would provide treatment service to this area. Service to this area
involves the same financial problems as those in the Balch Creek Drainage.
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SEWER RATES
1984-85 USER FEE/MONTHLY
Single Family $6.35
Mu 1t ; Fam; 1y (pe r un; t) $4 •35
Retail (per EOU*) $7.17
Office/Industrial $5.64
(pe r EDU*)
*EDU - equivalent dwelling unit;
one EDU per nine employees
As sumpt ions
TABLE 2
STORM~TER IMPERVIOUS
AREA CHARGE/MONTHLY
Included in user fee
Included in user fee
$ 9.96
$19.92
TOTAL
ANNUAL CHARGE
$ 76.20
$ 52.20
$205.56
$306.72
ONE TIME CHARGES
STORM WATER
MFEC DEVELOPMENT CHARGE
$700.00 $ 40.00
.......
:t>
$560.00 $ 21.25 "C"0
(t)
::s
$700.00 $281.25 c.......
)(
$700.00 $b06.25 c.....
"7:l
OJ
-.0
(t)
IJ"I
---
o The average multi-family characteristics are:
......
N
O'l
- 10 unit structure total developed area 8.500 sq. ft.
- lot size 20,000
- lot cove rage 30%
- pa rki ng 2.500 sq. ft.
- developed area per unit 850 sq. ft.
o Ave rage reta il and of fi ce/ i ndu stri a1 ra tes we re de te rmi ned us i n9:
- daily water consumption
Retail 4.7 cubic feet/employee
Office/Industry 2.0 cubic feet/employee
- monthly work days 22
- all accounts billed rronthly except retail
- rates determined by the following fonnula:
(Monthly Consumption) (Employees) (Volume Rate) + (Base Rate Charge) = Monthly Revenue
- developed area (building and parking) for retail and office/industrial are 11.250 sq. ft. and 20,250 sq. ft. respectively
- revenues are for comparative purposes only.
ANNUAL USA
SEWER RATES
July 1984
Sing 1e Famil y
Multi-Family (per unit)
Retail (per 16 fixtures)
Offi ee/ Industri a1
Assumpt ions
ANNUAL
US ER FEE
$111.00
$111.00
S111.00
$111.00
ANNUAL AVERAGE
PROPERTY TAX ASSESSMENT
$ 64.26
$ 21. 25
$175.31
S 40.16
TUTAL ANNUAL
CHARGE
$175.26
$132.25
$286.31
$151.16
ONE TIME
HOOK-UP FEE
......
l»
"0
"'C
$925.00 I'D:;:,
~
-0,
$925.00 x
'-'
'"
$925.00 "C
OJ
1.0
$925.00 l'D
~
- all revenues are for canparative purposes only
- for determining equivalent dwelling units (EOU) for retail and office/industrial t
"per 16 fixtures" will equal "per 9 employees
- prope rty value as ses sment s are ba sed upon ave rage as ses sment cal cu 1at ions
single family $126,000, multi family $41 t 667 per unit, retail $38,194 per employee and
office/industrial $8,750 per employee. Assessment rate is SO.51 per $1,000 assessed value
- all rates are JulYt 1984
- user fee rate is $9.25 per month per EDU
- special condition charges, e.g. tap charge, not considered
-N
'-J
ANNUAL SEWER RATE COMPARISON
CI TV OF PORTLAND
AND
USA/CITY CONTRACTUAL SERVICE RATES
Jul y 1984
CI TV ANNUAL SEWER DIF FE RENCE ONE-TIME DEVELOPMENT
USA CHARGE* CITY - USA CHARGE**
Single Family 76.20 (83. 76) 740
159.96 925
Mu 1t i Famil y 52.20 (64.75) 581.25
(pe r un it) 116.95 925. 00
Reta i1 205.56 (65.45) 981.25
(per EDU***) 271.01 925.00
Off; ce/ I nd ust r; a1 306.72 17 O. 86 1206.25
(pe r EDU***) 135.86 925.00
......
N
co
~
""C
""C
l"D
~
DIFFERENCE Q..~.
CITY - USA ><
c...
.,
(185)
'"0
OJ
..0
l"D
(343.75) -....j
56.25
281.25
*USA's rates are adjusted to account for City payment of only 70% of USA's user fee when USA provides sewer service
to City residents. Annual USA sewer charge includes Washington County's proposed storm water management charge of
$1.50 per equivalent dwelling unit.
**One time development charge includes USA's hook-up fee and the Cityt s MFEC and stonnwater impervious area
development charge.
***£OU (equivalent dwelling unit), one EDU per nine employees.
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Other alternatives would be on-site disposal or pumping sewage to the USA
system. Only those areas within the study area inside the UGB would be
serviced by pumping, the feasibility of \+fhich is dependent upon engineering
constraints, economics and capacity of the receiving USA system and would
require renegotiation of the USA Contract. No cost estimates are available
for the pumping alternative.
Rates and Charges
Current City user rates for single, multiple familYt retail and office/
industrial are listed in Table 5. The Major Facilities Equalization Charge
(MFEC) is a charge for new or increased usage of the sewerage system. The
charge is structured to approximate each new unit's share of the cost of
constructing the major facilities of the sewerage system: treatment plants.
p tJf11P sta t ions and i ntercepto r sewe rs • The projected reve nues have been
established and assigned to payment of capital costs of the major facilities.
Thp. City1s contract with USA provides that in those city areas tributary to
IJS A treatment ha sins t the City pays a ra te ba sed upon USA's ra te structure fo r
sewage treatment. Since the City and USA rates are different, as in many
0ther sections of the Clty~ the resulting revenue versus cost situation
results in some areas paying less than the actual cost of serving the
property. This is based on the City1s policy of charging equal rates for
equal benefit. The USA user's fee charged to the City is based on 70% of
their current user1s fee plus an in-lieu-of tax charge based on the taxable
value of serviced property. Table 4 cexnpares current City rates and rates USA
charges the Ci ty.
STORMWATER DRAINAGE
Background
The storm drainage system within the study area relies heavily upon the area1s
natural drainageways, roadside ditches, culverts and open channels to collect
and convey stonn drainage. Areas in the east Sylvan and Upper Highland
neighhorhoods have cOOlbi ned sewer/stonn drainage systems.
f)ue to the lack of development and relatively minor drainage problems,
drainage improvement activities within the study area are limited to
maintenance of culverts .. Current City practice does not include stream
channel maintenance except in situations Where channel problems can be tied
directly to City activities (i.e. roadway excavation disrupting channel
capac; ty).
Both the City and the County may impose drainage regulations. such as on site
de tent ion t as pa rt of the subdi vi s i on or PUO ap prova1 proces s.
The Forest Park Estate PUD, as a c.orl.1i t ion of approval, has to provide
d ra i nage de tent ion wi th des ign ed rel ease rates wh i ch do not exceed
pre-deve1opment fl ow 1eve1s •
As the study area level of development increases so must a program for
upgradi ng and operating a stonn drainage systan.
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Portland Drainage Study Recommendations
Po rt 1a nd 's 1982 dra i nage study cove red po rt io ns of the NW Hill s study a rea
with three basins; Skyline West, Skyline East and Balch Creek. The basins
encompass the NW Hills study area north of Barnes Road.
The purpose of the drainage study was to provide a framework for
cost-effective drainage management. Part of the framework was the inventory
and identification of existing drainage problems and facilities and
deve 1opment of a capi tal improvements program.
Skyline West - This basin drains that portion of the study area west of
Skyline between the northern boundary and Cornell Road. Drainage is conveyed
through the natural channel system. Direction of flow is southwest into
Washington County to the Tualatin River. Washington County has in the past
expressed concern of potential flooding on streams within their jurisdiction
from increased development within this basin.
Specific Drainage Study recommendations for this basin are:
The City must approve all s ubdi vi s ions and buil di n9 P1a ns. Dur; ng
this process cOTlpliance with City Code provisions regulating
bu i1 di ng ina flood p1a i n is ch ecked • These procedures wi 11 ens ure
that developments in the Skyline West area will minimize flood
hazards wi thin the ci ty.
The developer of Forest Park Estates proposed the use of flood
control reservoirs to minimize increases in flood hazards on streams
in Washington County. The City incorporated a requirement in the
c ond it ional use pe nni t ap prova1 fo r Fares t Pa rk Estates Pl a nned Un it
Development that the developer limit the stormwater discharge from
the site to pre-development levels. It is recommended that the City
consider placing similar requirements, \tttlere appropriate, on other
developments in the Skyline West area in the future.
Before flood control reservoirs are required, the extent of the
flood hazard in Washington County and the feasibility of locating a
flood contro1 rese rvo; r wi thi n the pr opos ed deve 1opment must be
considered. Then the City must detennine if several regional
detention facilities or smaller facilities serving each new
subdivision should be built.
Regional detention facilities are generally a capital cost to the City, but in
cases where a single developer covers an entire basin, detention facility
development may be a requirement of the developer. Estimated costs associated
with providing drainage improvements including regional detention are $1.000
per acre of development. Estimated costs (1984 dollars) associated with each
scenario at year 2000 are:
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Comprehensive Plan
Low
Medi urn
Medi urn UGB
High
High UGB
$548,393
$536,915
$557,117
$557,346
$568,136
$569,743
Skyline East - This basin drains the area east of Skyline from Thompson Road
no rt h to the study a rea bounda ry. Di rect ion of flow is nort heas terly through
heavily forested terrain with slopes in excess of 20 percent in many places.
Drainage flows down the steep slopes of Forest Park onto the flatter
floodplain of the Willarnete River before discharging into the river. The
majo ri ty of dra i nage pr ob1ems occur as stonn run of f enters cu1ve rt sand
ditches located in the industrialized floodplain area.
Recanmenda t ions presented in the Dra i nage Study rna i nly concentrated on
improving the existing drainage conveyance systen within the industrialized
area. Speci fically, recanrnendations were for improvement and in cases,
replacement of culverts, upgrading the natural channel and ditch capacity, and
use of settling ponds, where possible. to prevent culvert clogging. The use
of detention was identified as not necessary to alleviate drainage problems
because of limited site availability and low flood discharge levels. The
potential increase in development levels and associated impervious area in the
development scenarios may require a re-examination of the detention option.
No cost estimates for drainage improvements are available.
Aal ch Creek - The Bal ch Creek dra i nage ba sin cove rs the area east of Skyl i ne
BOIJlevardbetween Thompson Road and Burns ide wi thi n the study area. The
rlrainage syc;tem consists mainly of natural channels and culverts at road
crossings, with flows entering a pressure sewer line at Thurman Street which
discharges into the Willamette River.
The Balch Creek. drainage system has had a nunt>er of problems associated with
the operation and capacity of the pressure line which conveys the basin's
runoff to the river. The drainage study recommends two options to alleviate
system problems by increasing system capacity:
1) 5,350 feet of 66 inch storm sewer pipe, cost $3.4 million (1984
do lla rs ) ;
2) 15 foot high dam, cos t $800*000 (1984 do11a rs ) •
Bot h opt ions waul d hand le des ign stonn run of f from t he Sal ch Creek ba sin at
full Comprehensive Plan development (25 year for option 1 and 100 year for
option 2). Discussions with Environnental Services personnel have indicated
that if one of the two opt ions are implemented, sys tern capaci ty wi 11 be
adeq ua te fo r the ba sin at high scenari 0 cleve1opment. At the high scenari 0 UGB
development, implementing one of the recantrended capital projects coupled with
some fonn of drainage regulations will provide adequate capacity.
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Washington County is currently developing a Master Drainage Plan to plan and
manage their drainage system on a regional basis. Since the areas located
along the west slope of the NW Hills study area are tributary to Washington
County drainage basins, drainage user fees \'ttich may be adopted as part of the
Master Plan will effect City residents. Initial rates are estimated between
$1.00 to $1.75 per equivalent dwelling unit. with a single family residence
be; ng one un it. Cur rentl y there is no contractual serv; ce agreement between
the City and USA, (the proposed lead agency for implementing the Master Plan)
to accanroodate this proposed drainage charge.
If Washington County wishes to impose a drainage user fee upon city residents
within the study area. a service contract similar to the existing USA/City
sewer service agreement would have to be developed.
TG:mh
072
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Portl and Pub 1; c School Services
NW Hills Scenarios
Background
School service to the study area is the responsibility of the Portland Public
School~ District Number IJ. The District ~erates five schools which serve
school age children from kindergarden through grade 12 residing within the
study a rea. A coho rt surv i val method was used to es tima te the number of
school age children resulting frOOl increased single and multi famny dwellings
associated with the development scenarios project at year 2000.
Current Service
Map A shows the location of those west side schools serving the study area.
Table 1 presents enrollment and capacity at the west side schools. In
addition to the five schools, potential school sites which could provide
service to the study area include:
F 0 res t Pa rk Site: Somewhere between 10 and 17 ae res j 0 i ntl y 1oca ted on Fores t
Park and Sun Vista developments supposedly will be made
available in phase IV of Forest Park development for park
purposes with District No.1 having a right of entry for
school construction, when needed~ to be arranged. A
minimum 150-200 pupil primary facility would be probable.
Strohecker Site: q.96 acre unimproved site available for future school
cons truet ion, and adj acen t to the northeas t of 7.4 ae re
(closed) fanner Syl van school property, both under Di strict
No. 1 t; tl e •
Hoyt Arboretum
Site: 6.89 acre unimproved site available for future school
cons truct ; 0 n.
Given the information presented in Table 1 current facilities are adequate to
serve existing demand. School district officials have cOOlmented that facility
demand at year 2000 Comprehensive Plan development can be accommodated by
developing at least two of the potential sites listed above.
Future Service Demand
Future enrollment proj ect ions, ki ndergarden through grade 12, associ ated wi th
the various scenarios are listed in Table 2. Projections were generated by
using separate Multipliers for single and multi-family dwelling units to
produce the number of elementary, middle and senior high students. The
projections assume 80 percent of the total school age population enrolling in
the Portl and public school sys tern.
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The low scenario development would result in a reduction of 118 total students
; n the Portland Public School (PPS) system. The largest student enrollment
increase is associ ated wi th the high scenario UG8 change'! d total increase of
394 stude nts.
According to PPS facilities planning personnel,! the net incredses associated
with all scenarios would not have a significant impact upon current and
planned school faciliites serving the study area. Although the increased
projected enrollments would have a significant impact upon public school
services such as instruction, employee salaries/overhead, transportation and
s uppo rt serv ic es.
Specific costs associated with the projected enrollments are not available,
although using cost information generated by the Oregon Department of
EduCd tion allows fo r some general i zed canpa ri so ns. Tab1e 3 presents average
costs per pupil fiscal year 83-84 within the PPS district and projects
add; tional cos ts for each sc enario.
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TABLE 1
CURRENT UT ILIZATION OF WEST SIDE SCHOOLS
SChOol/Type
(Faei 1i ty
Holbrook/Currently Closed)
Skyline/Elementary (K-8)
West Sylvan/
Mi rl d1e Sc ho 0 1 (6- R)
1983/84 Building
Enrollment Capacity
o 275
192 +
Kindergarden 375
650-
501 700*
83 Enrollment/
Change 82-83
Buildlng Capacity
o
214/ -36
375
501/+168**
575
Lincoln/High School (9-12)*** 1,385 1,400
1,385/ +96
1,400
Chapman/Elementary (K-5)
Ainsworth/Elem~ntary (K-8)
214 +
Ki ndergarden
474 +
Ki ndergarden
525 (+75)
550
332/-102**
600
474/ -50
550
*Capac i ty inc 1ude., III ann; ng of ad di t ions curentl y underway.
**Midrlle School reorganization impact included.
***Lincoln home attendance area students run +800-900.
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TABLE 2
ESTIMATED NUMBER (F PORTLAND PUBLIC SCHOOL STUDENTS--
COMPREHENSIVE PLAN AND DEVELOPMENT SCENARIOS YEAR 2000.
Comprehensive Medium High
Pl an Low Medium UGB High UGB
Pop ul a tion 8,134 7,620 8~233 8,379 9,157 10,108
Elementary 937 867 948 967 1,047 1,173
Middle School 337 311 341 348 376 423
Hi gh School 285 263 288 294 317 357
Total Students
to enroll in
Portl and Public
Schools 1,559 1,441 1,577 1,609 1,740 1,953
Net Change
Comprehens ive
Pl a n/Scena ri os 0 -118 +18 +50 +181 +394
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TABLE 3
PER PUPIL EXPENDITURES
NW HILLS DEVELOPMENT SCENARIOS
Scenario
Current 1983
Number
of Students
673
Per Pupil
Exp~ndi ture
$4 ~ 004
Total
Outlay
$2,694,692
Cos t Oi ffe rent i a1
as Compa red to
Comprehensive Plan
=-===.::::--=-==--~~-=-=-='::-:::::-::-~~.=---=---
YEAR 2000
COfl1prehensive Plan 1,559 $4,004 $6,242,236
Low 1,,441 $4,004 $5,769,764 ($472,472 )
Med; urn 1,577 $4,004 $6,314,,308 $72,072
Meet; urn UGB 1,609 $4,004 $6,442,436 $200,200
High 1,740 $4,004 $6,966,960 $724,724
High UGB 1,953 $4,004 $7,819,812 $1,577,576
* The cost presented are for comparative purposes only. All costs are 1984
CIOTl ars.
1983-84 per pupil cost is $4,004.00 which is based upon average daily
membership (ADM) within the Portland School District as determined by the
Oregon Department of Education. The ADM for 1983-84 is 46,166. Expenditures
are assigned to the DistrictJs general fund not including capital outlays,
1unch and athl etic expend; tures. In 19R3-84 64~ of the di strict J s general
fund was supported by the District's tax base (net receipts). It is assumed
t ha t the pe r pupi 1 expe ndi ture ra te wi 11 not ch ange wi th each sc enario.
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MEMORANDUM '~ i T Y i) /-
UURlAU L-
. i'~ D
TO: Mr. Tim Goon
Bureau of Planning - Room 1002
1120 S.W. 5th Avenue,
Portland, Oregon 97204-1966
FROM: Gene G. Westberg
Facilities Planning Director
Portland Public Schools
SUBJECT: Northwest Hills Study Proposals - Impact on Portland Public Schools
This ooteis meant to serve as comment from PPS Facilities Planning Office on
school facilities impact that may be expected from the adjustments to
comprehensive plan projections that you are studying for the Northwest
Hills Study Area, Portland.
Projected enrollment impact is treated separately in a response by PPS
Management Information Services which is also enclosed.
Such planning as will be done to meet the load of 886 total K-12 pupils
generated in the comprehensive plan projection. will without serious
adjustment accommodate the difference of 180 more and the augmented total
of 1067 produced in your high scenario.
The current utilization of West Side schools and availability of school
properties that suggest the facilities resources that will be explored
to address total population growth is as follows:
1983/84 Building /Change83 Enrollment fr/'82
Enrollment Capacity Building capacity
Holbrook -0- 275 -0-
Skyline 192 + K 375 214/--36
375
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Chapman
West Sylvan M.S.
214 + K 525 (+75)
501 650-700 incl:
(Planning of additions
are underway.)
332/-102*
600
501/+168*
575
(Lincoln Home attendance area students run
+ 800 - 900. Balance are Administrative
Transfer which is potentially adjustable.)
Lincoln High School 1385 1400 1385/+96
1400
Forest Park
Site
Strohecker Sit~
(and/or)
Hoyt Arboretum
Site
Somewhere between 10 and 17 Acres jointly located on
Forest Park and Sun Vista developm~nts supposedly will
be maUL' available in phase IV of Forest Park development
for park purposes with Di~trict No. 1 having a right of
entry for school construction, when needed, to be arranged.
A minimum 150-200 pupil primary facility would be probable.
9.96 Acre unimproved site available for future school
construction, and adjacent to the Northeast of 7.4 Acre
(closed) former Sylvan school property, both under
District No. 1 title.
6.89 Acre unimproved site available for future school
construction.
* Middle School ~eorganization Impact.
Management Information estimates of pupil generation for each of your scenarios
is attached. Paula Surmann's comment regarding "significant impact" for High
Scenario is understandable in terms of puplic school services that would need
to he provided. However, in terms of Facilities, impact is relatively insignificant
for the net increase.
Thank you for inviting
cc: Greg Vickers
Paula Surrnann
GW:lb
Enclosure
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PRELIMINARY ANALYSIS
IMPACr OF OORTHWESr HILLS SrUUY PROPOSALS
ON mE PORTLAND PUBLIC saIOOLS
Paula Surmann
Management Information Services
JlU1e, 1984
51920
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During the winter of 1983 -84, the Portland City Council di rected the Plaming
Btrreau to conduct an in -depth review of land use designations and related
public service considerations in the West Hills area north of the SlIDset
Highway. The Planning Bureau produced a nlDDber of development scenarios for
the area and translated them into projections of future housing~ population
and employment. Next, the Planning Btrreau contacted various other agencies in
the city and requested reports on how the different scenarios would impact
services and what kinds of improvements would be necessary to accommodate the
various levels of development. This report is in response to that request.
This office decided to concentrate on four of the possible scenarios in the
preliminary analysis:
Table 2B, Existing Comprehensive Plan 1980-2000 Net
Table 3B, Low Scenario 1980-2000 Net
Table 4B, Medium Scenario 1980-2000 Net
Table SB, High Scenario 1980-2000 Net
For each scenario the projected number of single family dwelling units (SFDU)
and multiple family dwelling tmits (MFDtJ) was multiplied by a ratio to
estimate the number of school age children. Two sets of ratios were used, one
for single family dwelling tmits and another for mUltiple family dwelling
units:
SFDU f s
.40 ex .8 = .32) for elementary students
.15 (x .8 = .12) for middle school students
.12 ex .8 = .10) for senior hiih students
.67 (x .8 = . S4) for all school age children
MFllJl s
.11 (x 8 - .09) for elementary students.
.02 (x .8 = .02) for middle school students
.02 (x .8 = .02) for senior high students
.15 ex .8 '= .13) for all school age children
It has been estimated that approximately 80% of all school age children enroll
in public schools. Therefore, the ratios were mUltiplied by .8 to account for
only those school age children likely to attend the Pbrtland Public Schools.
Chart I snows the estimated nunber of Portland Public Schools students for
low, medium and high scenarios.
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CHt\RT I
SFDU 1210.0 + 249.0 1459.0 + 264.0 1723.0 + 513.0
'L' t i
.32 (Elem.)) , .: 387.2 466.9 551.4
.1 Z (M.S.) ,-' 145.2 175.1 - 206.8
.IO(H.S.)I. 121.0 145.9 172.3
. S4 (All) I ",--'J; 653.4 + 134.5 787.9 ... 142.6 930.5 ... 277. 1
• \,('" 'd
MfDU 881.0 + 7.0 888.0 + 165.0 1053.0 -+- 172.0
.09 (Elem.) , 79.3 79.9 94.8
.02 (M. S.) 17.6 17.8 21.1
.02 (H.S. ) 17.6 17.8 21.1
I t . 13 (All) . ' \,-, 114.5 + 1.0 115.5 + 21.5 137.0 + 2?SL
fotal ~1em. /
~rotal M. S . '.\
fotal H.S.
466.5
162.8
138.6
+ 80.3
+ 30.1
+ 25.1
546.8
192.9
163.7
+ 99.4
+ 35.0
+ 29.7
646.2
227.9
193.4
+ 179. 7
+ 65.1
+ 54.8
Total K-12
Students to
Enroll in PPS /" ~ 767.9 135.5 903.4 ... 164.1 1067.5 + 299.6
"'\ ;
! t '\ -~/. ,-~,
TotaL\ Popu1a tioll 4218.0 + 613.0 4831. 0 + 924.0 5755.0 +1537.0
Chart 1 I shows the number of additional Portland Public Schools students for
low, mediliJl, and high scenarios after suhtracting out the number of housing
wlits already projected wlder the existing c~nprehensive plan for 1980-2000.
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C}i\RT II
EST IMl\TED ADDITIONAL PORTLAND PUBLI C SCHOOLS SnJDENTS
LOr\',
SFDU
Minus Table 2~
Dlfference
.32 (Elem.)
.12 (M.S.)
.10 (li.S.)
. 54 (All)
MFDU
Minus Table 2B*
Oifference
1210.0 +249.0
-1434.0
224.0
71.7
26.9
- 22.4
- 121.0 +134.5
881. 0 + 7.0
- 863.0
+ 18.0
1459.0
-1434.0
+ 25.0
+ 8.0
... 3.0
+ 2.5
... 13.5
888.0
- 863.0
+ 25.0
+264.0
+142.6
+165.0
1723.0 + 513.0
-1434.0
+ 289. 0
+ 92.5
+ 34. 7
+ 28.9
+ 156.1 ... 277.1
1053.0 + 172.0
- 863.0
+ 190.0
+ 2.3
+ 0.5
+ 0.5
+ 0.9 + 3.3
+ 17.1
+ 3.8
+ 3.8
+ 21.4 + 24.7 + 22.3
.09 (Blem.)
.02 (M.S.)
.02 (H.S.)
. 13 (All)
Total £lem.
Total M.S.
fotal H.S.
+ 1.6
+ 0.4
+ 0.4
+ 2.4
70. 1
26.5
22.0
+ 80.4
+ 30.0
+ 25.0
+ 10.3
+ 3.• 5
+ 3.0
+ 99.3
+ 35.0
+- 29. 7
+ 109.6
+ 38.5
+ 32. 7
+ 179. 7
+ 65.0
+- 54.7
'fotal K-l2
Students to
Enroll in PPS
, .
Total Population
Minus Table 2B*
uifference
- 118.6 +135.4
4218.0 +613.0
-4732.0
- 514. 0
+ 16.8
4831.0
-4732.0
+ 99.0
+164.0 + 180.8 + 299.4
+924.0 5755.0 +1537.0
-4732.0
+ 1023.0
* Existing Comprehensive Plan 1980-2000 Net
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In conclusion, the implementation of the high scenario, instead of the
existing comprehensive plan, would have a significant illlpact 0[1 the Port land
Public SChools. Approximately 180 additional students would have to be
accommodated 109 elementary, 38 middle school, and 33 high school
students. I f the medium scenario was implemented, only about 17 addi tional
students would enroll in the Portland Public Schools. If the low scenario was
implemented J approxima tely 119 fewer students would enroll in the Portland
Publ ic Schools.
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CrTY OF PORTLAND BUREAU OF WATER WORKS
MN 0.0June 29, 1984 City of PortJand
Bureau of PlannJng
Terry Sandblast, D;r~ctor, Bureau of Planning
FROM: Carl Goebel, Administrator, Bureau of Water Wor s
SUBJECT: N.W. Hills Study, Your memo of May 10, 1984
DATE:
TO:
As requested by your referenced memo, we have investigated the impact which
the subject planning will have on the Portland Water Bureau, and the results
are presented herein. The three areas which required inv~st;gation are
pumping capacity, storage capacity, and distribution capacity.
The cri teri a used were that we must have pump; ng capaci ty equal to peak day
demand, we must have storage capacity equal to 3 average days· demand, and we
must have distribution capacity equal to peak hour demand. The Planning
Bureau's population projections for each sub-area of the total were converted
to water demands with the factors:
Office:
Hetai 1 :
Population:
15 gallons per day per employee
35 gallons per day per employee
150 gallons per day per person
These criteria are consistent with past Wat~r Bureau practice. The impact of
the levels of development on the Wat~r Bureau are described in terms of the
water supply improvements necessary. The results are:
PEAK PUMPING CAPACITY (see attachment 1)
900 gpm
1938 gpm
2083 gpm
2307 gpm
2526 gpm
2000 gpm
1980 need
2000 low need
2000 medium need
2000 high need
2000 high with urban growth boundary change (UBG)
Peak pumping capacity now planned in present
CIP program
THEREFORE as planned in our current CIP we can meet the 112000 low" need. For
the "2000 medium ll , u2000 high" or 112000 high UGB change" needs we would have
to increase the size of the new peak pump from 2000 up to 2600 gpm.
STORAGE CAPACITY (see attachment 2)
1980 need
2000 low need
2000 medium need
2000 high need
2000 high UGB change
Storage capacity now in planning in CIP
1.72 mg
3.72 mg
4.00 mg
4.43 mg
4.85 mg
4.00 mg
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Terry Sandblast
June 29, 1984
Page 2
THEREFORE wi th our current pl anni ng we can meet the "2000 low" and the "2000
medium li needs. Meeting the "2000 high and 112000 high UGB change ll needs would
require increasing the storage capacity of the planned new reser'loirs by an
additional 0.85 mg.
DISTRIBUTION CAPACITY (see attachment 3)
1980 need
2000 low need
2000 medium need
2000 high need
2000 high UGB change
Distribution capacity now in planning in CIP
2000 gpm
4307 gpm
4630 gpm
5128 gpm
5614 gprn
6200 gprn
THEREFORE currently planned and existing facilities will meet all proposed
distribution needs through 2000.
SUMMARY OF COSTS (all costs are in 1984 dollars)
To meet the "2000 low" need, no additional facilities will be necessary beyond
what is presently planned in the current CIP IIForest Park Supplyll at a cost of
$2.13 million, and the "Skyline Main Extension ll at a cost of $382,000.
To meet the "2000 medium" need will require all of the presently planned
facilities described in the CIP, plus an upsize of the planned peak pump from
2000 gpm to 2100 gpm at an estimated additional cost of $12,000.
To meet the 112000 hi gh U need wi 11 req ui re all of the presen t 1y P1ann ed
facilities described in the CIP plus an upsize of the planned peak pump from
2000 gpm to 2400 gpm at an est imated addi t ional cost of $28,0001 , pl us an
increase in the planned sto2age capacity from 4.0 mg to 4.3 mg at an estimatedadditional cost of $96,000. Total added cost for 2000 high: $124,000.
To meet the 112000 high plus UGB change ll need, wi 11 requi re all of the
presently planned facilities described in the CIP, plus an upsize of the
planned ~eak pump from 2000 gpm to 2600 gpm at an estimated additional cost of
$36 t OOO t plus an increase in the planned storage capacity from 4.0 mg to the
4.85 mg at an estimated additional cost of $280,000. 2 Total added cost for
2000 high with UGB change: $316,000.
, ,-\"
OP/lrc MNO:29M-NWH
1
2
Cost estimate based on quotes from Larry Chapman, of Hydronix, Inc.,
Milwaukie, Oregon on June 28, 1984.
Cost estimate derived from 1983 Wellfield reservoir data and quotes
from Pacific Tank.
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PEAK DAY USING A
2.25 PKG FACTOR
---------------------------------
AbbtT\o~L ,~L
1980 2000 LOW 2000 11ED 2000 HIGH FOR UGB CH FOR UGB CH
ZONE I AVG DAILY AVG DAILY AVG DAILY AVG DAILY AVG DAILY AVQ DAILYI
KEY I TGD TGD TGD TGD TGD TGDI
------------------------------~-------------------------------------~-----~----------- " -
A , 8. 55 10.80 10.80 14. 62 0.00 14.62 ::-, ""0
n 0.00 0.00 0.00 O. 00 0.00 O. 00 -0f1)
C 48. 37 50.85 50.85 50.85 5.17 56. 02 :::I0..
0 21. 37 21.37 21.37 21.37 31.95 53.32 .....x
E 139.05 143.32 153.00 166.95 O. 00 166. 95 I
F 166. 50 155.25 156.60 165. 15 O. 00 165. 15 ..
G 47.25 58.9~ B2. 57 96.07 0.00 96.07 -0OJ
H 55. 12 63.90 65.47 93. 15 0.00 93. 15 u:::lf1)
J , 50.40 48. 37 53. 32 77. 40 0.00 77. 40I W
J I 36.45 51. 75 58. 05 97.65 O. 00 97. 65I
K I 164.70 184.05 184. 05 191.47 0.00 191. 47I
l. I 58. 72 60.07 59.85 83.47 O. 00 83.47I
M I 40. 50 40.27 40.27 40. 27 0.00 40.27I
N I O. 00 0.00 0.00 O. 00 .67 .67,
0 , 4. 50 4.05 4.05 4. 05 25.42 29. 47,
P I 31.95 3-4.65 34. 65 34.65 72.90 107. 55,
~ Q , 0.00 1301.40 1301.40 1301. 40 0.00 1301. 40~ I
0\ R l 30.37 28. 57 28. 57 28. 57 0.00 28. 57l
S I 35. 57 125. 10 196.87 204. ~2 O. 00 204. 52,
'- T I 41.62 34.87 37. 35 42.30 0 ..00 42.30,
U , 5.40 6. 52 6. ~2 9.90 6.75 16.65I
V , 14. 17 16.65 20. 70 50.62 0.00 '0. 62I
W , 40. 50 49.27 57. 37 118. eo 0.00 118. 80,
X I 11.92 12. 15 12. 15 12. 15 88.42 100. 57,
y , 86.40 87. 75 103.27 128. 25 83.70 211. 95,
Z : 46. 35 38.47 85.05 98.32 0.00 98. 32 >-H
AA I 2.70 6. 52 13.95 22.95 0.00 22.95 HI :x>
DB I O. 00 .67 O. 52 12. 15 0.00 12. 15 CJI ~CC , 9. 22 ~3. 32 53. 32 53.32 0.00 53. 32,
DD , 78.75 102.37 102.37 102.37 0.00 102.37 zI H
~--~~~~~-~---------~--~----~--~~-----~~~-~~-~-~~~~-~~-~~~~--~~~~-~
1296. 45 2791. 35 3000. 37 3322. BO 315.00 3637.80
PEAK DAY
FLOW, g P,on 900.31 1938.-43 2083. 59 2307. 50 218.75 2526.25
1130 I =-·T -- .~- I ./- :~_,
NW HILLS SERVICE AREA TOTAL
----------------------------------------------------------------ADDITION 2000 HIGH
1980 2000 LOW 2000 MED 2000 HIGH FOR UGB CH FOR uon CH
ZONE I AVG DAILY AVG DAILY AVG DAILY AVG DAILY AVG DAILY AVO DAILYI
~EY , TGD TGD TGD TGD TGD lGD,
----------------------~--------------~-----~-----------------------~-------~----------
A • 3. 80 4. 80 4. 80 6. 50 O. 00 6. 50I
B I 0.00 0.00 O. 00 O. 00 0.00 0.00
C 21.50 22.60 22.60 22.60 2.30 24.90 )::0""C
D 9. 50 9. 50 9. 50 9. 50 14.20 23. 70 '"0ro
E 61. BO b3. 70 b8.00 74. :ZO 0.00 74. 20 ::::Ia.
F 69.00 69.60 73. 40 0.00 73.40
....
74.00 x
G 21.00 26.20 36. 70 42. 70 0.00 42. 70 r
H 24. 50 28.40 29. 10 41.40 0.00 41.40
~
I 22. 40 21.50 23. 70 34. 40 0.00 34. 40 -0cu
J lb. 20 23.00 25.80 43. 40 0.00 43.40 '..cro
K I 73.20 81. eo 81.80 85.10 0.00 85.10 ~
L I 2b. 10 26. 70 26. 60 37.10 O. 00 37.10I
M I 18. 00 17.90 17.90 17.90 O. 00 17.90I
N , O. 00 0.00 0.00 O. 00 .30 .30,
0 I 2.00 1.80 1.80 1. 80 11.30 13. 10I
P I 14.20 15.40 15.40 15.40 32.40 47.80I
Q I 0.00 578.40 578.40 578.40 0.00 578. 40t
;--a R 13. 50 12.70 12. 70 12. 70 0.00 12.70+:::0
-.....J s 24.70 55.60 87. 50 90.90 0.00 90. 90
T 18. 50 15.50 16.60 lB. 80 0.00 18.80
U 2. 40 2.90 2. ~O 4.40 3.00 7.40
V "- 6.30 7.40 9.20 22. 50 0.00 22. 50
W 18.00 21.90 25. 50 52. 80 0.00 52.80
X 5. 30 5. 40 5. 40 5.40 39.30 44. 70
y : 38.40 39.00 4'.90 57.00 37.20 94.20
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crrvOF
PORTlAND. OREGON
OFFlCE OF TRANSPORTAl10N
MIce I.JncIberI. CommIaIoIter
TransportBtIon Engineering
1120 S.w. Fifth Awnue
Room 802
Portland, Oregon 97204·1971
(503) 79&7004
November 1. 1984
MEMORANDUM
TO: :
FROM:
SUBJECT:
LAUREL WEN~?fTH
DAVE HIL~t1t!
NW Hills Roadways
Alternative Estimates
Please find attached the alternative estimates for the Cornell Road
widening and the new roadway. Please review these and then early next
week (Monday or Tuesday) we should discuss these to answer any
QUl!stions.
LOH: JB :jwp
Attachment
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The following is a description of the proposed street improvements in
the N.W. Hills Raodways Project:
N.W. Cornell Road $11 ,853, 000 •00
Improve N.W. Cornell Road from N.W. 29th to S.W. Skyline BlVd.; which
measures 2.5 miles long. Widen existing roadway to accommodate 1
eastbound lane, 2 westbound lanes, a bikelane and a sidewalk. Below is
the section:
-
51 III 12' 121 5'~
-
-
BIKE WESTBOUND WESTBOUND EASTBOUND SIDEWALK
LANE TRAVEL TRAVEL TRAVEL
LANE LANE LANE
.' ~:!'!"~~
"};~ co,.
• •• ··0
NEW ROAD SECTION - 4 11 A.C. ON 12" C.T.B.
The posted speed is 45 MPH but there are several 30 MPH curves.
Improvements should fall within the existing right-of-way; however, some
construction easements will be required. The existing 20' wide roadway
is assumed to be structurally sound and will only require a 2" overlay;
this means the grades will remain the same, varying from 0% to 10.5%.
Some of the existing rock retaining wall will remain but numerous new
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double wall r~tain;ng walls will be r~quired. There will be little or
no freestanding banks. This project includes improving 4 bridges and 2
viaducts. There are also two tunnels which w~re built in 1940 and will
remain as is in this propos.'. We recommend utilizing the old 1930
roadbed around the tunnels. This would require the w~stbound traffic to
split, one lane through the tunnel and th~ other around the hill. The
other option would be to widen the 2 tunnels totaling 735 lineal feet at
a cost of $15,000 per lineal foot adding $11,000,000.00 to the above
totaling $22,853,000.00 for the entire project.
Skyline Blvd.ISt.H~l~ns Road Connector $23,200,000.00
Construct a new road from Skyline 8lvd. to St. Helens Road at the
intersection with Kittridge and Yean. Total road length is 2.2 miles.
The proposed road was designed from topographic maps and was not walked
off to verify slopes and terrain. The new roadway falls entirely within
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Forest Park (a City of Portland Park) and no cost has been added in for
right-of-way acquisition. The maximum design grade is 10.0% and due to
the steep terrain in this area a retaining wall will be required on both
sides of the roadway for much of the length resulting in the following
cross section.
151 151 5'
S/W
COMBINATION BIKE ANQ TRAVEL LANES
,/
I a.:
I
./ > a.:I- >-
I
./ ~ll)
./ ,..:
-0
N
ROAD SECTION - 4" A.C. ON 12t1 C.T.B.
I
I ~~-~ASSUMED AVERAGE EXISTING GROUND SLOPE
An extensive study by Dames &Moore shows the Forest Park area to have
stable soil condition. The design speed would be 40 MPH.
These estimates are for comparative purposes only and should not be
assumed to be closer than + 40~.
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GROWTH PROJECTION METHODOLOGY
NW HILLS DEVELOPMENT SCENARIOS
The growt h project ; a ns fo r the NW Hi 11 s Deve 1opme nt Scenari os employ a 1and
use ba sed proj ect ; 0 n met hodo logy. Th is allows ch anges in Comprehens i ve Pl an
land use designations to be reflected in higher or lower growth projections,
dependi n9 on the pattern of plan designations and the densities allowed by
those designations. It;s a fairly simple process of converting a portion of
the development potential that exists in each geographic area to new land
uses according to the following fonnulae. A slightly different formula was
used for each major group of land use designations: rural residential,
single-family residential. multiple-family residential and commercial. The
fonnulae result in di fferent growth projections under each of the development
scenarios because the number of acres within each land use designation varies
with each scenario. while the rate that land is assumed to be developed within
each designation ;s held constant from scenario to scenario.
Rural Residential Planned Areas
FFnr: (LR x CR)+ (SL x CR) = A
MUF19, RR: (LR x CR) + (SL x CR) + (S5L x CR) = B
FF: [(VA x CR) + (AA x CR) - 5T%J x DF = C
Single Family Residential Planned Areas (R20~ RIO. R7, R5)
[(HVAA x CR) + (NHVAA x CR) - 5T%] x OF = D
Multiple-Family Residential Planned Areas JB£l
[(VAA x CR) + (5FAx CR)] x SF% x DF = E
[(VAA x CR) + (SFAx CR)] x MF% x OF = F
(SFAx CR) x DF = G
Cammerc; al Planned Areas (all)
[(VAA x CR) + (SFAx CR) + {MFA x CR)J x OF% x DF = H
[(VAA x CR) + (SFAx CR) + (MFA x CR)] x R% x DF = I
(SFAx CR) x DF =J
(MFA x CR) x DF = K
Summary
(A + B + C + D + E) - (G + J) = Single Family Growth Projection
(F - K) = Multiple-Family Growth Projection
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H = Office Employment Growth Project ion
I = Retail Employment Growth Projection
(SFU x SFOR x SFHS) + (MFU x MFOR x MFHS) = Population Projection
Where:
Land Resources Are:
AA = The number of Agricultural Acres within the plan
designation.
HVAA = Total Vacant and Agricultural Acres classified as having
slope Hazard within the plan designation.
LR = The total number of vacant and agricultural Lots of Record
within the plan designation.
MFA = The number of Multiple-Family Acres in use within the plan
designation.
NHVAA = Total Vacant and Agricultural Acres classified as Non-Hazard
with regard to slope, within the plan designation.
SFA = The number of Single-Family Acres in use within the plan
designation.
SL = Standard Lots. The nunt>er of new standard building lots
that could be created through legal subdivision of vacant
and agricultural lands within the plan designation.
SSL = Substandard Lots. The nurrber of substandard lots that could
be created through legal subdivision of vacant and
agricultural lands within the plan designation.
VA = The number of Vacant Acres within the plan designation.
VAA = Total Vacant and Agricultural Acres within the plan
designation.
and:
Development Ratios Are:
CR = Conversion Rate. For each particular land resource and plan
designaton, the percentage of that land resource that ;s
expected to be developed or redeveloped over the projection
pe ri ad.
DF = Density Factor. For residential uses; the maximum density
rat ios (un i ts pe r acre) allowed by the pl an des ignat ion.
For office and retail uses; generally accepted employee per
acre ratios.
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MF% = The percentage of land being converted frOO1 one use to
a not he r t hat wi 11 go into Multiple-Family use.
OF% = The pe rcentage of land being converted fran one use to
another that will go into Office use.
R% = The percentage of 1a nd be; ng conve rted from one use to
a not her that wi 11 go into Reta il use.
SF% = The percentage of land being converted from one use to
another that will go into Single-Family use.
5T% = The pe rcentage of land being converted from one use to
a not her that wi 11 become Street area.
and:
MFHS = Multiple-Family Househo 1d 51 ze.
MFOR = Multiple-Family Occupancy Rate ..
MFU = Projected Multiple-Family housing Units.
SFHS = Sing 1e -F ami 1y Househo 1d Si ze.
SFOR = Single-Family Occupancy Rate ..
SFU = Projected Single-Family housing Units ..
The Land Resources variables were obtained fr<Jn the Bureau of Planning land
use i nve nto ry. The occu pa ncy statu s ra t ios we re selected to be cons is tent
wi t h Metro I s reg; 0 nal pr oj ect ions and obse rved condi t ions ; n the NW Hi 11 s fr 001
the 1980 census. The development ratios were obtained as follows:
Conversion Rate (CR)
1. The total development potential within each land use designation* was
calculated by running the rural, single-family, multiple-family and
canme rci a1 project ion fo nnulae us; og "cur rent comprehens i ve pl a nil land
resources and CR set at 1 .. 00.. Exceptions- are that CR was set at .5 for
SSL ; n MUF 19 and RR des ign at ions; .67 fo r HVAA in R20, R10 t R7 and R5
designations; and .33 for SFA in R2 designations. The adjustments were
intended to account for development constraints presented by zoning codes,
slope hazard and redevelopment costs ..
2. The Metro 1981 growth allocation for the planning area was estimated
(Census Tract 69 north of the Sunset Highway and Census Tract 70 less
district 70-210 .. 1-0.)**
3.. Th i s growth all ocat ion was in turn all oca ted to each land use des ign at ion
on a proportionate basis, according to the percentage of the total
development potential for the study area that each land use designation*
contained; i.e. the planning area growth allocation was allocated to A, B,
C, Dt E, F, H and lin the fo nnul ae gi ve n above ..
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4. The projection formulae were calculated backwards to obtain CR.
*Note: In this context, land use designation means a given geographical area
or group of areas with the same comprehensive plan land use designation.
**Not e: The pr oj ect ion fo r di stri ct 70-210.1-0 (Forest Pa rk Estates) was
detennined independently. It is assumed that this PUD will be completed
before 2000. Thus the calibration of CR was done in isolation from FPE land
resource and the Metro growth allocation to the district.
Dens i ty Factors (D F)
For residential uses these are the maximum density ratios (units per acre)
allowed by the comprehensive plan designation that regulates the use. For
office and retail uses, they are regionally accepted anployee per acre ratios.
Use Ratios (MF%, OF%, R%, SF%, 5T%)
These are based on observed land use conditions and land development trends
found in the Bureau of Planning1s 1977 Land Use Inventory and the 1982 Vacant
Land Inventory update.
The NW Hi 11s Study proj ect ions we re made by run n; ng the ab ove proj ect ion
formulae on individual study area sub-districts (see attachment A). The only
variables that were changed from scenario to scenario were the Land Resource
variables. Higher and lower projections are the direct result of each
scenario assuming land use regulations that allow higher and lower levels of
development. These projections are consistent with the 1981 Metro allocation
in that the projection for the current cOOlprehensive plan land use pattern is
essentially the same as Metro's for areas outside of Forest Park Estates.
However, the NW Hills Study assumes completion of FPE by 2000, while Metro
assumed that only half of FPE would be cOO1pleted by 2000. This is where the
as sumpt ions and proj ect ions di ffe r (see attachme nt B).
For further infonnation contact James Throckmorton, Portland Planning Bureau,
1120 S.W. Fifth Avenue, Room 1002, Portland, Oregon 97204-1966; phone
796-7700.
JT:mh
10-9-84
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PLANNING DISTRICTS
KEY
Planning
District
A
8
C
o
E
F
G
II
I
J
IC
L
H
N
o
p
Q
R
S
T'
U
V
W
X
V
Z
AA
BB
CC
DO
ATTACHMENT B
EXISTING COMP PLAN PROJECTIONS: BOP/METRO COMPARISON
Net Chan9~ 1980-2000
AREA SFOU HFDU TOU POP OFFICE RETAIL INO
CT 69 N
BOP 64 (16 ) 48 58 230 38 0
Metro 150 0 150 324 100 10 30
CT 69 S
BOP 170 0 170 366 0 0 0
Metro 170 0 170 366 0 0 0
CT 70
BOP 1358 879 2237 4650 0 20 0
Metro 1270 0 1270 2790 90 40 20
TOTAL
BOP 1592 863 2455 5074 230 58 0
Metro 1590 0 1590 3480 190 50 50
Source: BOP = NW Hills Study
Metro = Year 2000 Growth Allocation 1981
JT:mh
5-10-84
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NW HILLS SCENARIOS POLICY ANALYSIS
Rating Rationale
Housing and Urban Development
Goal 2: LS reduces opportunities for population growth (-1). The MS slightly
increases opportunities for housing (+1). The HS actively promotes
bot h hou si ng and off; ce deve1opment (+2).
Policy 2.1: Same as Goal 2 for housing.
Policy 2.2: LS substantially restricts the range of development types in the
NW Hills (-2), but keeps the NW Hills as a unique area within
Portland (+1). MS provides a moderate range with the NW Hills
while protecting the more rural-pastoral areas (+1). HS promotes
about the same range of density as the MS (+1) and promotes
additional employment opportunities (+1) but loses much of the
area as a unique neighborhood with Portland and the urban area
(-1).
Policy 2.9: LS seeks to limit range of housing types in NW Hills but
rna i nta ; ns ci ty -wi de di ve rs i ty c OOlpa red to central east side (-1).
MS increases opportunities for SF densities in shortest supply
under ECP (+1). HS increases range of housing types by allowing
R2 zoning plus puots (+2).
Policy 2.18: LS restricts the use of vacant land as much as is practical
(-2). MS promotes infill development and development where
services can easily be provided (+1). HS promotes as much use
of vacant land as is practical (+2).
Policy 2.20: The commercial and MF designations in Sylvan remain the same in
all scenarios except in the HS where they are slightly
increased.
Goal 3: LS actively restricts increases in density (-2) but it fosters
stability by maintaining the status Quo (+1). MS allows moderate
increases in density compatible with existing development (+1). The
HS allows lots of density (+2) but at such levels that it could be
somewhat disruptive to the stability of existing development (-1).
Goal 4: LS dramatically restricts the supply and diversity of housing (-2)
but retains the NW Hills as a unique living environment within
Portland (+1). MS provides a moderate supply and diversity of
housing while retaining rural-pastoral areas (+1). HS provides high
density but the range is only about the same as the low scenario
(+1); also, it reduces the NW Hills as a unique rural-pastoral living
environment within the urban area (-1).
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Policy 4.1: The LS actively reduces allowed densities. The MS slightly
increases them and the HS actively promotes higher SF densities
and MF opportunities.
Policy 4.3: LS dramatically reduces the housing potential in the NW Hills
(-2) but the reduction is in SF potential, not what is needed
most to meet the housing production goals of the Comprehensive
Plan (+1). MS provides a moderate increase in housing potential
clustered where it can be efficiently served (+1). HS greatly
increases housing potential (+1) of the type most needed to meet
Comprehensive Plan goals (+1).
Policy 5.3: LS causes some slight downzoning in the Sylvan area (-1). MS
maintains existing designations (0). HS provides for a limited
expansion of com~rcial use in the Sylvan area and recognizes
cOOlmercial uses at Cornell and Skyline (+1).
Neighborhoods/Environment
Goal 2: LS definitely retains neighborhood character, but allows little
growt h (+2 -1). MS allows fo r growth wh il e protect i ng estab1i shed
neighborhoods with appropriate zoning (+1). HS promotes growth (+1)
but wou 1d cau se subs tant i al ch ange in neighb orhood ch a ract er (-2).
Policy 2.9: Roughly same as Goal 2.
Goal 3: LS provides lots of stability (+2) but not much diversity (-1). MS
e ncour age s di vers i ty wh i 1e be i ng s ens it i ve to ex; st i ng deve1opment
patterns (+1) .. HS does encourage some diversity (+1) but could be
very disruptive to neighborhood stability because of growth (-2).
Policy 3.3: Both the MS and HS encourage diversity by allowing growth and a
range of housing types (+1). While the HS allows more growth and
MF units. the range of densities is about the same. The low
scenario promotes a homogenous, low density pattern (-1).
Goal 6: LS fosters sprawl and longer coomutes by restricting development
close to the urban center (air pollution) (-1) but helps to lessen
traffic impacts on neighborhoods (+1). MS tends to increase traffic
impact s on es tab 1i shed nei ghb orhoods (-1). HS red uces a; r po 11 ut ion
by reducing sprawl (+1) but has significant traffic impacts on
establi shed residential neighborhoods (-2).
Policy 6.2: All scenarios result in undesirable traffic patterns (-1). The
HS impacts established neighborhoods (Barnes Heights. Sylvan)
more than LS or MS due to much higher density traffic generators
located near roads 1ead; n9 to and through those areas (-1).
Goal 8: LS hinders air quality by requiring longer commutes (-1) but
restricts development contributing to water and traffic noise
pollution (+2 +1). MS is neutral on air pollution, reduces water
pollution (+1) but increases local traffic noise (-1). HS improves
air quality (+1) but has negative impacts on water pollution (-1) and
t raffie noi se (-1).
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Policy 8.4: LS keeps densities below what can be economically served by
transit (-1). MS densities are marginal for transit (0). HS
promotes adequate transit densities (+1) and also creates a high
density node and reinforces the Sylvan transit station site (+1).
Policy 8~9: The LS obviously limits density the most throughout an area
saturated with slope hazard areas (+2). The MS allows more
deve1opment but ; s se ns it i ve to slope haza rd 1ocat ions (+1). The
HS allows a 1at of dens i ty but even it locates the hi ghes t
densities in non-hazard areas, with the exception of MF (-1)~ The
existing Comprehensive Plan seems to ignore slope hazard as a
factor.
Policy 8.13: All scenarios protect outside UGB, same impact on FPE streams~
(+1) + (-1)~ Lower density = lower impact on streams and
forest. All scenarios locate higher densities (except FPE)
outside of stream and forest areas for the most part (+1 all).
Current cemp plan allows RIO in Balch Creek Drainage (-1). (LS=
+1 -1 +1 +1) (MS = +1 -1 +0 +1) (HS = +1 -1 -1 +1) •
Development Pattern
Policy 2.8: LS actively limits density through down zonings (+2). HS does
the opposite (-2). MS allows some significant density (-1) but
concentrates it in the least forested areas (+1).
Policy 2.11: LS and MS do nothing to increase MF and Commercial uses in
Sylvan, although the area may be a principal LRT stop (-1). HS
provides some ad di t ional cemme rci a1 zan; ng and qui te a bi t of
ad di t i 0 na1 MF zon i ng (+1) ~
Policy 2.12: LS downzones along all major transit routes (-2). MS provides
slight increases in density, but does not provide any commercial
or MF designations (+1 -1). HS increases densities along
Corne11~ Burnside and Sunset; and increases MF along Burnside
and MF and Commercial along Sunset (+2).
Policy 2.13: LS and MS do not allow auto-coollrercial uses along Burnside (-1).
HS does not either but it does increase C2 at Sylvan (-1 +1).
Policy 2.15: LS seeks to severely limit residential densities in an area that
is only 2-5 miles from Downtown and the NW Industrial District
(-2). HS does the opposite (+2). MS is in the middle (+0).
Policy 2.17: LS actually downzones some around the Sylvan transit station
area, although not much (-1). The MS does not provide for more
Commercial or MF, but does increase SF densities (+1). HS
increases opportunities for COM, MF and increased SF density
(1+2).
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Policy 6.3: LS; lowers density around the transit station and along Major
Traffic and Transit Streets (-1). MS; no impact (-+0). HS;
limited location of higher densities at Sylvan and along Burnside
a nd Corne11 (+1).
Policy 6.5: Same as Policy 2.12.
Policy 7.3: LS generally reduces residential densities close to downtown,
limits commercial services in the study area (-1). MS is
generally neutral (+0). HS provides for more housi n9 close to
Downtown and expanded C2 in the study area (+1).
Policy 8.12: LS decreases allowed densities throughout an area saturated with
slope hazards (+2). MS is sensitive to slope hazards by
locating higher densities in areas with the least slope hazard
(+1). HS allows substantial density increases (-2) but locates
highest densities in areas of least slope and promotes PUDs
(+1).
Policy 11.2: LS generally reduces the potential and level of urban
development in an area that has severe service problems and high
service costs (+2); however, it also makes it less practical to
provide needed sewer and water improvements to serve already
developed neighborhoods (-1). The MS allows more development in
a difficult service area (-1); but locates most of it where
service extensions are relatively easy and at densities that
make the services economical (+2). HS locates a lot of new
development in areas that are extremely difficult to serve (-2)
but at densities that tend to make service provision more
econOO1ical (+1).
Public Facilities and Services
Po 1i cy 2.5: LS and MS do not locate urba n dens it ies where they coul d put
pressure on non-urban lands (+1). HS locates RIO and R20 in
several places where sewer service would have to be extended
through NR areas (-2).
Policy 6.4: LS too low of density to support cross-town service to the area
(-1). MS; neutral (+0). HS; possibly enough to support
cross-town service through to Washington County (+1).
Policy 8.7: LS prevents maximizing use of Cedar Mill trunk and makes it
inefficient to sewer the Barnes Heights R20 area (-1). MS
locates all urban development in basins where trunk sewers are
available and at economic density (+1). HS proposes lots of
density to allow efficient utilization of sewer facilities (+2)
but locates much of it in areas that are inefficient to serve
( -2) •
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Goal 11A: LS creates fewer service needs (+1) but makes service delivery
harder in certain areas (-1). MS locates moderate, but economic
(service) densities where facilities can be utilized to their
fullest (+1). HS; higher densities foster service efficiencies
(+1) but also cause large scale needs and bad location in certain
areas (-1).
Policy 11.4: LS restrains infi11 development between developed neighborhoods
in the regional context (-2) but at the same time restricts
development to where it already is, on a neighborhood level
( +1) • MS generally res tri ct s urban deve 1opment from 1a rge
undeveloped tracts and locates it where it can maximize sewer
and water efficiency (+1). HS promotes efficient service
densities and infill on a regional basis (+2) but locates much
of it on currently undeveloped and large tracts.
Policy 11.5: LS; low densities make capital and operating subsidies more
likely (-1). MS; the efficient location of moderate density
development makes subsidies less likely (+1). HS; high density
development makes service subsidies much less likely (+2) but
bad location of some of it could cause isolated subsidies (-1).
Policy 11.9: lS severely limits the potential for transit and therefore
transit improvements (-1). MS does not provide a detriment
to transit that would also serve eastern Washington County
(+0). HS may reinforce transit use and therefore transit
improvements (+1).
Policies 11.22 and 11.23: LS make it difficult to get sewers to Barnes
Heights subdivision (-1). MS provides economic
density located where trunk service is available
(+1). HS provides econCJllic (higher) density al so
(+1) but locates much of it where it will be very
di f f i cu1t to se rv e (-1).
Policy 11.27: This policy primarily speaks to the amount of impervious
surface as so ci ated wi th any give n development rega rd 1es s of its
density. However s it is also true that the amount of
impervious surface per acre of development is greater at higher
densities. LS; restricts density (+1). MS; status quo (+0).
HS; high density (-1).
Policy 11.53: Fire response times are below desirable levels now and will
remain so in much of the study area even after the Forest Park
fire station is built. No additional stations are planned. LS
minimizes the population subjected to high response times (+1).
MS maintains the current situation (+0). HS increases
population subjected to high response times (-1).
11-9-84
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< Portland Bureau of Planning
1120 SW Fifth Avenue
Portland, Oregon 97204-1966
796-7700 ext. 7830
PC File: 7179-A NW Skyline Boulevard
Hearing Date: October 7, 1982
REPORT AND RECOMMENDATION TO THE CITY COUNCIL
1. FACTS
A. General Information
Ini t1 ator
Deedholders
Proposa1
Location
Neighborhood
Legal Description
Quarter-Section
Description of Plan
Portland Bureau of Planning
Margaret J. Sparks, Dorothy A. Torgler,
Charles J. McClure. et.al.
To establish City zoning (FF. RIO, and e2) and
Comprehensive Plan designations (RIO and C2) on
this recently annexed site.
An area in the vicinity of N.W. SkYline Boulevard
primarily between N.W. Thompson and N.W. Cornell
Roads.
Forest Park
Tax lots 7,12,13,14,29,35,36.42,47, 66}
67, 70, 72, 75, 79. 87, 91. 97, 98. 99. 101 OT
Section 25, TIN R1W, Multnomah County
lot 13, Block~l, Panavista Park, Multnomah County
Tax lots 1. 26. 33. 65. 66. 92, Ill, 122, 158,
159, 172, Section 36. TIN RIW, Multnomah County
lot 3, Block 2. Skyline Heights, Multnomah County
Lots 1 through 27, Block 1; Lots 1 through 22, Block
2; lots 1 through 21, Block 3. Lots 1 through 27,
Block 4; lots 1 through 18. Block 5; Lots 1 through
7, Block 6, Mt. View Park Addition 12, Multnomah
County
Tax Lot I, Block 2i Tax Lots 3 and 5 of Blocks 3
and 4; Tax Lot 4 of Blocks 2 and 5, Cornell Heights •.
Multnomah County
2721, 2821, 2822, 2921. 2922
To establish City zoning and Comprehensive Plan Map
designations on this recently annexed site. The
existing County zones are MUF 19 (Multiple Use
Forest with a minimum lot size of 19 acres) and
RR (Rural Residential with a minimum lot size of
5 acres). Each of these is a rural zone with no
equivalent city counterpart.
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B. Site Information
Approximately two acres are zoned County RIO
which is equivalent to City RIO.
Mike Saba, Land Use Planning, 796-7700
Description: The irregularly shaped site, consisting of three inter-connected
sectlons. contains 260.28 acres of wooded, sparsely populated and steeply
sloping land.
History: The drawing of the r~gional Urban Growth Boundary in this section
of the metropolitan area was the subject of some controversy. When this site
was included in the UGB. as acknowledged by LeDe, it was in effect declared
suitable for urban development. However, Multnomah· County chose to retain
the RR and MUF zoning under the expectation that the City would annex the
property and choose the appropriate urban zoning. This expectation was .
formalized in the Urban Planning Area Agreement between the county and the
city (August, 1979).
The site was annexed to the city by Boundary Commission Order 1785, effective
November 19, 1981. The annexation was initiated by a Iltriple majorityll peti-
tion. Included in this annexation were another 74.35 acres under the owner-
ship of Forest Park Estate. Because that acreage is part of the Forest Park
Estate PUD, it was the subject of separate staff reports which recommended
rezoning the sites as City RIO. These recommendations were approved by the
Hearings Officer in 7174 A and 1175 A. This report, therefore, addresses
the bulk of the annexed land which is adjacent to. but not part of, the Forest
Park Estate development.
C. Vicinity Data
Surrounding Conditions: There are apprOXimately eight single family houses
scattered throughout the site. There are also two commercial structures, a
restaurant and a service station. near the intersection of NW Connell and
Skyl ine.
Directly west is the proposed Forest Park Estate development (CU 68-81 and
528-81). This PUD. having neared the end of a long approval process, in
effect instigated the annexation of the site under study in this report.
The development potential of this site, and therefore its appropriate zoning,
will be influenced by its proximity to Forest Park Estate and the planned
extension of city services.
Service Considerations: The eventual approval of Forest Park Estate involves
a variety of agreements among service providers to install or extend urban
services to this residential development which is expected, upon completion,
to contain 2000 dwelling units. The annexation and subsequent city zoning of
the site under study opens the way for the logical extension of these services
wherever feasible, for both short and long-term development plans.
Sewers - The Bureau of Sanitary Engineering (Sanitary and Stonm Sewer Divisions)
has submitted the following comments:
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Goal l1-A - Public Facilities General Goal: "Provide a timely, orderly
an e lClent arrangement 0 pu lC ael ltles and services that support
existing and planned land use patterns and densities. 1I
Comment: The proposed rezoning to RIO and FF recognize the current
topographical and attendent service limitations which have been reflected
in the heretofore rural zoning of the Skyline area. However. various policy
decisions have been made. most notably inclusion in the regional UGB and
~ annexation to the city, which point to eventual urban development. The
proposed rezoning will have little immediate impact on the directives of
the Public Facilities Goals. Both short and long-term development plans
allowed under RIO and FF must be carried out under the quasi-judicial review
process established by the City Code. This assures development in compliance
with the Public Facilities Goals and Policies.
III. CONCLUSION AND TENTATIVE STAFF RECOMMENDATION
The appropriate zoning for the N.W. SkYline area appears to be a combination
of RIO, FF and C2. The following is a description of the recommended applica-
tion of each zone and a summary justification based on the findings of this
report. (see attached map Exhibt A-3. )
• RIO zoning and Plan designation are recommended for the following parcels:
Tax Lots 29. 36, 42. 47. 35,70, 72. 75, 87, 98, 99. Section
25, IN. lW
Tax Lot 3 of Blocks 3 and 4; Tax Lot 1 of Block 2; Cornell Heights
Tax Lots 26, 33, 65, 66, 92, Ill, 122, 172; Section 36, IN, lW
Lot 13. Block 1, Panavista Park and Tax Lot 3 of Lots 2 and 3, Skyline Heights
These lots are located on the western ridge of the study area which is in
the path of the Cedar Mill Trunkline extension. They are expected to
benefit from improved urban services programmed in conjunction with Forest
Park Estate. The RIO zoning recommended for this area represents an exten-
sion of the adjacent city zoning on the western border of the site under
study.
• FF zoning and RIO Plan designation are recommended for the following parcels:
Lots 1 through 27. Block 1; Lots 1 through 22, Block 2;
Lots 1 through 21, Block 3; Lots 1 through 27. Block 4;
Lots 1 through 18, Block 5; Lots 1 through 7. Block 6;
Mt. View Park Addition #2
Tax Lots 7, 12. 13. 14, 66 t 67, 79, 91, 97, 101; Section. "25; IN, lW
Tax Lot 1 (part); Section 36, IN. lW
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These lots are located beyond the eastern limit of the Cedar Mill Trunkline
extension and will not benefit from the programmed expansion of sewer
service.
Development will likely be deferred until sewerage and other urban services
are available. At such time, property owners may apply for upzonings in
compliance with the Comprehensive Plana
• C2 zoning and Plan designation ar~ recommended for the following parcels:
Tax Lots 158 and 159; Section 36, IN, lW
Tax Lot 5 of Blocks 3 and 4; Cornell Heights
Commercial zoning is appropriate for these lots in order to avoid the
continuation of the nonconforming use status of the existing service
station and restaurant.
• FF zoning and C2 Plan designation are recommended for the following
parcel:
Tax Lot 1 (part); Section 36, IN, IW
(Specifically, the area created when two lines intersect; one line
perpendicular to NaW. Cornell Road drawn from a point 200 feet from
the Cornell-Greenleaf intersection; the other line perpendicular to NaW.
GreeQleaf Road drawn from a point 180 feet from the Cornell-Greenleaf inter-
sectlon.)
This parcel is that part of Tax Lot 1 which has been filled level to
the adjacent roads and which, because of its location at this inter-
section, its proximity to existing commercial uses and its strategic
location near future residential development, is appropriate for future
commercial use. The property owner is therefore given the opportunity
to apply for an upzoning to C2 and the City is given the opportunity to
review the site's geological capability for future commercial develop-
ment proposals •
• RIO zoning and C2 Plan designation are recommended for the following
parcel:
Tax Lot 4 of Blocks 2 and 5; Cornell Heights
This lot is the site of a former commercial property of which all that
remains is a parking lot. Again, its location at the Cornell-Skyline
intersection points to the appropriateness of a future commercial de-
velopment; thus the upzoning potential to C2.
Although neither Cornell Road nor Skyline Blvd. is classified as a traffic
street, C2 is more appropriate than C4 in light of the current auto-oriented
uses as well as the relatively sparse residential pattern which is not.
expected to alleviate the dependence on the automobile for convenience
shopping trips in this section of the city.
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C2 zones and Plan designations are shown in
qreater detail on Map Exhibit B.
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CITY OF
PORTLAND, OREGON
BUREAU OF PlANNING
Margaret D. Strachan, Commissioner
Michael Harrison, AlCP. Acting Director
Room 1002, 1120 S.W. Fifth Avenue
Portland, Oregon 97204-1966
(503) 79&7700
Annexation
June 6 t 1985
MEMORANDUM
Land Development Land Use Urban Design
TO:
FROM:
RE:
Portland City Planning Commission
James Throckmorton, City Planner III,
NorthNest Hills Study - Discussion of
to the Staff Report
Land Use Plannin~'
Testimony and Proposed Amendments
Th is memo cont ains two s eet ions. The fi rs t summa r; zes the tes t imo ny given at
the May 28 hearing, and indicates where staff agrees with that testimony and
where staff di sagrees. The second sect ion is a revi sed staff recCl11mendation
and li sts all of the amendments to the May, 1985 staff report that the staff
now s u ppo rt s.
oISCU5 51 ON (f TESTIMONY
Th i s sect ion summa ri zes the tes t imo ny gi ve n at the May 2B hea ri ng, excep t
where that tes t imony is in suppo rt of the staf f report and recoonnendat ions.
In other words, it only covers testimony 'ttlich opposed some portion of the
recCI11menda t ion or asked fo r an amendment to the reccmmendat ion.
1. Testimony ~ Kathl een Sharp
a) Mrs. Sharp desires a low density development pattern in the Northwest
Hills to reduce traffic congestion on Cornell Road and the Northwest
District. She feels that development in Washington County will have a
less severe impact on Cornell Road than development in the Northwest
Hills Study Area.
Staff Response: The transportation analysis cOOlpleted by the Bureau of
Trans po rt at ion Pl ann i ng and Fi nance does not suppa rt t his content ion.
As poi nt ed out in the Oeve1opment Scenari os Repo rt (pp. 30-41) lower
development densities in the Nortt'west Hills would result in only
marginally fewer vehicle trips on the east-west arterials through the
study a rea. Cornell Road ; n pa rt ieul a r is a ve ry attract i ve canmut i ng
route fran Washington County to Nortrwest Portland. Eighty percent of
the peak-hour traffic on Cornell originates in Washington County; 35
percent fran points south of the Sunset Highway .. Maintaining rural
dens it; es along Cornell Road between No rtrwes t Po rt 1a nd and Washi ngton
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County woul d only serve to pronote Cornell Road as an attractive route
for ccmmut i ng to wo rk. St af f bel; eve s that t he propos ed development
pattern strikes an appropriate balance between transportation concerns
and econanic use of private property. The Proposed Comprehensive Plan
provides for 6.5 percent less development potent ia1 than ex; sts under
cu r rent regu 1a t ions ..
b) Ms. Shafl> suggests closing Cornell Road to through traffic.
Staff Response: This option was identified in the Development
Scena rios Repo rt. It was not popu1a r wi t h the Was hi ngto n County
planning staff. While this should remain a future option for managing
traffic flow. current conditions do not warrant such drastic actions.
2. Testimony.Q.l Joe Voboril and Franci s Haslach (The Oregon Bank)
a) Mr. Vobori 1 and Mr. Has1ach obj ect to the downzoni 09 of the SunY; sta
PUD site from RIO/RIO to FF/RIU. They cite previous zoning and
subdivision review actions by the City in support of their case. They
also point to investments in the Cedar Mill Trunk sewer that assumed an
RIO development density. Mr. Voboril felt that requiring this property
to go through yet another zone change process would be an unfair burden
in light of its case history.*
Staff Response: While staff does not believe that a zone change
process in compliance with the Comprehensive Plan represents an
un reasonab le burden on i ndi vidua 1 propert ; es. we wi 11 support cont i nued
RIO zoning for this parcel. A principal reason for applying zoning
that is less intensive than the Comprehensive Plan designation was to
allow the application of the conditions in ReCOOlmendation '9. Later in
t his memo staf f propos es an arne ndme nt that wou 1d ap ply the
Recanmendation '9 conditions to subdivision actions as well as zone
changes. If the Commission agrees. these conditions would be applied
to this property in any case. This parcel is different fran adjacent
areas that would be zoned FF with an RIO Comprehensive Plan
designation. It is the only parcel with City zoning that would be
actually downzoned. It also is the only parcel that has made financial
canmitments to public facilities and services based on RiO development
dens it i es.
*Pr;or to 1977. the property was zoned County RIO. It was then rezoned to
MUF19. It was annexed to the city in 1978 and rezoned to City f{lO in 1979.
It was de-annexed in December 1979 and re-annexed in April 1980. City R10
zoning was reapplied later that year. The Comprehensive Plan. adopted in
1981, establi shed RIO zoning and Plan designations.
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3. Testimony ~ Dean~
a) Mr. I vey ; s concerned that Metro I s trans po rtat i On mode I does not
adequately reflect the demands that the Zoo/OMSI/Forestry Center
Complex place on the road system.
Staff Response: Staff has met with Mr. Ivey and discussed the problem.
Mr. Ivey will provide detailed infonnation regarding traffic demands.
Staff will transmit that infonnation to Metro and include it with the
Planning Bureauls data base.
b) Mr. Ivey also wants the Planning Commission to take a position that a
west-bound on-ramp is needed at the Sunset Hwy./Zoo interchange and
that the Highway Commission sould view this facility as a priority
i ten.
St aff Res po nse: Staf f agrees.
4. Tes t imony .Q.i Rage r Edgi nton
a) Mr. Edgington presented a petition signed by 120 persons objecting to
lithe recan~ndations.... pertaining to the Sylvan canmunity.
speci fically the rezoning or RIO and R20 properties to R2. '1
Staff Response: The Urban Design, Transportation, Public Facilities
and Services, Energy and Arterial Streets Classification Policies of
the Comprehensive Plan warrant higher residential densities 1n the
Sylvan area. Increased residential densities are particularly
consistent where new development would be of an ;nfill nature. Staff
proposes that the single-family residence infil 1 that would be promoted
by rezoning frOOl R20 and RIO to R10 and R7 ;s justified at this time.
There does not seen to be great opposition to this proposal within the
neighbomood.
The multiple-family residential infill at R2 density proposed in the
staff report is also justified over the next twenty years. However t
many of the policy statements that support such development relate it
to transit service and transit stations. Since there appears to be
some question as to when the appropriate level of transit service will
be available. staff proposes that parcels given an R2 Comprehensive
Plan designation not be upzoned to R2 if the current zoning ;s less
; ntensive than R2. This will requi re these R2 designated properties to
meet the conditions in Recommendation #9 before they are allowed to
develop at R2 density.
5. Testiroony ~ Larry Porter (Forest Park Estates)
a) Mr. Po rter reques ted that the proposed C2 zoni ng a t the intersect ,on of
Skyline and Cornell Road be expanded to include an adjacent two-acre
parcel owned by Forest Park Estates ..
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St af f Res po nse: A ce rt a; n amount of 1Dca1 canmerc; al land use wi 11 be
needed in the study area as it develops. However, this need can be met
by si tes that are a1ready "c(JTlmi tted u to canmerc; al use. Thi s pa rcel
does not satisfy the "cOO1mitted" criteria as outlined in the staff
report. Staff rec£J11mends against canmercial zoning or canmercial
designation of this parcel at this time.
6. TestimonY~Dave Harper
a) Mr .. Harper is involved ;n the development of Phases I and II of the
Arboretum Hills PUD. He requested that RIO zoning be retained on Phase
I I and that it not- be downzoned to R20.
Staff Response: Staff agrees with Mr. Harper. Phase II has been
approved by the Hearings Officer at a density of one housing unit per
13,000 square feet of site area.. This is inconsistent with R20 zoning.
RIO zoning should be retained.
7. Testimony EY Charles Rowland; Written Testimony fran Willard Rowland
a) Willard Rowland alleges in written correspondence that the staff
recommendations would place restrictions on the use of his property.
Staff Response: Mr. Rowland's property is outside the Urban Growth
Boundary and outside of Portland. The restrictions he refers to were
placed on his property in 1977 and 1978 by Multnanah County and Metro.
Removal of these restrictions are not possible without a change in the
Urban Growth Boundary, over which the City has no control. Moreover,
the addition of these 80 acres to the UGB would be ;n direct conflict
wi th Recanmendation #1.
Staff proposes, however. that the Proposed Comprehensive Plan Map not
show~ Plan designation for unincorporated areas that are outside the
UGB. This will avoid prejudici ng such parcels as to appropriate
zon; ng. s hou 1d a UG8 amendment be obt ai ned by property owners and
annexation to the city be accomplished.
b) Charles Rowland indicated in his testimony that the Rowland property
should be al lowed to develop on eight to ten acre lots. He seemed to
further indicate that the City of Portland should take such a policy
position regarding all properties in this area that are outside the
UG8.
Staff Response: This is a proposal for which the City has no means of
implementation. Recanmendation II, for good reason, proposes that the
UGB remain in roughly the same location over the next twenty years. If
this property remains outside the UGB it is not likely that the City
could, or would. annex it in the near future. If it is not inside the
City, reg u1ato ry cont ro love r the prope rty rema ins wi th Mu 1t nOO1ah
County. If the property were to be annexed, it is the opi nion of staff
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that we woul d be legally requi red to apply the Natural Resources (nr)
overlay to the property, thereby requiring 20 acre minimum lot sizes.'"
The re a re two cours es of act ion that Mr. Rowl a nd coo 1d purs ue. Fi rs t,
a UGB amendment, while contrary to the staff recommendation, would
a110w for higher dens; ty zon; ng wi th or wi thout annexat ion. In thi s
case, the Rowlands' concerns should be directed to Metro. Secondly,
Mu1tnomah County may consider application of its Rural Residential (RR)
zoning to the property, which would allow development on five acre
lots. In this case, Mr. Rowland should direct his concerns to
Multnanah County.
c) Mr. Rowland's letter suggests that the City purchase his property.
Staff Res~nse: It is not likely that the Park Bureau or the City
currently ave the resources to undertake large-scale land
acquisitions. However, a joint effort with the Oregon Parks Society
and Audubon Society (who also own substantial property in the area) is
certainly worth looki ng into.
*The Natural Resources overlay is the only city zone that is acceptable to
Metro for use outside the Urban Growth Boundary.
8. Testimony ~ Steve Dotterrer (Transportation Planning)
a) Mr. Dotterrer proposed maintaining current zoning on those parcels of
1and des igna·ted R2 but not presently zoned R2.
Staff Response: Staff agrees.. Thi s act ion wi 11 in effect make the
expansion of R2 zoning in the Sylvan area contingent on the conditions
spelled out ;n Recanmendation #9.
9 .. Testimony ~ Alex Pierce
a) Mr. Pierce is opposed to any canrooreial zoning or land use designation
along Skyline Boulevard.
Staff Response: It is still the opi nion of staff that a certa; n amount
of new c cmme rei all and use wi 11 be needed nort h of Burns i de Road as the
study a rea deve1op s. There are ap proxi mate1y 4 .. 2 ac res of reta i 1
canmercial land use per thousand persons in Portland, outside of"
Downtown and Northwest. There are approximately 1.5 acres of retail
c an me rei a1 1a nd use pe r thou sand ; n the No rthwes t Hill s.. There is the
potential for a population of about 13,500 persons within the study
area (at build-out). Maintaining the area's current level of retail
comme rci a1 la nd use relat ive to its popula t ion wou 1d i ndi cate a demand
for up to 18 acres of new retail land use. The citywide average would
i nd i ca te a dema nd fo r ove r 50 ac res of new reta il.. The canmerc; a1
zoning in Sylvan will be able to satisfy only 15 percent of this
demand, assumi ng the lower neighborhood ave rage. Anot her 35 percent
may be satisfied by the Forest Park Estates and SunVista PUOs. Another
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ten percent may be met by future PUDs. This leav~s 40 percent of the
retail commercial demand, or about seven acres of new retail land use
unmet. The C2 designations recommended along Skyline Blvd. could
satisfy about half of this residual unmet demand.
Fu rt hennore, the sites recommended for canme rci a1 use are, 1n the vi ew
of staff, canmi tted to 1a nd uses at he r than res ident i al. The sites at
the intersection of Cornell and Skyline are particularly unattractive
to residential use.
Finally, a significant concern of the Northwest District Association is
that new development in the Northwest Hills include adequate cOO1mercial
uses to satisfy the convenience shopping needs of the new residents so
that they will not be encouraged to drive down Cornell and Burnside
into the Northwest Oi strict for those purposes. Staff suggests that no
amendments be made to the C2 recommendations in the original staff
report ..
10. Test imany ~ Mel vi n Zucker
a) Mr. Zucker feels that the Proposed Comprehensive Plan Map is overly
restrict ;ve in some areas and allows too much deve1opment in others.
He advocates on~half to one acre loning throughout the study area.
Staff ReSponse: The Proposed Comprehensive Plan Map is designed to
s uppo rt the urba n des1gn go a1s and po 1i c i es of the Canprehens i ve P1an.
Amo ng at he r th i ngs, these po 1i ci es call fo r concentrat i ng growt h in
areas where services can be most easily provided and limiting density
in other areas. A unifonn land use pattern of large size lots would be
inefficient to serve, particularly in the Northwest Hills, and would be
inconsistent with the Comprehensive Plan.
11. Testimony.Q.l Ann Moore
a) Mrs. Moore and her husband own 57 acres outside the Urban Growth
Boundary and the city limits of Portland. She feels that all
reasonab Ie use of the; r property was taken away when it was exc1uded
fran the UGB and downzoned to MUF19 by Mu It nanah County over six years
ago.
Staff Response: The Moores are in essentially the same position as the
Rowlands. See,7 above.
12.. Testimony ~ Margaretta and Logan Ramsey
a) The Ramseys obj ect to Recanmendat ion #2 and the downzoni ng of several
of the; r prope rt i es north of Skyli ne Mernori a1 Ga rdens fran RiO to Ff ...
They suggest that they should have gotten a Comprehensive Plan
des ign at ion of RIO incase they shou 1d be ab le to extend sewer servi ce
to thei r pr ope rty.. They also state that opt ions ot her than tradit i ona1
sewers are available for disposal of sanitary sewage.
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Staff Response: As stated in the staff report. the principal reasons
for Recanmendation 62 are a lack of sewer availabi-lity and relatively
slow fire response times for the foreseeable future. The difficulties
in providing sewer service in these areas are outlined in the staff
report on pages 122 to 129. Sewer service to this area would encounter
the fol1owifl9 problems:
o extension of sewers outside the Urban Growth Boundary.
o construct ion of sewers through Forest Park,
o construction of sewer trunks over long distances and difficult
t errai n, ~ere no users wou 1d exi st along the route of the trunk to
help share construction costs; resulting in t
o prohibitively high sewer development costs per housing unit served
since there is so little housing potential within the urban area
along Skyli ne Boulevard.
Mr. Ramsey i s correct in sayi n9 t hat at her a1t ernat ; ves to trad it iana1
sewer systems do exist. Many of these alternatives have been examined
by the Bureau of Envirormental Services and found to be unacceptable,
including in-th-home treatment and recycling. and non-water carriage
to; 1ets (122nd Avenue/Cherry Pa rk Pump Stat ion and Interceptor Sewer
Facilities Plan. April 1985. Appendix H). Another unacceptable
approach is package treatment plants such as the Panavlsta and Royal
High1a nds sy sterns, wh i ch have neve r wo rked adequa tel y. In sho rt, the
two acceptable fonns of sewage treatment are septic tank/drainfield and
traditional sewer systems. A septic tank/drainfield system will
require an average site size of one to two acres per housing unit in
t he soil s and terra in of the No rt tlt4es t Hi 11 s.. Anyt hi n9 roo re dense wi 11
requ; re traditional sewers over the long run. Comprehensive Plan
Policy 11.22 states, "Discouraye the development of on-site sub-surface
waste di~posal systems on lots smaller than two acres in size." This
policy by itself is adequate to justify Recommendation #2.
It should be noted that the purpose of the FF zone is to 'Iprovide for
the continuation of fann. forest and low density residential activities
; n areas of the ci ty ext reme1y d i f fi cu 1t to se rYe and i neffi c i ent to
develop fram the standpoint of energy and transportation for the
fo reseeab le future. II Staff sugges ts that the lack of sewer se rvice is
also a valid reason for FF zoning.. If property owners can demonstrate
a t some poi nt in the future that se rv ; ce cons tra i nt s no 1onge r ex; st,
there are procedures in the code that allow for Plan Map and zone
changes.
b) The Ramseys also requested that their property south of Cornell Road
between Skyli ne 81 vd. and Greenleaf Road be designated C2. as are the
other four corners at this intersection.
Staff Response: Thi s parcel, in the opi nion of staff, does not meet
the i· cCJl1mitted to coomercial ll criteria outlined in the staff report.
The lot is mostly vegitated and located on a steep slope. It contains
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no structures and is approximately three acres in size. The Ramseys·
arguffl@nts that it should be C2 because the other corners are C2 and a
small section of the lot has been used at times for par~dng are not
adequate to justify its commercial designation.
13. TestilOOny!l1. Nathan Cogan
a) Mr. Coga n opposes upzoni ng of 1a nd in Syl van fran R20 to RIO. He
stated that the action will not result in much more housing
opportunity, but will cause neighborhood resentment.
Staff Response: Staff disagrees. There is substantial opportunity for
single-family residential infill in the Sylvan area. Most of this
development can be served by existing streets, sewers and water
facilities. The Planning Bureau has already received a request from a
property owner in a newly annexed area for an upzoning frem R20 to RIO
in order to increase the number of housing units he can build. Another
property owner has called to support the change frem R20 to RiO so that
she can build a home for her mother on the back half of her half-acre
lot; which lies between two streets, both of which have sewer and water
1; nes i n than.
As for neighborhood opposition. the testimony of the Chainnan of the
Sy 1va n Ne i ghbo mood As so ci at io n ~ a nd that of ot her area res ide nt s
reveals very little concern about RIO zoning. It's the R2 zoning they
are worried about.
14. Testimony ~ Patricia Evans
Ms. Evans opposes the increases in allowable residential density in the
Sylvan area.
Staff Response: ~1s. Evans I concerns are essent ially the same as those
expressed by Roger Edgington. See #4 above.
15. Testimony ~ Stephen Janik.
Mr. Janik represents a property located wi thi n the Ci ty of Port1and. but
outside the Urban Growth Boundary. He proposes removal of the Natural
Resources (nr) overlay fran the property to allow development on lots of
two acres or larger. The nr overlay requires a twenty acre minimum lot
size.
St af f Res Pense: It is the op i ni on of staf f that rernov i ng the nr ave rl ay t
t hu s all OWl ng creat ion of bui 1di ng 1at s as sma 11 as two ac res in areas
outside the UGB. would be contrary to the Comprehensive Plan and Metro·s
Regional Plan. Please note that the express purpose of the nr overlay ;s
lito preserve a non-urban character in areas of the city that are outside
of the Metropo 1; tan Service Di strict I s adopted Urban Growth Boundary"
(33.72.020). Therefore~ staff recanmends retaining the nr overlay on all
city property located outside the UGB.
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It should be noted, however, that the nr overlay is a zone and not a
Comprehensive Plan designation. Individual property owners have a
right to apply for removal of the nr overlay as a zone change action.
16. Testimony & John McCaffery
Mr. McCaffery objected to staff amendment #2 which maintained RIO zoning
on Phase II of the Arboretum Hill PUD. He wanted the property downzoned
to R20.
Staff Res ponse: Mr. McCaffe ry was confusi og Arboretum H; 11 s Phase II wi th
property farther to the west. The staff report rec011mends downzoning that
property fran RIO to R20. Follow; og a telephone conversation with Mr.
McCaffery, he now supports the recanmendation with Amendment #2.
17. Com~nt Cards fran Jef f Aberdrot h, Pau 1 Rodemacher, Judi th Rat"i eks.
Gill; an Scammell, Bill Whitney, Delia Whitney and Robert Yost
The above individuals expressed concerns similar to Roger Edgington,
Cha i nna n of the Sy 1va n Ne ighb orhood As so ci at ion. See #4 above.
18. Correspondence frcm Willi am Hutton
Mr. Hutton opposes all zoning actions that would increase allowable
densities in the Sylvan Neighborhood. He requests that residential lot
sizes be restricted to at least 10,000 square feet in size.
Staff Res ponse: Staff is now propos i ng t hat the R2 des ignated areas in
Sylvan not be upzoned to R2 at this time. This will subject future R2
development to the conditions outlined in Recanmendation #9 and
significantly slow down the potential rate of development in the
neighborhood.
However. staff renains convinced that one cannot argue against the
recanlrended increase in res ident ial dens i ties wi thout throw; ng out or
ignoring large parts of the City·s Comprehensive Plan. The physical
location ot this neighborhood. its proximity to a ccmmercial center. its
proximity to major traffic and transit streets, the location of sewer and
water facilities. and the opportunities for intill development all argue
for increasing residential densities over the next twenty years.
Homeowners naturally fear change in their neighborhoods. What they should
also understand is that the change being proposed will occur very slowly
and, in situations like this, supports the public welfare.
19. Comment Ca rd fran G. B. Fedde
--------
Mr. Fedde represents the owner of 15 acres near the intersection of
Thompson Road and Skyline Blvd. The Bureau's recOOlmendation 1S for FF
zoning and FF Comprehensive Plan designation. Mr. Fedde states that about
10 of the 15 acres are actually in the Cedar Mill drainage and therefore
should be given an RIO Comprehensive Plan designation.
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Staff Response: The City·s topographic maps indicate that only about
three of the 15 acres could actually be served by gravity sewers fran the
Ceda r Hi 11 ba sin. Not know; ng how t he owner mi ght wi sh to develop th is
parcel. staff hesitates to draw zoning lines through it, assigning RIO to
part of the parcel and Ff to the rest.
Staff suggests that this situation could be resolved in the following
manner. Since most of the parcel is in the Balch Creek Bas;n rather than
the Cedar Mill Basin, the entire parcel should be designated and zoned Ff.
the owner could partition off the portion of the parcel he believes can be
served with gravity sewers accordi ng to his plans and request a map
ameooment and zone change. Th is approach avoids the necessity to guess at
this point about what kind of development proposal would make sense for
the western fifth of this 15 acre parcel.
REVISED STAFF RECOMr£NDATION
Th is sect ion outl i nes the amendments to the origi nal staff report that the
Planning Commission ;s asked to adopt. The amendments include both the
amendments proposed by staff at the May 28 Planning Commission hearing and
add; t iona1 amendments ba sed on tes t imo ny fran t he May 28 hear; n9.
1 • The fo 11 owi"9 amendment to Reccmll~ndation II has been proposed by Metro
staff. Planning Bureau staff concurs. The intended purpose of the
recanmendation was to take a position against major additions to the Urban
Growt h Bounda ry wi thi n the Study Area. At the same time, we do not want
to interfere with minor boundary adjustments that fall under special Metro
rules and procedures. Amending Recanmendation II as follows, accomplishes
bath purpas es •
Amendment
Add to the end of Reccmmenda t ion 11: •• :'except where m; nor Bounda ry
adjustments will result in a more effici ent land use pattern or urban
servi ces effici enci es II.
2. The following amendment extends the development conditions in
Recommendation 19 to subdivisions and Planned Unit Developments as well as
zone change actions. It seans only fair that all large scale developments
in the Nort~est Hills satisfy the conditions since the conditions were
designed to monitor and relieve service constraints that are area-wide in
nature. Properties that would be affected are:
o any property that requests an upzoni ng to allow development at the
max i mum de ns i ty a11 owed by the Comprehens ; ve Pl an (prope rt ; es adjacent
to Forest Park Estates/SunV;sta and the R2 areas in Sylvan), and
o subdi vis; ons and p1a nned un i t deve1opment s.
Minor partitions and the development of single lots under existing zoning
wi 11 nat be af feet ed •
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Amendment
Amend Recanmendation #9 to read as follows (additions are underline,
del et ions are cros sed out):
RecanfJEndation #9. The following conditlons shall be required of all
future subdivisions, planned unit developments and
quasi-judicial upzonings withTnthe Northwest HTI1's
Study Area, i n addi t ion to those condi tions found ; n
Comprehensive Plan Policy 10.8, subsection C:
a) submission of a PUD or subdivision plan by the
appl i cant;
b) availability of public sewer and water service;
c) i f ex i 5 t i ng Pub 11 c t r ans po rt at ion i s nat de aned
adequate. participation in and/or subsidy of a
pri vate trans po rtat ion serv ice; and
d) participation in an lIimpact fee ll system. should
such a sys t8l1 be adopted by the Ci ty Coune; 1 ,
a 00/0 r measures to at he rwi se mi t ; gate any ad ve rs e
impact of automobile traffic generated by the
proposed development.
For parcel s y.pzeAi,,~s- of between five and twenty acres, and for all
upzonings to a canmercial zone. the above conditions plus a transportation
analysis inclUding documentation of the following will be required:
e) the potent i a1 da ily and peak hour traffic volumes generated by the
site;
f) di stribution on the street systan of the traffic generated by the site;
g) the extent to which ridesharing and transit incentive programs might
reduce the vehicle trips generated by the site; and
h) current traffic volumes on the principal roadways relative to the site.
For parcels -w.p;lQAiR9'- of twenty acres or more. the above conditions will
be requi red. pl us the trans po rt at ion analys i s must be expanded to
document:
i) ·projected traffic volumes on the principal roadways relative to the
site s hou 1d the pr opos ed deve 1opme nt and ot he r ap pr oved. but
undeveloped proposals, be fully developed.
Entire lots, regardless of Size, must be upzoned at once; except where the
Comprehensive Plan Map applies more than one designation on a single lot.
The upzoning may not be approved unless the accompanying PUD or
subdi vi sian is a1 so approved.
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3. Recommendation '10 specifies that the Proposed comprehensive Plan Map be
used as a guide for future annexation rezonings within the Northwest Hills
Study Area. It go@s on to say that, in certain areas, zon1ng should be
applied that is less intensive than the Comprehensive Plan designation.
Consideri~ the potential applications of this recoomendation. we feel
that all but the first sentence is unnecessary and that the option of
applying less intensive zoning should be available throughout the Study
Area.
Amendment
Del ete all but the fi rs t sentence of Recanmendat ion 11U.
4. The following amendment deletes Recommendation #11. Staff believes that
this recanmendation would serve little or no practical purpose,
particularly in the absence of bUdgetary resources to pursue its
implementation. Staff recommends that it be dropped.
Amendment
Delete Recanmendation 611.
5. The fo 11 owi ng amendment correct s a map pi ng error. Ph ase I I of the
Arboretum Hills pun has been given preliminary development plan approval
at an average density of 13,000 square feet per dwelling unit. The
preliminary staff recanmendation for this parcel is R20, or 20,000 square
feet per unit.
Amendment
Cha~e Quarter Section Maps 3124 and 3125, and Proposed Comprehensive Plan
Maps 4 and 5 to apply RIO zoning and Comprehensive Plan designations to
Tax Lot 294, Section 6, IS1£.
6. The fo 110wi ng amendment changes Proposed Comprehens i ve Plan Maps 4 and 5.
It changes the designation of several lots just north of Burnside Road and
east of Mt. Calvary Cemetery from RIO and FF to R20. The owner of the two
lots designated as FF has demonstrated that it is feasible to provide
gravity sewer service to the properties fran existing City facilities.
R20 is proposed for all of the parcels rather than RIO because of certain
development constraints unique to the site.
Amendment
Cha~e Proposed Comprehens ive Plan Maps 4 and 5 to R20 on Tax Lots 58,
307,308 and the south half of 28, Sectlon 31, lNlE.
7. The following amendment retains the current zoning on parcels in the
Sylvan area that are given an R2 Comprehensive Plan designation.
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Amendment
Amend Quarter Section Maps 3123, 3223 and 3224 to retain the zoning as of
June I, 1984 for parcels designated as R2 on the Proposed Comprehensive
Plan Map.
8. The following amendment retains RIO zoning on the SunVista (Panavista
Parle) PUD site.
Amendment
Amend Proposed Comprehensive Plan Maps 2 and 3, and Quarter Section Maps
2720, 2721, 2820 and 2821 to reflect RIO 20ning and RIO Plan designation
on Tax Lot 76 Section 25 INIW (SunVista).
9. The follow; ng amendment renoves the MUF19 and RR designations fran the
Proposed Canprehensive Plan Maps. These are Multnanah County 20ning
designations and should not be shown on City Cooprehens;ve Plan Maps.
Amendment
Amend Proposed Comprehensive Plan Maps 2, 3, 4 and 5 to delete Multnamah
County zan; ng des ign at ions.
10. The following amendment was proposed by Mr. Dean Ivey and infonnally
supported by the Commission. It puts the Planning Commission on record as
favoring direct westbound access to the Sunset Highway from the Zoo/OMSI
interchange.
Amendment
Recommendation #11. The Planniny Commission finds that there is a need
for direct westbound access to the Sunset Highway
from the south entrance road to Washington Park. The
COOImi ss ion appeal s to the Oregon Depa rtment of
Transpo rtat ion to study the feas ibi 1i 1ty of such
acces s and to as sign a high pr i 0 r; ty to fundi n9 for
cons truet io n of an ae ces s rout e.
JT:mh
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MEMORANDUM
Land ~Iopment Land Use Urban Design
TO:
FROM:
RE:
City Council t1l-
James Throckmorton, City Planner IN( •
NW Hills Development Potential/Projections
At the November 7 hearing on the NW Hills Study there was considerable
confusion regarding the impact of the Planning Commission1s reconmendation on
deve1opment potent i al in the NW Hi 11 s. In order to c 1a r; fy and focus thi s
discussion, I have prepared the attached tables.
Tables lA. 2A and 3A outline the development potential in the area under the
current Comprehensive Plan and under the Planning Commission recommendation.
The assumptions incorporated into these tables are outlined below.
A.. Availability of all non-hazard vacant land. Vacant land includes vacant
lots and the excess portion of large lots that could be reasonably
partitioned without disturbing existing residences while meeting the
r eq ui rement s of the Zon i ng Code.
B. Availability of 50 percent of the vacant land designated as a potential
hazard area on the City and County hazard maps; except in areas where lot
sizes are restricted to a minimum of two acres or more; where all vacant
land is assumed to be usable.
o. No development of land currently in agricultural use.
E. Development at a minimum lot size of one acre where zoning would allow for
more dense development but where sewer service is not possible.
Tab 1es 18, 28 and 3B out1i ne the net proj ect ed deve1opment in the area by
2005. The assumptions incorporated into these tables are outlined below.
F. Metro's housing demand allocation for Census Tracts 69 and 7U is Ib4u
housing units. Our own preliminary projections show a higher demand of
approximately 2300 units. Actual demand is assumed to be 1920 units for
these two census tracts [( 1540 + 2300)/2] ..
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G. Forty-six percent of housing potential will be realized in each subarea of
the Study Area between now and 2005 {4241 units potential; less 83 units
potential located in Census Tract 43; divided by 1920 units demand equals
46.21,} •
Tables lC and 2C show the percentage of vacant acreage and development
potent; allocated in the major suba reas and in each Comprehens i ve Pla n
designation within the Study Area.
Among the significant conclusions that can be drawn from these figures are:
1. The Urban Growth Boundary in this area contains more than twice as much
vacant land as will be necessary to satisfy housing demand to the year
2005.
2. Overall, the Planning Commission reccmmendation is not a significant
upzoning of the NW Hills. The current Comprehensive Plan provides for a
development potential of 4241 new housing units. The recommendation would
provide for 4271 units, an increase of less than one percent.
3. In reality, the Recoomendation can be considered to be slight downzoning.
If you assume that the areas inside the City but still zoned County RR and
MUF19 will be rezoned to at least City FF density (the lowest density City
zone), the current Comprehensive Plan would provide for 434~ new housing
units while the Recommendation would provide for 4271 units, a decrease
of 1.7 percent.
4. The Planning Commission Recommendation includes more vacant area in the
low density zones and less vacant area in the medium density zones
than does the current Comprehensive Plan. The Reconmendation designates
55% of vaca nt 1and as FFor R20. The cur rent Comprehens i ve Pl an
designates 38% as FF or R20 (see Table 2C). The Rec~nmendation designates
45% of vacant land as RIO, R7, R5, and R2. The current Comprehensive Plan
designates 52% of vacant land as RIO, R7, R5~ and R2.
5. Only 1% of the vacant area and 4% of the potential hous;ny units are
located in R2 designated areas under the Plannin(j Commission
Rec OOlmenda t ion.
6. The overall density of new development in the Study Area would be 1.9
housing units per acre under both the current Comprehensive Plan and the
Planning Commission ReCOO1mendation. This is approximately the density of
R20 deve 1opme nt •
7. New development in some parts of the StUdy Area would be higher or lower
unde r the RecOOlme nda t ion than it wou J d be un de r t he cur rent Comprehens i ve
Plan. New development would be somewhat more dense in the SYLVAN/UPPER
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HIGHLANDS and THOMPSON to CORNELL areas and less dense in the CORNELL to
BURNSIDE area (see Table lA or Table 18). This is consistent with the
Recanme nda t; on IS obj ect i \Ie to 1oca te de ns i ty where it can be mas t
efficiently provided with necessary urban services.
JT:rs:ls
cc; Michael Harri son, Act i ng Planni ng Oi rector
Jan Childs, Acting Chief Planner
Mel Zucker, President, Forest Park Neighborhood Association
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AREA
CORNELL TO BURNSIDE
NORTH OF SKYLINE M.G.
SOUTH OF SUNSET HWY
SYLVAN/UPPER HIGHLANDS
THOMPSON TO CORNELL
TABLE 1A 17:45 MONDAY. NOVEMBER IB, 1385 1
HOUSING DEVELOPMENT POTENTIAL IN THE NW HILLS
WITHIN THE URBAN GROWTH BOUNDARY
BY AREA
(City of Portland, Bureau of Plannlnq)
GROSS trer VACANt NET VACANT NET HOUSING NEr HOUSING NET UNITS NET UNITS
VACANT ACRES ACRES UNITS UNITS PER ACRE PER ACRE
ACRES (CURRENT CP) t RECOMMEND) (CURRENT CP) (RECOMMEND) (CURRENT CP) (RECOMMEND)
2642 2210 2232 4241 4271 1.9 1.9
471 366 409 1099 577 3.0 1.4
740 729 732 385 379 0.5 0.5
275 252 252 555 556 2.2 2.2
231 147 147 511 675 3.5 4.6
925 715 693 1690 2084 2.4 3.0
.
TABLE 16~PR:::-O=-J=E=C=TED=-N---EW=-:-"""'H""""O---U---S""""INGDEVEL~OP=MENT~~-::I""""N---=THE---'---NW=-=--H=I=L-=-L--=-S
WITHIN THE URBAN GROWTH BOUNDARY BY 2005
BY AREA
(City of Portland, Bureau of Planning)
17:04 MONDAY, NOTlEMBER 18, 1985 1
AREA
CORNELL TO BURNSIDE
NORTH Of SKYLINE M.G.
SOUTH OF SUNSET HWY
SYLVAN/UPPER HIGHLANDS
THOMPSON TO CORNELL
GROSS ACRES ACRES NET HOUSING NET HOUSING NET UNITS NET UNITS
VACANT USED USED UNITS UNITS PER ACRE PER ACRE
ACRES (CURRENT CP I (RECOMMEND) (CURRENT CP) (RECOMMEND) (CURRENT CP) ( RECOMMEND)
2642 1021 1031 1959 1973 1.9 1.9
471 169 189 508 267 3.0 1.4
740 )37 338 178 175 0.5 0.5
275 116 117 257 257 2.2 2.2
231 68 68 236 312 3.5 4.6
925 330 320 781 963 2.4 3.0
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TABLE Ie
VACAN T ACREAGE AND DEVELOPME NT PO TENTIAL BY PERCENT
WITHIN THE URBAN GROWTH BOUNDARY
BY AREA
NET HOUSING NET HOUSI NG
VACANT UNITS UNITS
AREA ACREAGE (CURRENT CP) (RECOMMEND)
Cornell to Burnside 18% 26% 14%
North of Skyli ne ~1.G. 28% 9% 9%
South of Sunset Highway 10% 13% 13%
Sy1van I UPpe r Hi 9h1a nd s 9% 12% 161,
Thompson to Cornell 35% 40% 49'%
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HOUSING DEVELOPMENT POTENTIAL IN THE MW HILLS
WITHIN THE URBAN GROwrH BOUNDARY
BY COMP PLAN DESIGNATION
(City of Portland, Bureau of Planning)
17:45 MONDAY, NOVEMBER 18, 1985 2
......
~
......
- COMP GROSS GROSS NET VACANT NET VACANT NET HOUSING NET HOUSING NET UNITS NET UNITS
PLAN VACANT ACRES VACANT ACRES ACRES ACRES UNITS UNITS PER ACRE PER ACRE
DESIGNATION (CURRENT CP) (RECOMMEND) (CURRENT CP) (RECOMMEND) (CURRENT CP) (RECOMMEND) (CURRENT CP) (RECOMMEND)
2642 2642 2210 2232 4241 4271 1.9 1.9
IT 701 1035 701 1035 350 517 0.5 0.5
MUF19 181 181 10 0.1
RIO 1342 1141 947 827 3242 2822 3.4 3.4
R2 3 14 2 10 27 180 17.4 17.4
R20 313 410 282 327 490 5·68 1.7 1.7
R5 13 11 10 8 70 58 1.0 1.0
R7 10 31 7 25 36 125 5.0 5.0
RR 80 80 16 0.2
TABLE 2B -17:05 MONDAY, NO~~BER 18, 1985 2
PROJECTED NEW HOUSING DEVELOPMENT IN THE NW HILLS
WITHIN THE URBAN GROWTH BOUNDARY BY 2005
BY COMP PLAN DESIGNATION
(City of Portland, Bureau of Planning)
COMP GROSS GROSS ACRES ACRES NET HOUSING NET HOUSING NET UNITS NET UNITS
PLAN VACANT ACRES VACANT ACRES USED USED UNITS UNITS PER ACRE PER ACRE
DESIGNATION (CURRENT CP) (RECOMMEND) (CURRENT CP) (RECOMMEND) (CURRENT CF) (RECOMMEND) (CURRENT CP> (RECOMMEND)
2642 2642 1021 1031 1959 1973 1.9 1.9
IT 701 1035 324 478 162 239 0.5 0.5
MUF19 181 84 4 0.1
RlO 1342 1141 438 382 1438 1304 3.4 3.4
R2 3 14 1 5 12 83 17.4 17.4
H2O 313 410 130 151 :226 263 1.7 1.7
R5 13 11 5 4 33 27 7.0 7.0
R7 10 31 3 1: l~ 58 5.0 5.0
RR 80 -)7 -; 0.2
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TABLE 2C
VACANT ACREAGE AND DEVELOPMENT POTENTIAL BY PERCENT
WITHIN THE URBAN GROWTH BOUNDARY
BY COMPREHENSIVE PLAN DESIGNATION
COMPREHENSIVE VACANT VACANT NET HOUSING NET HOUSING
PLAN ACREAGE ACREAGE UNITS UNITS
DESIGNATION (CURRENT CP) (R ECOMME NO) (CURRENT CP) (RECOMME NO)
FF 271, 39% 8% 12%
MUF19 7% 0%
RIO 51% 43% 76% 66%
R2 ox, 1% 1% 4%
R20 12% 16% 12% 13%
R5 11, 0% 2% 1%
R7 0% 1% 1% 3%
RR 3% 0%
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TABLE 3A 17:46 MONDAY, NOVEMBER 18, 1985 3
HOUSING DEVELOPMENT POTENTIAL IN THE NW HILLS
WITHIN THE URBAN GROWTH BOUNDARY
BY DISTRICT
(City of Portland, Bureau of Planninq>
DISTRICT GROSS N£"1' VACANT NET VACANT NET HOUSING NET HOUSING NET UNITS NET UNITS
VACANr ACRES ACRES UNITS UNITS PER ACRE PER ACRE
ACRES (CURRENT CP) (RECOMMEND) (CURRENT CP> (RECOMMEND) (CURRPIT CPl (RECOMMEND)
2642 2210 2232 4241 4271 1.9 1.9
A 22 20 20 16 18 0.9 0.9
AA 36 26 'c 84 19 3.3 0.5,,",oJ
B 102 102 102 51 51 0.5 0.5
BB 26 23 26 60 13 2.7 0.5
C 27 21 21 14 14 0.7 0.7
E 30 22 22 113 150 5.2 6.9
F 33 20 20 77 B3 4.0 4.3
~ G 71 38 3B 135 97 3.6 2.6
\.0 H 26 23 22 56 197 2.5 8.8
w I 25 20 20 41 72 2.0 3.6
J 46 25 25 89 77 3.5 3.0
K 42~ 424 424 213 213 0.5 0.5
.. 160 160 160 80 80 0.5 0.5...
M 5 3 5 9 3 3.5 0.5
Q 535 358 358 1246 1249 3.5 3.5
S 277 244 222 425 774 1.7 3.5
55 275 252 252 555 556 2.2 2.2
T 25 14 14 49 :4 3.5 1.7
V 111 III 111 9 60 0.1 0.5
W 132 113 127 274 88 2.4 'J.7
:-< 2 2 2 8 1 3.5 0.5
y' 67 50 66 174 52 ).5 0.8
Z 184 141 141 458 381 3.3 2.7
TABLE 38 17:05 MONDAY, NOVEMBER 18, 1985 3
PROJECI'EU ft'EH ROUSING DEVELoPMmT IN 'l'H£ NW RILLS
WITHIN THE URBAN GROWTH BOUNDARY HY 2005
BY DISTRICT
(City of Portland. Bureau of Plannin~)
DISTRICT GROSS ACRES ACRES NEt' HOUSING NET HOUSING NET UNITS NET UNITS
VACANT USED USED UNITS UNITS PER ACRE PER ACRE
ACRES (CURRENT CP) (RECOMMEND) (CURRENT CP) (RECOMMEND) (CURRENT CP) (RECOMMEND)
2642 1021 1031 1959 1973 1.9 1.9
A 22 9 9 9 a b.9 0.9
M 36 12 16 39 9 3.3 0.5
B 102 .;7 47 2( 24 0.5 0.5
B6 :6 10 12 28 6 2.7 0.5
C Z7 10 10 1 7 0.7 0.7
E )0 10 10 52 69 5.2 6.9
F 33 9 9 lEi 39 4.0 4.J
G 71 17 17 62 45 3.& 2.6
H :;6 10 10 26 91 2.5 8.8
......
I 25 9 9 19 33 2.0 3.6
\0 J 4£ 12 12 41 35 3.5 3.0
.::=. K 424 196 196 98 98 0.5 0.5
L 160 74 74 37 37 0.5 0.5
M 5 1 2 4 1 3.5 0.5
Q 535 165 165 577 577 3.5 3.5
5 277 113 102 196 358 1.7 3.5
55 275 116 117 257 257 2.2 2.2
T 25 6 6 22 11 3.5 1.7
V 111 51 51 4 28 0.1 0.5
W 132 52 58 126 40 2.4 0.7
:< 2 1 1 4 1 3.5 0.5
Y 67 23 30 80 24 3.5 0.8
Z 184 65 65 212 176 3.3 2.7
....J .'.
".
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App~ndix S
RIO ZONING IN THE CEDAR MILL CREEK DRAINAGE
We should proceed based on the conclusion that it does not matter whether th~re
is a legal conditional use permit for Forest P3.rk Estates or not.
The issue is not a conditional use permit on any given parcel ~ but Comprehensive
P1an Des ; 9nat; 0 ns anet Z0 n; ng for the ent ; rea rea.
There have been four instances where these issues have been considerC!Cl~ and in
a11 four cases fi ndi ngs have supported RIO dens i ty ; n the C~da r Mi 11 Creek
Drainage.
F0 res t Pa rk Estates Rezoni ng 1975
The Council found:
1. Any adverse impacts from RIO development are outweighed by the benefits of
the new development.
2. There; s a need fo r medi um pri ced- hou si ng in Po rt 1and and that cons urne rs
will pay more for an R20 home than an RIO home.
3. RIO density Will allow for a broader range of housing typ~s and costs than
will R20 density.
4. Hillside land should be used for residential purposes~ preserving flat land
for agriculture.
S. The increase in density from R20 to RIO will not significantly alter the
need for transportation improv@ments or the character of the solution
necessary.
6. Future transportation problems can be allev; ated by providi ng mass transit
to the area and RIO density is sufficient to make transit service feasible.
7. Development at RIO will make it more feasible to provide sewers to other
portions of the drainage basin and alleviate existing pollution problems.
SunVi sta Rezoni ng 1979~ 1980
The Council found:
1. RIO zoning is appropriate for this site.
2. FF or R20 on this site would not accurately reflect the existing land uses
and platted densities (Panavista and Skyline Heights subdivisions adjacent
to the area are platted at RIO).
3. RIO zoning on this sit~ ;s in accondance with generally accepted land use
planning staf'KIards in that it reflects the use to which the property has
previously been put.
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Comprehensive Plan Adoption 1981
The Comprehensive Planning process resulted in RIO plan designations and zoning
for the Forest Park Estates, SunVista and Panavista properties.
Northwest Hills Study
The Planning Commission and Staff have found:
1. The Cedar Mill Creek Drainage provides a unique opportunity to develop a new
well planned neighborhood. The land parcels are of sufficient size to allow
planned unit developments at sufficient density to keep housing costs down
and improve trans i t effect i venes s. wh ; 1e 1oca t i n9 roadsand hou ses ina
manner that is sensitive to the natural environment.
2. This is an area that can be efficiently provided with necessary public
facilities and services, and roore efficiently served at RIO density than at
R20 de ns i ty •
Sewers
a) The Cedar Mill Trunk Sewer which can serve all of the basin has been
constructed at a cost of $1 million. Seventy-five percent of this cost
has been pa id by the owners of the Forest Pa rk Estates and SunY; sta
propert i es··. These ; nvestments were made based on the RIO zoni ng of the
propert i es.
b) The Cedar Mill Trunk not only is in place and ready to serve the
drainage. but extension of it is necessary to remove fran operation the
Panavista package treatment plant which has been declared to be grossly
inadequate by the State Dep~rtment of Envirot'lnental Quality.
Water Service
a) ~lO development of this area can easily be supported by water system
improvements planned by the City and will in fact make those improvements
easier and roore econanical to provide.
b) There is a need to tie in the City water main in Skyline Blvd. north of
Saltzman Road with the Sylvan Water District lines south of Reed Drive.
A new pump station and force main is necessary to improve water supply
along Skyline Blvd. These facilities will be more economical to provide
to RIO development than to R20 development because more customers will be
available to amortize the cost.
Tr ans po rt at ion
a) The impact of new development on the transportation system will be less
burdensome if it is concentrated in locations adjacent to the principal
transportation routes through the study area than if it is dispersed at
1ow dens i ty throughout the area.
(b) If transit service is ever to be feasible to the area, development must
occur in concentrations of at least RIO density.
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Fi re Protect ion
a) A neW fire station will be needed in this vicinity in order to maintain
acceptable response times whether the area develops at R20 or RIO
density.
b) RIO density will result in more efficient fire protection by providing
rno re res ident sand prope rty tax revenues to arno rt i ze the 1a rge City
i nves trnent ; n cap i tal and ope rat i ng expe nses; i.e. rna re peop1e ca n be
pr at ect ed at t he same cos t •
JT:mh
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ROBERT S. BALL
STEPHEN T. JANIK
KENNETH M. NOVACK
JACK L. ORCHARD
SUSAN M.OUICK
WILLIAM H. PERKINS
CHRISTOPHER W. ANGIUS
VICKI G. BAYLESS
BARBARA W. RADLER
M CHAEL C. WALCH
D~VID A. URMAN
SUSAN N. HOWARD
RECEIVED'
Nov L1 i201 PH t 85
SA LL, ~ A N I K & N QVAC K"l:'i:r-t I ANSiN:3 AUOIfOR
ATTORNEYS AT LAW cjr~{Or·PORTlAND.ORE.
ONE MAIN PLACE
lOt S. W. MAIN STREET, SUITE 1100 8Y
PORTLAND,OREGON 97204-3274 -------------------
TELEPHONE 1503) 228-2525
TELECOPY 1503) 295-1058 OF COUNSEL
TELEX 910-380-5470 ",ACOB TANZER
November 21, 1985
Members of the Portland City Council
1220 S.W. Fifth Avenue
Portland, Oregon 97204
Re: Validity of Forest Park Estate's
Conditional Use Permit
Dear Commissioners:
This letter responds to Mr. Paul Meyer's letter dated
November 18, 1985 regarding the conditional use permit held
by Forest Park Estate. I provide the following facts for your
review. The issue of rezoning the Forest Park Estate's site
from R-20 to R-IO was resolved by the Portland City Council
after five public hearings on September 11, 1975 and upheld
by the Oregon Supreme Court in 1980 in the case of Neuberger
v. City of Portland, 285 Or 585, 607 P2d 722 (1980). LCDC
acknowledged the City of Portland1s comprehensive plan in May,
1981, finding that the R-lO density of the site is consistent
with the statewide planning goals.
In a separate proceeding on August 11, 1982, the
City Council approved Forest Park Estate's application for
conditional use permit for a PUD and subdivision of Phase I
of the project. That approval was upheld by the Oregon Supreme
Court in Meyer v. City of Portland, 296 Or 84, 682 P2d 267
(1984).
By letter dated July 11, 1985, the Bureau of Planning
informed Forest Park Estate that the three-year period within
which to file a final plat for its PUD did not begin to run
until the date of the final approval given by the Oregon Supreme
Court on April 24, 1984, giving Forest Park Estate until 1987
to submit its final plan. The City Attorney's office verified
that time frame by memorandum dated Septmeber 25, 1985. However,
the City Attorneyls Office is now elaborating on its September
1985 memorandum opinion.
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From these facts, two things are readily apparent.
First, the reasonableness of R-lO zoning for the Forest Park
Estate site is a separate issue from the validity of the condi-
tional use permit. Whether or not the conditional use permit
is valid (and I am certain that it is), the R-lO zoning of
the site was approved by the City in 1975 and acknowledged
by LCDC as an appropriate density to provide a variety of housing
types within the urban growth boundary and in close proximity
to downtown Portland. Therefore, the City should proceed today
with its decision for planning and zoning consistent with the
Northwest Hills Land Use Study, regardless of the City Attorney's
legal analysis of the conditional use permit.
Secondly, Forest Park Estate and the City of Portland
have withstood over a decade of legal entanglement with Mr.
Meyer. His tactics have delayed these proceedings long enough.
The R-IO density of the site has consistently been found by
the City, LCDC and the appellate courts of this state to be
a reasonable planning and zoning designation. I urge you to
vote in favor of the Northwest Hills Land Use Study, supported
by your Planning Commission and the City·s Bureau of Planning.
Very truly yours,
/!!v~-'Y~
Susan M. Quick
SMQ/jrw
cc: Mr. Paul R. Meyer
Mr. Larry Porter
Mr. Jeffrey L. Rogers
Mr. James Throckmorton
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BUREAU OF PLANNING
POTENTIAL AMENDMENTS
NORTHWEST HILLS SlUDY ORDINANCE
The fo 11 owi ng amendment s cou 1d be adopt ed wi thout vi 0 1a t i ng the ba s ic
principles of the Planning Commission's Recommendation as outlined in
Reconmenda t ions one through seven.
NUMBER NAME
1 Angel
2 Hoffman
3 Nash
4 Nash
5 Hill/Hamilton
6 Ramsey
7 Suriano/Willi ams
STAFF
AMENDMENT SUPPORT?
Remove nr Overlay inside the UGB Yes
Retain RIO zoning east of Hilltop Drive Yes
where gravity sewers are possible
Remove uminor'l fron Recommendation #1 Yes
Replace "rural level ll in RecOOlmendation #2 Yes
Retain RIO zoning on their property Yes
Designate the northern tip of lot at
Skyline/Cornell C2
Retain current RIO zoning on their property
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Amendment #1
1. This amendment clarifies and institutionalizes existing City policy. i.e.
that the nr Natural Resources Overlay is intended to be used only on land
out s ide the Urba n Growt h Bounday.
2. The amendment would add to the Ordinance a second section as follows:
Section 2. The Council finds:
1. The purpose of the nr Natural Resources overlay zone is to preserve
a nonurban character in areas of the City that are outside the
Metropolitan Service District's adopted Urban Growth Boundary.
2. The requirements of the nr Natural Resources overlay zone are
i nCOOlpa t i b1e wi t h 1ands i os ide the Ur ba n Growt h Bounda ry and
designated for urban development in the Metro Regional Plan.
NOW THEREFORE, the Council directs:
a. The nr Natural Resources overlay zone shall be removed fran any land
included within the Urban Growth Boundary through an amendment to
the Boundary granted by the Metropolitan Service District.
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Amendment #2
1. Property owned by Eric Hoffman would be downzoned from RiO to FF and R20
under the Planning Commission Recommendation. His representative has
asked that the portion of his property that can be provided with gravity-
flow sewers retain RIO zoning. Staff agrees.
2. The amendment would:
a) replace map 3024 in the Recommendation with the attached map 3024;
aM
b) modify maps 4 and 5 consistent with the attached map 3024.
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Amendment #3
1. Frank Nash owns property outside the Urban Growth Boundary and is seeking
to amend the boundary to include the property. He asks that the word
"minor" be deleted fran Recanmendation #1 since it has no precise
definition. Staff agrees.
2. The amendment would delete the word II minor" fr£lTl RecOOJmendation #1.
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Amendment '4
1 .. Frank Nash asks that the phrase II rural levels·· in Recanmendation'2 be
replaced with more precise language to avoid future confusion as to what
zoning classifications would be allowed in these areas. Staff agrees.
2. The amendment would replace the first sentence in Recanmendation #2 with
the fo 11 owi ng :
IIIn areas north of Skyline Memorial Gardens. residential zoning shall be
limited to FF Farm and Forest or more restrictive zones. 1I
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Amendment #5
1. John Hill and Ms. Hamilton own 24,800 square feet and 35,300 square feet
lots respectively along SW Fairview Circus. The Planning Commission
Recommendation would downzone their property fram RIO to R20. Both of
these individuals have said that they had plans to divide their property
that would be prevented by R20 zoning. The R20 zoning in this area was
primarily intended to protect the Hoyt Arboretum from dense residential
development. Since these properties are at the top of the hill and on an
existing street, they could be divided without undue impact on the
Arboretum. RiO zoning is therefore acceptable.
2. The amendment would:
a) replace map 3125 in the Recommendation with the attached map 3125;
b) amend map 5 consistent with the attached map 3125.
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Amendment #6
1. Margaretta Ramsey owns Tax Lot 3 on the south corner of the intersection
of Cornell Road and Skyline Boulevard. She also jointly owns Tax Lot 159
north of the intersection (the abandoned gas station) and recently sold
Tax Lot 1 east of the intersection of Cornell and Greenleaf (the landfill
site). The Planning Commission Recommendation would apply C2 zoning to
Tax Lot 159 and a C2 plan designation to the filled corner of Tax Lot 1.
Mrs. Ramsey asks that a C2 land use designation also be applied to the
north end of Tax Lot 3. Staff feels that there are questions about the
appropriateness of this amendment because the north end of Tax Lot 3 is
part of a three-acre residential parcel to the south that is steeply
sloped and vegetated. Also, the need for ccmmercial activity in this area
can probably be met by the other sites already designated C2, and the
cOOlmercial use of this site in addition to cOOlmercial use on the other
sites already designated C2 could possibly lead to excessive traffic
congestion at this intersection.
2. The amendment would:
a) replace map 2921 in the Recommendation with the attached maps 2921 and
2922; and
b) amend map s 3 and 4 i n the Recoome nda t ;on cons; stent wi th the attach ed
maps 2921 and 2922.
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Amendment 117
1. Peter and Helen Suriano-Williams own Tax Lot 11 (vacant) in Woodside
Terrace No 2 south of SW 48th Drive. The Recommendation would downzone
them from RIO to R20. They request maintaining the RIO zoning, supposedly
for purposes of partitionaing their lot. In order to divide the lot under
RIO zan; ng, howeve r, t hey waul d hive to acqui re vari ances for both 1at
size and lot width. In other words, according to the standards of the
Code they have only one building site under either RIO or R20 zoning.
2. The amendment would retain RIO zoning and Comprehensive Plan designations
on Tax Lot 11 of Lot 25 Woodside Terrace and Plat 2; as shown on attached
map 3124.
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ORn INANCE No. 1.:lRJ 17
An Ordi nance adopt 1ng land use and adrni nistrative recanmendatlons to guide
development of the Northwest Hil Is Area, establishing City Comprehensive
Plan Map designatl0ns and zoning for annexed property within the Study
Area and amending the Comprehensive Plan Map designations and zoning for
certain property wi thin the Study Area.
The City of Portland ordains:
Section 1. The Council finds:
1. As an element of the 1983- 84 and 1984-85 Ci ty Budgets, the City Counei I
directed that the Bureau of Planning, in cooperation with the Bureau of
Transportation Planning and Development, undertake a land use study of the
Northwest Hills. A principal purpose of the study was to determine
appropriate land use densities and patterns in the Northwest Hil Is Study
Area in light of the City1s and other public agencies' abilities to
provide adequate urban services to support land development.
2. There is insufficient demand for urban land in the vicinity of the
Northwest Hills to justify significant expansion of the Urban Growth
BOlJnddry within t.tl" Stuoy Area.
3. The portion of the StUdy Area that is outside the Urban Growth Boundary
would be difficult and expensive to provide with urban services, at least
for the foreseeable future.
4. Sanitary sewer service will not be available to the portions of the Study
Area north of Skyline Memorial Gardens within the foreseeable future.
Fire response times are likely to remain relatively slow to these areas.
5. Tr.affic congestion is likely to increase in the Northwest Hil Is due to
both committed development and a gr~h in commuter traffic. However.
even a severe restriction of further development within the Study Area
would only ma~inal1y reduce future transportation congestion problems on
the east-west transportation routes through. the Study Area.
6. A precedent for the development of the Cedar MillCreek drainage basin as
a low density single-family and planned unit development neighborhood has
been established by the existing Panavista Park and Skyline Heights
subdivisions, and through City Council approval of the Forest Park
Estates Planned Unit Development.
7• Pub li c and pI' i va te i nves tment s have been made, and wi 11 be made, in
public facilities and services to serve the Cedar Mill Creek drainage
basin that could support further development of the basin at relatively
1ow rna rgi naleos t s •
8. The Balch Creek Drainage basin is an enviroflflentally sensitive area with
outstanding visual appeal, substantial wildlife habitat and the only
significant year-round stream located in the Northwest Hills.
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9. Sanitary sewer service wi) I not be available within the Balch Creek Basin
within the foreseeable future.
10. No water mains currently serve the Balch Creek Basin.
11. Urban level development of the Balch Creek Basin would have extremely
detrimental effects on the City·s ability to manage stonnwater drainage
in and fran the basin. It would also have significant negative impacts
on the water quality of Balch Creek, wildlife in and along the creek, and
the recreat ional enjoyment of Mac leay Pa rk.
12. The Comprehensive Plan calls for residential densities to be increased
around significant concentrations of enployment opportunity, coomercial
activity, transit corridors, and regional transit facilities and
s tat ions.
13. The Arterial Streets Classification Policy designates Burnside Road as a
Major City Transit Street and the Sunset Highway as a Regional
Tr ans i tway •
14. The Regional Transportation Plan includes several alternatives for
expa nded trani st serv i ce in the Wes ts ide Corridor. The Preferred
Alternative, adopted by affected local and regional jurisidictions, is a
light rail transit system aligned with the Sunset Highway.
15. A transit station and/or regional parl<-and-ride lots will be constructed
near the Sylvan interchanye as part of the Sunset LRT or other transit
improvement project s.
16. Trl-Met proposes to develop a transitway along the Sunset Highway and
construct a transit station and park-and-ride lots near the intersection
of Skyline Boulevard and the Sunset Hlghway.
17. The Comprehensive Plan promotes infill development of partially developed
areas and where public facilities and services are available.
18. Sites that have severe slope-hazard conditions or unique natural
conditions should be developed at lower densities than sites without such
conditions.
19. Several sites within the Study Area have historically been used for local
c anme rei all and uses. Other sites, becau se of al t erat ions to the 1a nd
a~ their location, have been canmitted to non-residential use. A number
of these sites are at natural locations for local canmercial services.
20. There are certain portions of the Study Area that are suitable for urban
development, Where the public facilities and services necessary to
adeq uatel y support that development wi 11 be tempora ri 1y unava i 1ab Ie fa r
some unknown period of time. Such areas should be restricted to
rural-level development until it can be demonstrated that the appropriate
facilities and services are at hancL
21. The Northwest Hills Study Area will continue to suffer transportation-
related problems until a regional solution to the capacity needs of the
Sunset Corridor is found and implemented.
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22. Future urban development in the Study Area will have transportation
impacts that may require mitigation unless significant public
transportation improvements are implemented.
2 3. The nature of t he trans po rt at ion s i tua t ion in the No rt hwes t Hill s
warrants the development and application of an "impa~t fee" system or
other measures whereby funds collected frOtl new development would be
dedicated to transportation improvements that benefit the development.
24. Urban development in the Nortl1.tlest Hills where public transit services
are clearly inadequate should, if practical, contribute toward the
support of a private transit systen to serve residents of the
deve 1opment.
25. On May 28. 1985, the Planning Commission held a public hearing on the
No rt hwes t Hlll s Study. On June 11, 1985, the Pl a nni ng Commi s sian
recanmended that land use and administrative recanmendations and
Cooprehens ive PI an Map des ignat ions and zon; ng be adopted.
26. The recanmendations of th'e Planning COOImission on the Northwest Hi-'lls
Study are in conformance with Portland's Comprehensive Plan and with the
Statewide Planning Goals. The land use and administrative reccmmendations
and the recanmended Comprehensive Plan Map designations and zoning were
submitted to the Department of Land Conservation and Development for
review as required by OAR 660. Division 18, Postacknowledgement
Procedures. No objection was received from the Department of Land
Cons ervat ion and Oeve1opment.
27. It is in the public interest that the recommendations of the Northwest
Hills Study be adopted to guide future development of the area.
NOW, THEREFOR Et the Coun ci 1 di reet s :
a. The following land use and administrative recanmendations are hereby
adopted to di rect all future land use deci sions within the Northwest Hills
Study Area, as shown on the attache9 Exhibit A.
1. Maintain the present regional Urban Growth Boundary within the
Northwest Hills Study Area except where boundary adjustments
wi 11 resul tin a more ef fici ent 1a nd u.se pat tern or urban service
e f fi c i enei es .
2. In areas north of Skyline Memorial Gardens, residential 20nina shall
be limited to FF FarM and Forest or more restrictive zones. No
properties in this area zoned R10 as of June 11,1985, shall be
downzoned as a result of this recommendation.
3. Expand lOW-density single-family land use designations east and
southeast of the Forest Park Estates Planned Uni t Development 'to
allow maximum use of pUblic and private investments in public
facilities and services.
4. Restrict development of the environmentally sensitive,Balch Creek
d ra i nage by rna i ntai ni ng t he cur rent Urba n Growt h Bounda ry and
designating other areas for rural level use.
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5. Increase res ident i al dens i ties adjacent to sign i fi cant concentrations
of commercial activity and future transit stations.
6. I n areas sui tab le fo r lirba n development, but where lands 1i de hazards
are predominant or natural conditions are unique and sensitive.
restrict potential development densities to below W'iat would
otherwise be warranted.
7. Recognize existing local service commercial land uses, and sites
committed to such uses, by applying appropriate commercial land use
des i gn at ions.
8. Require the following conditions of all future subdivisions, planned
unit developments and quasi-judicial upzonings within the Northwest
Hil Is StUdy Area, in addition to those conditions found in
Comprehensive Plan Policy 10.8, subsection C:
a) submission of a pu~ or subdivision plan by the applicant;
b) availability of pu~lic sewer and water service;
c) if existing pUblic transportation is not deemed adequate,
participation in and/or subsidy of a private transportation
service; and
d) participation in an "impact fee ll system, should such a system be
adopted by the Ci ty Counci 1 t and/or measures to otherwi se
mi t igate any ad verse impact of automobile traffic generated by
the proposed development.
For parcels of between five and twenty ac'res, and for all upzonings
to a canmercia1 zone, the above corKtitions plus a transportation
analysis including documentation of the following will be required:
e) the potential daily and peak hour traffic volumes generated by
the site;
f) distribution on the street system of the traffic generated by the
site;
g) the extent to which rideshar~ng and transit incentive programs
might reduce the vehicle trips generated by the site; and
h) current traffic volumes on the principal roadways relative to the
site.
For parcels of twenty acres or more, the above conditions will be
r eq ui red, p1us the trans port at ion anal ys is must be expanded to
document:
i) projected traffic vo 1urnes on the pri nci pa1 roadways relat ive to
the site should the proposed development and other approved, but
undeveloped proposals. be fully developed--.--
Entire lots. regardless of size, must be upzoned at once; except
where the Comprehensive Plan Map applies more than one designation
on a single lot. The upzoning may not be approved unless the
accanpanyi ng pu~ or subdi vi s ion is a1 so approved. -
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ORDINANCE No.
9. Comprehensive Plan Maps 1 through 5 (attached as Exhibit B) shall be
used as a guide for future anneKation rezoning cases within the study
area.
b. Comprehensive Plan Map designations and zoning are hereby adopted for
annexed property within the Nortfl..lest Hills Area and amended for certain
property within the' Northwest Hills Area as shown on the maps attached as
Exhibit C and incorporated by this reference.
Section 2. The Council finds:
1. The purpose of the nr Natural Resources overlay zone is to preserve
a non-urban character in areas of the City that are outside the
Metropolitan Service District's adopted Urban Growth Boundary.
2. The requirements of t~e nr Natural Resources overlay zone are
incompatible with lands inside the Urban Growth Boundary and
designated for urban development in the Metro Regional Plan.
~ow THEREFORE, the Council directs:
a. The nr Natural Resources overlay zone shall be removed from any
land included within the Urban Growth Boundary through an amendment
to the Boundary granted by the Metropolitan Service District.
Passed by the Council, NOV 271985
Commissioner Margaret D. Strachan
September 9. 1985
James Throckmorton:ls:mh
51249003
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Jewel Lansing
Auditor of t~ City of Portland
By p~~ Deputy
RESOLllTION No. 33989
A Resolution encouraging t~e Oregon Department of Transportation to study
establishment of a more direct westbound access route to the Sunset
Highway from Washington Park and directing that Washington Park access be
examined in the City·s Public Facilities Master Plan.
WHEREAS, the City Council has directed that land use and transportation issues
be studied in the Northwest Hills area; and
WHEREAS, the City of Portland Bureau of Planning, ;n cooperation with the
offi ee of Transpo rtat i on and ot her City bureau s, has comp 1eted the
Northwest Hills Study; and
WH ER£AS, t he Po rt 1and Ci ty Pl a nn f ng Commi s sian has adopted a repo rt and
recanmendat ion to the Ci ty Counei 1 rega rdi ng the Northwest Hill s Study;
and
WHEREAS, the Planning Commission and the City Council find that there is a
n'eed for di reet westbound access to the Sunset Highway fran the south
entrance road to Washington Park.
NOW~ THEREFORE, BE IT RESOLVED BY THE COUNCIL OF THE CITY OF PURTLAND, that
the Oregon Department of Transportation be encouraged to study the
feasibility of a more direct westbound access route to the Sunset Highway
fran Washington Park and assign a high priority to fundi ng for
cons truct i on of such an acces s roo t e.
BE IT FURTHER RESOLVED, t hat access to and fran Washi ngton Pa rk be exami ned in
detail as part of the development of the City's Public Fac;11ties Master
Plan.
Adopted by the Council. NOV 271985
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Commissioner Margaret O. Strachan
September 11, 1985
James Throckmorton:mh
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By
JEWEl. LANSING
Auditor of the City of Portland
I)er ul ~
